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A Government FCC License can 
help you qualify for an exciting, 
rewarding career in ELECTRONICS, 
the Science of the Seventies. 
Read how you can prepare at home 
in your spare time to pass the 
FCC Licensing examination. 
If you're out to bag a better job in Electronics, a Govern- 

ment FCC License can give you a shot at job oppor- 
tunities with real futures. 

According to the U.S. Office of Education Bulletin 
(4th Edition) : "The demand for people with technical 
skills is growing twice as fast as for any other group, 
while jobs for the untrained are rapidly disappearing." 
There are new openings every year in many different 
industries for electronics specialists. And you don't 
need a college education to qualify. 

But you do need knowledge ... knowledge of elec- 
tronics fundamentals. And one of the nationally accepted 
methods of measuring this knowledge ... is the licensing 
program of the FCC (Federal Communications 
Commission). 

Importance of an FCC License 
and CIE's Warranty of Success 

If you want to work in commercial broadcasting ... tele- 
vision or AM or FM broadcasting ... as a broadcast 
engineer, federal law requires you to have a First Class 
Radiotelephone License. Or if you plan to operate or to 
maintain mobile two -way communications systems, micro- 
wave relay stations or radar and signaling devices, a Sec- 
ond Class FCC License is required. 

But even if you aren't planning a career which involves 
radio transmission of any kind, an FCC "ticket" is valu- 
able to have as Government certification of certain tech- 
nical skills. It's a job credential recognized by some 
employers as evidence that you really know your stuff. 

So why doesn't everyone who wants a good job in Elec- 
tronics get an FCC License? 

It's not that simple. To get an FCC License, you must 
pass a Government licensing exam. 

A good way to prepare for your FCC License exam is 
to take one of the CIE career courses which include FCC 
License preparation. We are confident you can success- 
fully earn your license, if you're willing to put forth an 
effort, because the vast majority of CIE students have. 
In fact, based on continuing surveys, close to 9 out of 10 
CIE graduates have passed their FCC exams! 

That's why we can offer this time- tested Warranty of 
Success: when you successfully complete any CIE career 
course which includes FCC License preparation, you will 
be able to pass the Government FCC Examination for 
the License for which the course prepared you or you will 
be entitled to a full refund of an amount equal to the cash 
price of tuition for CIE's Course No. 3, "First Class FCC 
License," in effect at the time you enrolled. This warranty 
is good from the date you enroll until the last date allowed 
for completion of your course. 

CIE HAS CAREER COURSES THAT 
INCLUDE "HANDS ON" TRAINING 

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY with LABORATORY 
Courses ... takes beginner from fundamentals to skills re- 
quired of technician or engineering assistant. Includes Experi- 
mental Electronics Laboratory for "hands on" training. 
COLOR TV MAINTENANCE and REPAIR... several CIE 
courses combine electronics theory with the actual construc- 
tion, testing and troubleshooting a big screen, stolid state 
color TV. 

With CIE you learn at home 
With CIE, you learn in your spare time at home ... or 
wherever else is convenient. No classroom time, ever. No 
one to make you go too fast ... or too slow. With CIE's 
Auto -Programmed® Lessons you'll pick up facts, figures, 
and electronics theories you may have considered "corn- 
plicated" ... even if you've had trouble studying before. 

You can have attractive job opportunities 
There have already been many exciting developments and 
breakthroughs in Electronics and some people might 
assume there will be no new frontiers ... no new worlds 
to conquer. Not so. 

Electronics is still growing. In nearly every one of the 
new and exciting fields of the Seventies you find elec- 
tronics skills and knowledge in demand. Computers and 
data processing. Air traffic control. Medical technology. 
Pollution control. Broadcasting and communications. 
Once you have the solid technical background you need, 
you can practically choose the career field you want . . . 

work for a big corporation, a small company or even go 
into business for yourself. 

Yes, Electronics can be the door to a whole new world 
of career opportunities for you. And CIE training can be 
your key. 

Send for FREE school catalog 
Discover the opportunities open to people with electronics 
training. Learn how CIE career courses can help you build 
new skills and knowledge and prepare you for a meaning- 
ful, rewarding career. We have courses for the beginner, 
for the hobbyist, for the electronics technician, and for 
the electronics engineer. Whether you are just starting out 
in Electronics or are a college- trained engineer in need of 
updating (or anywhere in between), CIE has a course 
designed for you. 

Send today for our FREE school catalog and complete 
package of career information. For your convenience, we 
will try to have a representative call to assist in course se- 
lection. Mail reply card or coupon to CIE ... or write: 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc., 1776 East 17th 
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Do it TODAY. 

APPROVED UNDER G. I. BILL 
All CIE career courses are approved for educational 
benefits under the G.I. Bill. If you are a Veteran or 
in service now, check box for G.I. Bill information. 

CIECleveland Institute 
of Electronics, Inc. 

1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

r Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114 
Please send me your FREE school catalog and career in- 
formation package today. 
I am especially interested in: 

Electronics Technician Industrial Electronics 
FCC License Preparation Electronics Engineering 
Color TV Maintenance Other 
Mobile Communications 

Print Name 

Address Apt. 

City 

State Zip Age 

Check box for G.I. Bill information. 
Veteran On Active Duty EL-62 
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BUILD 20 RADIO 
and Electronics Circuits 

PROGRESSIVE HOME 
RADIO -T.V. COURSE 

Now Includes * 12 RECEIVERS * 3 TRANSMITTERS * SQ. WAVE GENERATOR * SIGNAL TRACER * AMPLIFIER * SIGNAL INJECTOR 
CODE OSCILLATOR 

* No Knowledge of Radio Necessary * No Additional Parts or Tools Needed * EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TU 

* * Sold In 79 Countries 

SCHOOL INQUIRIES INVITED 

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND 
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE 

The "Edu -Kit" otters you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at a 
rock -bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians, making 
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory, construc- 
tion practice and servicing. THIS IS A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL. 

You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solden 
In a professional manner; how to service radios. You will work with the standard type of 
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit chassis. 

You will learn the basic principles of radio. You will construct, study and work with 
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators. detectors, rectifiers. test equipment. You will learn 
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice 
trouble- shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector. Pro- 
gressive Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompany 
ing instructional material. 

You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C. Radio 
Amateur Licenses. You will build Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator, Code 
Oscillator, Signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. You 
will receive an excellent background for television, Hi -Fi and Electronics. 

Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The "Edu -Kit" is 
the product of many years of teaching and engineering experience. The "Edu -Kit" will 
provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the low 
price you pay. The Signal Tracer alone is worth more than the price of the kit. 

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE 
You do not need the slightest background 

In radio or science. Whether you are inter- 
ested in Radio & Electronics because you 
want an interesting hobby, a well paying 
business or a job with a future, you will find 
the "Edu -Kit'' a worth -while investment. 

Many thousands of individuals of all 

ages and backgrounds have successfully 
used the "Edu -Kit" in more than 79 coun- 
tries Of the world. The "Edu -Kit' has been 
carefully designed, step by step. so that 
you cannot make a mistake. The "Edu -Kit' 
allows you to teach yourself at your own 
rate. No instructor is necessary. 

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD 
The Progressive Radio "Edu -Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the world. 

and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training, The " Edu - 
Kit' uses the modern educational principle of 'Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct. 
learn schematics. study theory. Practice trouble shooting -all in a closely integrated pro- 
gram designed to provide an easily -learned. thorough and interesting background in radio. 

You begin by examining the various radio parts of the "EduKit." You then learn the 
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple radio. With this first 
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations, learn theory, practice testing 
and trouble- shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory 
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner, and at your own rate, you will 
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like d 
professional Radio Technician. 

Included in the "Edu -Kit" course are Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscillator, Signal 
Tracer, Square Wave Generator and Signal Injector Circuits. These are not unprofessional 
"breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional 
wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method of radio construction known 
as "Prin . CirCuitr . These circuits oerate on our regular AC or DC house current. 

THE "EDU -KIT" IS COMPLETE 
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build twenty different radio and 

electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, vari- 
able, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resistors, tie strips, 
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis, Instruction Manuals, hook -up wire, solder, 
selenium rectifiers. coils, volume controls and switches, etc. 

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chassis, 
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of tools, a 
professional electric soldering iron, and a self- powered Dynamic Radio and Electronics 
Tester. The "Edu -Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator, 
in addition to F.C.C. Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for 
servicing with the Progressive Signál Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High 
Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in Radio -TV Club, Free Consulta- 
tion Service, Certificate of Merit and Discount Privileges. You receive all parts, tools, 
instructions, etc. Everything is yours to keep. 

PRINTED CIRCUITRY I 

At no increase in price, the "Edu -I(it" 
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build 
a Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a unique 
servicing instrument that can detect many 
Radio and TV troubles. This revolutionary 
new technique of radio construction is now 
becoming popular in commercial radio and 
TV sets. 

A Printed Circuit is a special insulated 
chassis on which has been deposited a con- 
ducting material which takes the place of 
wiring. The various parts are merely plugged 
in and soldered to terminals. 

Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern 
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of this 
subject is a necessity today for anyone in- 
terested in Electronics. 

tLtMtNIHHY tLtliIr{VNILJ/MarCrl-HiJrll ly/O 

Progressive 

NAME 

I ADDRESS 

CITY & STATE ZIP 

Reg. U.S. 
Pat. Off, 

Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946 

FREE EXTRAS 
SET OF TOOLS 

SOLDERING IRON 
ELECTRONICS TESTER 
PLIERS-CUTTERS 
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD 
CERTIFICATE OF MERIT 
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE QUIZZES 
TELEVISION BOOK RADIO 
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK 
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: 
CONSULTATION SERVICE FCC 
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING 
PRINTED CIRCUITRY 

I SERVICING LESSONS 
You will learn trouble- shooting and 

Servicing in a progressive manner. You 
will practice repairs on the sets that 
you construct. You will learn symptoms 
and causes of trouble in home, portable 
and car radios. You will learn how to 
use the professional Signal Tracer. the 
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic 
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you 
are learning in this practical way, you 
will be able to do many a repair job for 
your friends and neighbors, and charge 
fees which will far exceed the price of 
the "Edu- Kit." Our Consultation Service 
will help you with any technical probe 
lems you may have. 

FROM OUR MAIL BAG 
J. Stataitis. of 25 Poplar Pl.. Water- 

bury, Conn., writes: I have repaired 
several sets for my friends, and made 
money. The "Edu -Kit" paid for itself. I 

was ready to spend $240 for a Course. 
but I found your ad and sent for your 
Kit.' 

Ben Valerio. P. 0. Box 21. Magna. 
Utah: "'rho Edu -Kits are wonderful. Here 
I am sending You the questions and also 
the answers for them. I have been in 
Radio for the last seven years. but like 
to work with Radio Kits. and like to 
build Radio Testing Equipment. I en- 
joyed every minute I worked with the 
different kits- the Signal Tracer works 
fine. Also like to let you know that I 

feel proud of becoming a member of your 
Radio -TV Club." 

Robert L. Shuff. 1534 Monroe Ave.. 
Huntington. W. Va.: Thought I would 
drop you a few lines to say that I re- 
ceived my Edu -Kit, and was really amazed 
that such a bargain can be had at such 
a low price. I have already started re- 
pairing radios and phonographs. My 
friends were really surprised to see me 
get into the swing of it so quickly. The 
Trouble shooting Tester that comes with 
the Kit is really swell, and finds the 
trouble, if there is any to be found." 

"Edu- Kits" Inc., 1189 Broadway, Dept.57 7DJ Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 

Please rush me free literature describing the Progressive 

Radio -TV Course with Edu -Kits. No Salesman will call. 

PROGRESSIVE "EDU- KITS" 
1189 Broadway, Dept. 577DJ 

INC. 
Hewlett, N.Y. 11557 
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amantVs 
CB 

mobile 
antennas 
offer: 

Quality construction 

Long range 

Mounting versatility 

This is the Avanti Racer 

27 mobile antenna. A 

first quality instrument, 
it is one of the most pop- 

ular antennas in the en- 

tire CB field. That's 
because experienced 

CBers appreciate the 

benefits of a good, de- 

pendable long -range 

antenna that offers 
quiet performance. 

The Racer 27 is readily 
adaptable to a wide 
variety of mounting 
assemblies: 

a fold -over mount for 
campers and vans 

a no -hole trunk mount 
(no drilling into your 
car) 

a mirror bracket mount 
for trucks 

a dual assembly for 
increased performance 
on all vehicles 

and more. 

The Racer 27 is Avanti 
Model AV -327. Suggest- 

ed retail $22.95 

This is only one of many 
Avanti antennas for car, 

boat or home. Send to- 
day for FREE full -color 

catalog. 

avanti 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, INC. 

340 Stewart Ave., Addison, Illinois 60101 
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER 
ings for switches, outlet boxes, duct 
work, etc. A new item called Construction 
Templates makes locating cutouts a 
breeze and completely eliminates messy 
chalk lines, measurements, and trial and 
error methods. Construction Templates 

CIRCLE 57 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

ing transceiver performance and SWR 
bridge calibration. The coax switch is 
housed in a rugged anodized aluminum 
extrusion with attractive sloping front 
panel for easy control identification. All 
input and output connectors are located 
on the rear panel to facilitate a neat in- 
stallation on both base and mobile - 
mounted units. Sells for $9.95. For fur- 
ther details, write to Kris, Inc., Pioneer 
Rd., Cedarburg, WI 53012. 

CB Converter For Automobile 
Tenna Corporation has a new low -cost 

CB Converter that will change any auto- 
mobile AM radio into a receiver for all 
23 CB Channels. Tenna's new CB Con- 
verter does not require a license nor the 
special CB antenna needed for trans- 
ceivers. It is designed for the motorist 

CIRCLE 53 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

who can't pay upwards of $150 for a 

transceiver and a special CB antenna, 
but who is anxious to receive CB broad- 
cast information, such as news of de- 
tours, accidents, road conditions, and 
traffic and emergency vehicle status. The 
Tenna unit is simple to install. One only 
has to plug it into any standard automo- 
bile AM radio and antenna, and attach 
the Converter to the dashboard with a 

bracket supplied by Tenna. The existing 
radio speaker system is utilized. The 
Tenna CB Converter sells for $34.95. 
Want more info? Write to Tenna Corpora- 
tion, 19201 Cranwood Parkway, Cleve- 
land, OH 44128. 

Construction Templates 
The most frustrating part of putting 

up paneling or sheet rock is accurately 
finding the right spots for making open- 

can be used over and over again and 
they fully guarantee perfect cutouts in 
every imaginable shape everytime. Con- 
struction Templates are designed for the 
do- it- yourselfer. The price of each set of 
3 different templates and 4 universal pin 
clamps is only $6.00 postage paid. They 
can be ordered from Construction Tem- 
plates, Inc., R.F.D. 2, Ridge Hill Road, 
Woonsocket, RI 02895. 

Miniature Magnifying Lens 
A new optical aid, called Mini -Loupe, 

is a miniature magnifying lens offering 
new freedom and convenience heretofore 
not found with other optical aids. The 
Mini -Loupe is a precision lens approxi- 
mately 11 mm in diameter with an 11 
mm arm. Both are mounted in a suction 
cup with a swivel -type ball socket. This 
suction cup permits the device to be 
easily mounted directly to eyeglasses or 
safety glasses. By mounting the lens in 
the bifocal area of the glasses, the user 
can easily see -through it for magnifica- 
tion when looking down or see -around it 
for normal vision. The swivel -type ball 
joint between the mounting cup and the 

(Continued on page 15) 
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Move up to Teaberry 
the Quality CB Peop 

A. 

TEABERRY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Indianapolis. Indiala 46218 F U 
crwo CIRCLE 30 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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Four different 
schools give you 
this 25" hobby- 

DIAGONAL 

kit Color TV... 

No other home training 
school gives you both an ex- 
clusive solid state color TV 
and an SQ® Quadra- 
phonic Receiver complete 
with four speakers ... all in 
one course. You get both for 
less than the tuition cost of 
TV or Audio alone from the 
next leading school. And 
only NRI's Master Course in 
Color TV /Audio servicing 
lets you train on equipment 
designed specifically for train- 
ing with exclusive "power -on" 
features. 

NRI doesn't give you hobby 
kits or commercial sub- assem- 
blies. We invested the time 
and money to design equip- 
ment with learning in mind. 

Trademark of CBS, Inc. 

Only NRI gives 
you this ),z4," 

designed -for- 
learning Color TV... 

It's the only way you can (1) 
get the feel of typical com- 
mercial circuitry, (2) learn 
bench techniques while build- 
ing complete units from the 
"ground" up, (3) perform 
over 35 "in -set" exper- 
iments during con- 
struction, and (4) 
end up with a 25" 
diagonal solid -state 
color TV with console 
cabinet and a 4 -chan- 
nel quadraphonic 
Audio Center. 

NRI passes the 
savings on to you 

NRI can save you money 
because our engineering 
eliminates the cost of buying 
from an outside source. We 
pay no salesman's commis- _ 

sion. Students are enrolled 
by mail only. The savings are 
passed on to you in the form 
of low tuition fees, extras like 
the 'IV's console cabinet and 
the four speaker Quad Sys- 
tem; a 5" triggered sweep 

oscilloscope, CMOS digital 
frequency counter, and an 
integrated circuit color TV pat- 
tern generator. Where NRI 
supplies a professional color 

pattern generator, most 
other schools use a TV 

set with a built in align- 
ment generator of no use for 
servicing other sets. Only NRI 
designs, engineers, and sup- 
plies training kits specifically for 
learning and professional use. 
You can pay hundreds of dol- 
lars more for a similar course 
and not get a nickel's worth 
more in training and equipment. 
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More know -how per dollar 
That's what it all boils down 
to, the quality of training you 
get for the money you spend. 
In our 62 -year history, more 
than a million students have 
come to NRI and we're fully 
approved for career study 
under the G.I. Bill. We must 
be teaching something right. 

Some of those "right" things 
are bite -size lessons to ease 
understanding and speed 
learning ... personal grading 
of all tests, with comments 
or explanations where needed 
... a full -time staff of engi- 
neer /instructors to help if 

you need it ... plenty of kits 
and experiments to 
give you hands -on 
training ... and fully 
professional 

...plus complete 
Quadraphonic 
Audio Center! 

programs oriented to full 
or part -time career needs. 

Widest Choice of Courses 
with CB, Digital 
Computer, and 
other career 
opportunities 

Or you can study other 
opportunity fields like Digital 
Computer Electronics, Citi- 
zens Band Radio, Commu- 

nications, 
Aircraft or 

NRI offers not one, but five 
excellent TV /Audio servicing 
courses so you can tailor 
your training to your budget. 

Marine Elec- 
tronics, 
Mobile Ra- 
dio, and 
more. Send 

for our free cata- 
log and see for yourself 
that no one gives you 
more training and equip- 

ment for your dollar. There's 
no obligation, and no sales- 
man will call. 

If card is missing, write to: 

NR1 
NRI SCHOOLS 
McGraw -Hill Continuing 
Education Center l (, 3939 Wisconsin Avenue 

1.11 
Washington, D.C. 20016 
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Ready gor SSB? 
You're ready for Royce! 

All of the features you've always wanted - 
plus a few extras -on a transceiver competition 
can't touch. Low, sleek silhouette. Modern styling. 
Full metering. Everything on the Royce 1 -640 is 

bigger and better. But, seeing - and hearing - is 
believing. Ready for SSB? See Royce first at 
your Royce dealer's today! 

Hand held mike supplied. 

14 

Just a flick of the thumb, and you've adjusted 
the volume level right on the mike, by remote 
control! That's the new Vol -U -Mike. Plus -new 
MOS FET (Field Effect Transistor) RF stage 

Ulfelectronics corporation 

which gives you the highest degree of sensitivity 
and the latest state of the art engineering. Just 
two reasons to see the Royce 1 -630 before you 
buy any mobile transceiver! 

Hand held mike supplied. 

Royce 
1142 Clay Street North Kansas City, Missouri 64116 
CALL: (816) 842 -0252 TELEX: 426 -145 
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Look at these 
outstanding 
Royce features 
Model 1 -640 

SOPHISYÌCATED STYLING. 
Low. 
Walnut trimmed with brushed 
aluminum. 

A Roy 
clusive! 3 large separate meters 
monitor signal strength, RF output 
pow . _ and SW..R 

UNIQUE E WARN -TRON PRO. 
TE ' N CIRCUIT.` 

esL getoRF 

Bac 
atured clock. 

Clarifier 
mit and re- 

ceive frequencies in SSB mode. 
Changes to fine tune in AM mode. 

-full variable tone control 
jeceiver .sensitivity adjustment 
.- .adjustable A.G.C....and many, 
many more. See them all at your 
Royce dealer's! 

Model 1-630: 
lets you adjust vol- 

ume level from remote control on 
mike. 

minimizes 
adjacent ciannel interference, 
cross modulation, intermodulation. 

imizes possibility of damage to RF 
ist 

LARO 
changes color to indicate 

CONTINUOUS 
' ;TONE CONTRO 

Full, extra- 
stage. With pushbutton, on -ott 
switch. 

- Clar fier control... P.A.. 
advanced solid -state circuitry. See 
these and other Royce features at 
your Royce cealer's today! 

Send for full-Aine 
color brochure 
today! 

Royc 
electronics 
corporatio 
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER 
lens arm permits the lens to be square 
with the line of sight. It is lightweight, 
weighing less than 400 milligrams. Worn 
in tandem, the magnification is doubled. 
The device is ideally suited for anyone 
who needs to magnify any area for close 
viewing: jewelers, draftsmen, printed cir- 
cuit designers, model builders, laboratory 
workers, and machinists working on 
small parts, electronic assembly, or parts 
inspection will find it useful. The device 
is available in two magnifications: 2.5x 
and 4x, and can be shipped anywhere as 
a pair with both magnifications for only 
$6.00 total. It may be ordered direct 
from MecLab, Inc., Box 5398, Pasadena, 
CA 91107. 

Miniature Wireless Mike 
This FCC Type Approved FM wireless 

microphone, measuring only Ye cubic 
inch, is probably the world's smallest. It 
is completely self- contained, operating on 
a 1.3 volt mercury battery. The solid - 
state design offers excellent sensitivity 

CIRCLE 50 
ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

in picking up the slightest sounds and 
transmitting them clearly, without wires, 
through an FM Radio positioned up to 
350 feet away. The unit is tuneable thru 
the entire FM Radio band, 88 to 108 
MHz. It's perfect for use as a mike, 
music amplifier, baby sitter, hot line, 
burglar alarm, etc. The mike's circuit in- 
corporates two transistors, three diodes, 
and one IC. It comes complete with bat- 
tery and tuning device. It's sold with a 

money back guarantee at only $14.95, 
plus $1.00 postage and handling. Addi- 
tional information is available from AMC 
Sales, Dept. EE, Box 928, Downey, CA 
90241. 

Flywheel Flashlight 
Here's a flywheel -generated flashlight 

that lights the way for free. With it, you 
don't buy batteries because it uses fly- 
wheel energy. Each time you squeeze the 
handle of this 6- ounce, 2 x 51/2 -inch 
flashlight, the alternator generator spins, 
the flywheel disengages from the clutch, 

(Continued on page 16) 
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Now what's wrong with the TV ?" 

COMMUNICATOR SERIES CB /HAM ACCESSORIES 

TEO SOLVE YOUR TVI PROBLEMS 

GNNEL GUARD® 
XL-1000 

ADJUSTABLE TRANSMITTER 
LOW PASS FILTER 

ELIMINATES TV INTERFERENCE 

designed for: 

SERIOUS CB& HAM RADIO COMMUNICATION 

ACHIEVES MAX. ATTENUATION of both HI S LO BAND TVI. 
yet meim:aina a Low SWR 

Functions as an effective Antenna tuner 

100 db rejection of spurious RF above 40MHz 
Has VARIABLE input Impedance- 50.70IL 
Handles up to 1 KW Negligible insertion loss 

Compact: 1-1/2 t x 2.1/8"w x 12" long 

Supplied WON complete instructions MME IN U.S.A. 

The only ADJUSTABLE Low pass filter /antenna tuner 

COMMUNICATOR SERIES CB /HAM ACCESSORIES 

i3òbsTwentY 
MOBILE IN -LINE PREAMPLIFIER 

WITH RP SNIFFER CIRCUIT 

L-.;r YES' FRED. RANGE. 
2.30 MHz 

BOOST YOUR RECEIVER SENSITIVITY 20 DB! 

COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC OPERATION- Exclusive Telco 

RF Sniffer Circuit operates instant XMTR is keyed 

CAN BE USED ON NEG. OR POS. GND VEHICLES 
INSERT BE'WEEN XCVR Si ANTENNA W/ STANDARD 

COAX CONNECTORS 
EASY TRUNK. FIREBALL OR DASHBOARD MTG. 

BOOSTS DISTANT WEAK SIGNALS 
2 MODELS AVAILABLE; 87 -20 AM for AM 

and BT -?0 SSB with built -in 558 delay 
OPERATES ON T0- 15VDC; SOMA MAX. 

SIZE: 114f, x 1', s 6'long overall. MAO IN U.S.A. 

Add SIGNAL POWER to your MOBILE RIG without any 
modification; the easy way with BOOSTWENTYI 

COMMUNICATOR SERIES CB /HAM ACCESSORIES 

TIM 

PORFATEST SET 
mufti-purpose \ MODEL PAT 1140 

tester 

,xeP bot 

LAIENGENCY 

SwEN 

.n 

No CB or HAM tool box should be without one! 
REPLACES BULKY. FRAGILE TEST INSTRUMENTS 

generates selectable 500/1 KHz siren tone or steady 1 KHz 

emits audio -modulated RF SD 250MHz 

HIGHLY RELIABLE, RUGGED HOUSED IN NYLON CASE 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE indicates voltage. polarity di continuity 

Some of PORT A- TEST'S marry uses: 
ANTENNA INET& LAIION DETECT WORTS, ORNS. COMPONENT TOTE. 

INO,CATE VOLTAGE INTEMITRNTScosr, ARMINGAECIIS 

AMMO. K. NOISE cUecE TIACE CULTS. LINES Sr MO SIMIEO PAIRS 

Port-A -Test is a necessity; not a luxury! sub, 

'OLEO 
INNOVATORS IN COMMUNICATION ELECTRONICS 

(5161 759.0300 
Nowascoe 

IA SEACLIFF AVE. GLEN COVE. N.Y. 11542 
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HEY, LOOK ME OVER 
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and the flashlight lights for about 2 sec- 
onds. By continuous squeezing, the light 
stays bright. This energy- saving flashlight 
pays for itself many times over, because 
you'll never be without an emergency 
light, and you'll never have to buy bat- 
teries for it. It is available by mail, 
(Stock No. 61,086) $14.95 postpaid from 
Edmund Scientific Co., 380 Edscorp 
Bldg., Barrington, NJ 08007. 

Lots of Spark 
Radio Shack has introduced a new 

completely assembled, ready -to- install 
electronic ignition system similar to 
to those now being offered on the new 
1975 model cars. The Micronta Capaci- 
tive Discharge Ignition System is said 

to help overcome the poor mileage and 
hard starting characteristics of the 1974 
models as well as improving the per- 
formance of other cars. The capacitive 
discharge ignition system delivers 50% 
more spark energy than conventional 
systems. This results in more complete 
combustion for improved mileage, faster 
starting in cold or wet weather and 
cleaner exhaust emissions. It also in- 
creases plug and point life, reducing the 
need for tuneups. Installation may be 
easily accomplished in a few minutes on 
any 4, 6, or 8- cylinder engine having a 
12 VDC negative ground electrical sys- 
tem. No rewiring of the vehicle's original 
ignition system is needed, and an In -Out 

CIRCLE 55 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

switch permits instant performance com- 
parisons. The Micronta Capacitive Dis- 
charge Ignition System is priced at 
$54.95. Also available in easy- to -as- 
semble kit form under Radio Shack's 
ArcherKit brand name for $39.95. 

High Voltage Probe 
Need a self- contained, direct reading, 

high voltage and current measuring 
probe providing for the safe measure- 
ment of voltage up to 40,000 Volts DC, 
and for separate current measurements 
up to 200 mA, DC? Then look at EICO's 

CIRCLE 51 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Model HVP -5 direct reading, high voltage 
and current measuring probe. It enables 
you to accurately measure the high an- 
ode voltage of a color picture tube and 
with a flick of the switch monitor the 
cathode current drawn by the hoirizontal 
output tube or the output stage. The high 
voltage supply affects the focus and the 
X -ray emission level of the set. The 
amount of current drawn by the hori- 
zontal output stage determines the life 
of these components. The EICO HVP -5's 
two circuits are completely separate. 
Only the meter is switched. The EICO 
HVP -5 cannot be damaged by placing 
the function switch in a mA position 
while measuring high voltage. This fea- 
ture allows the technician to switch 
from the mA position to the HV posi- 
tion without disrupting the operation of 
the set under test. List: $29.95. Get all 
the facts by writing to EICO, Electronic 
Instrument Co., Inc., 283 Malta St., 
Brooklyn, NY 11207. 

Whyyouneeda 
Hustler CB base station 

antenna. 
Your antenna is your link with other CB'ers. The more 

effective that link, the better you hear, and the better 
you're heard. Hustler CB base station antennas are 
electrically longer for greater range -up to 20 %- 
to extend your signal over the miles. And they're easy 
to install, stay tuned for peak performance no matter 
what Mother Nature does. Each Hustler is manu- 
factured to the highest standards of the industry with 
the very best materials, Get outstanding all direction- 
al coverage with a Hustler "Super SwampeC -Model 
27TD or "Jam Ram" Model 27JR. 

16 

its fi,ERD 
new -tronics 
corporation 
15800 Commerce Park Drive 
Brookpark. Ohio 44142 
(216) 267 -3150 

"the home of originals" 

CIRCLE 11 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Available from all distributors 
who recognize the best. 

Hustler designs are patented under one or more of the 
following assigned to New -Tronics Corporation 3287732, 
3513472. 3419869. 3873985. 3327311. 3599214. 3582951 
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FCC 

New Albatross single sideband 
mobile transceiver 

You're on a rescue mission and you're relying 
on your two-way radio to get through. Other- 
wise it might be curtains for some guy at the 
bottom of a canyon. 

That's the kind of action and you're the kind 
of guy we designed our new Albatross single 
sideband mobile rig for - the CBer who needs 
the band for effective, dependable communica- 
tions in emergencies, in heavy traffic, under all 
kinds of conditions. 

The guy who counts on CB. 
The Albatross gives you upper and lower 

sideband selection plus AM on all 23 channels 
and all the features you'll find in the finest CB 
equipment. 

Yet it costs less than single sideband sets 
that aren't really in the same league with it. 

The new mobile unit features public address 
capability too, and a sharp high- frequency 
crystal filter for pinpoint selectivity that helps 

the receiver cut through all kinds of inter- 
ference. 

The FCC type -accepted Albatross is a preci- 
sion piece of equipment that looks like it means 
business under any Dody's dash. 

And it gives you the performance a serious 
CBer should demand frcm single sideband 
equipment. 

If you're one of those people who count on 
CB communications - sometimes in life -or- 
death situations - see the new Siltronix Alba- 
tross at your dealer's today. It's built for you. 

Albatross Recommended Retail Price $359.95 

s 
269 Airport Road Oceanside, CA 92054 

Telephone: (714) 757-886g 
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Free Science Catalog. The new Ed- 
mund Catalog (#761) has something for 
the entire family- do -it- yourselfers, craft 
and hobby enthusiasts, workshop buffs, 
serious students and youngsters. It con- 
tains hundreds of brand new items, many 
energy -crisis oriented. Just published, its il- 

A5fUM11Y4p[Mg1 .Iq9 
MFItkAA1ftWiF fl1EI61 
.6INU.C1..5 

Soft cover 
164 pages 
Free 

lustrated pages describe 4500 unusual bar- 
gains. All of its more than 4500 items 
can be conveniently ordered by mail (most 
prepaid), with 95% of all orders shipped 
within 3 days. Every item carries a 30-day 
money -back guarantee. Although cover - 
priced at 50e, you can get Catalog #761 
free, without obligation, by writing to 
Edmund Scientific Co., 380 Edscorp Bldg., 

Barrington, NJ 08007. 

Parts Buyers. Everything in electronics 
for home entertainment, hobbyists and ex- 
perimenters is illustrated in the new Radio 
Shack 1976 Electronics Catalog. The 164 - 
page catalog describes the company's com- 
plete line of products. Prices in the new 
catalog, which marks Radio Shack's 53rd 
year of operation, are said to show an 
average increase of less than I% over last 

Soft cover 
164 pages 
Free 

year. Among the many new products being 
introduced for the first time are a special 
limited edition Bicentennial radio, a 23- 
channel citizens band two -way radio with 
a telephone -type handset, an all -new line 
of Radio Shack pocket calculators priced 
from $16.95, a digital multimeter, a pre- 
cision belt -drive manual turntable, an all - 
new line of Realistic stereo tape cassette 
recorders, and many other items. In addi- 
tion, the new catalog lists hundreds of 
specialized electronics items, parts and ac- 
cessories, tools, tubes and transistors, wire 
and cable, home security products, inter- 
coms, microphones, timers, batteries and 
a complete library of Radio Shack's own 

INTERNATIONAL 
CATALOG 
Your electronics buying guide 
for precision made radio crystals 
and electronic equipment. 

s 

International Crystal mfg. co., inc. 
10 N Lee Oklahoma City, Okla 73102 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 
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books on electronics and related subjects. 
Radio Shack's 1976 Electronics Catalog 
No. 263 is available free, on request from 
any Radio Shack store or Authorized Sales 
Center, or from Radio Shack, Department 
R -19EE, 2617 W. Seventh Street, Fort 
Worth, TX 76107. 

Designers Text. Fundamentals of Elec- 
tronic Devices by David A. Bell covers all 
the important electronic devices in use to- 
day in language the student can under- 
stand, but also imparts a thorough under- 
standing of the characteristics, parameters, 
circuit applications, and limitations of each 
device. The author covers how to design 

Hard cover 
467 pages 
$15.95 

each device into a circuit, estimate circuit 
gains and impedance, and analyze practical 
transistor circuits by h- parameters. There 
are separate chapters on vacuum tubes, 
the pentagrid converter, the modern CRT, 
zener diodes, SCR's, and IC's. Also, tun- 
nel diodes, thermistors, and liquid crystal 
cells. This is a logical division and im- 
proves the readibility of the text. Despite 
the extraordinarily complete coverage of 
this text, the author has eliminated all un- 
necessary background material. The level 
of this book requires no math beyond al- 
gebraic equations or logarithms. Published 
by Reston Publishing Company, Inc., Box 
547, Reston, VA 22090. 

Security Equipment Catalog. A new 
free alarm and security equipment catalog 
from Mountain West Alarm Supply Co. of 
Phoenix, Arizona features an informative 
guide to alarm equipment applications. The 
guide includes general alarm system dis- 
cussion, basic installation procedures, and 
detailed connection diagrams. Alarm 

mountain Wiwi 
alarm supply co.'. 

Soft cover 
96 pages 
Free 

equipment offered in Catalog A -76 ranges 
from relatively simple kits with complete 
instructions to the latest ultrasonic, radar, 
and infrared intrusion detectors. Major 
product categories include Burglar Sys- 
tems, Fire Systems, Fire and Burglar De- 
tectors (radar, infrared, ultrasonic, 
switches, heat, smoke), Control Instru- 
ments, Remote Controls, Signaling Devices 
(bells, horns, sirens, oscillators, lights), 
Telephone Dialers, Lock Specialties, Tools 
and Books. A large selection of stockroom 
supplies is also available. A free copy of 
the A -76 Catalog may be obtained by 
writing to Mountain West Alarm Supply 
Co., 4215 North 16th Street, Phoenix, AZ 
85016. For mailing outside U.S., include 
$1.00 handling charges. 
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The Defender 
stands guard over 
super CB 
performance 

This precision -built test console gives 
Knights of the Road full command of base 
station clarity and talk power. It provides 
constant control of SWR and a constant 
check on power output and modulation. 

SWR adjustments can be made on -the- 
spot to bring out top performance every 
time you're on the air. 

You don't have to be a technical expert 
to use it or install it. Just hook up the coax 

connections, and you're in for a new high 
in CB enjoyment. 

The Defender by Shakespeare. It sets a 
new standard of communications excel- 
lence for the Knights of the Road. Shake- 
speare Antenna Group, P.O. Box 246, 
Columbia, South Carolina 29202. 

sue, 

the IkJè ¡ider 
TS -1 

In Canada: 
Len-Finkler, Ltd., 25 Toro Road, 
Downsview, Ontario 
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Why live with 

( 

"Well, nothing lasts forever..:' 

s when the cure is 
* How often have you heard 
that sighed remark? Or may- 
be even said it yourself ...and 
been willing to accept the fact 
that you've been a victim of 
poor design or shabby com- 
ponent quality...or accepted 
mediocrity because you've 
been told that "it happens to 
everybody." 

Well, it doesn't happen to 

everybody. And it especially 
doesn't have to happen to 
you. Because now you can 
have a hand in deciding how 
much care goes into the as- 
sembly of over 400 electronic 
kit products. 

Order your free Heathkit Cat- 
alog today and learn how you 
can assemble everything from 
hi -fi components to test equip- 
ment to color TV's to auto- 
motive accessories to much, 

much more. And since you 
build it yourself, you can serv- 
ice it yourself ...even if you've 
never built a kit before. 

You'll learn how the famous 
Heathkit assembly manuals 
help you do it yourself... and 
that's your best hedge against 
someone else's built -in obso- 
lescence. Don't be satisfied 
with less than the best. 

See these exciting new Heathkit Products 

Laboratory 
breadboard 

4 -band QRP 
transceiver 

Digital 
IC Tester 

Matching stereo 
preamp & equalizer 

10 MHz dual - 
trace 'scope 

...and over 400 other do -it- yourself kits in this big, 
Test & service equipment Color TV Stereo & 4- Channel 

Automotive tune -up gear & accessories Digital 
time, weather and date monitors 
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e 

built- 
. 
In obsolescence 

in this book? ..and it's 

FREE A GUIDE FOR FIRST -TIME KIT -BUILDERS 

%/ir/rfr. ();;(7, 
%;;;rGwlirnr- 

,` ?;:gü rear Aw4./ iYrf10,r. 

OVER 400 ELECTRONIC KITS 
Ctabr TV 

14,-F. Com{Hrnnntr: 
Radio- C ntroltrxf 
Mqyelinq 
CleCkn 

ro Weather 
Amateur Reabro 
Atanb; 
T r um «ntx 

I. 
m.a0u«ioe 

Itt 

SEE FREE OFFER 

new Heathkit Catalog. 
Amateur radio & shortwave Marine & fish- 

ing equipment R/C modeling gear Home 
security systems Educational programs 

Send this coupon 
for your free 
Heathkit Catalog 

Heath Company, Dept. 139 -15 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Please send my free Heathkit Catalog. 

HEATH 

Schlumberger 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 
CL-588 
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41"Pc 
`GET IMO 
YOURSCLP 

Discover your 
Alpha Brainwaves 
with this professional 
Biofeedback System. 
Lowest Cost Brainwave Monitor 
EICO introduces a price breakthrough in 
the fantastic new field of brainwave 
biofeedback... a completely safe, battery 
operated, biofeedback system that offers 
features and sensitivity comparable to 
professional models costing much more. 

You Will Be Amazed At What You Hear 
The BW -300 will detect your alpha 
brainwaves (which occur when you are 
totally relaxed) and produce a tone 
varying in frequency according to your 
mental state. 

100% Solid State Circuitry 
Reliable All Solid State IC Circuit Design 
features an active filter that isolates alpha 
brainwaves and a high -gain low -noise 
amplifier providing 5- microvolt sensitivity 
for easy alpha recognition. The BW -300 is 
supplied with stethescopic earphones, 
electrodes headband, 
contact cream and KIT 3495 
instructions. WIRED 59.95 

FREE EICO CATALOG 
For latest EICO Catalog on Test Instruments, 
Automotive and Hobby Electronics, Eicocraft 
Project kits, Burglar -Fire Alarm Systems and 
name of nearest EICO Distributor, check reader 
service card or send 500 for fast first class 
mail service. 
EICO -283 Malta Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11207 

Leadership in 
creative electronics 
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newscan 
Electronics in the News! 

For Better Solar Cells 
The metal tungsten- fabricated with 

a special type of surface -has been dis- 
covered by IBM scientists to be highly 
efficient in capturing and holding solar 
energy. The key advantage of the new 
material is its ability to hold its heat at 
high operating temperatures -in the 
range of 500 °C (932 °F). At this tem- 
perature, most solar materials lose a 
great deal of their absorbed energy by 
emitting infrared radiation. 

A basic problem in development of 
high temperature solar absorbing mate- 
rials is the construction of a surface 
which absorbs sunlight readily, but 
emits little infrared radiation, thus re- 
taining a large portion of the absorbed 
energy. The problem is difficult to solve 
because normally the qualities which 
make a material a good absorber also 
make it prone to lose energy readily by 
emission. Conversely, a material which 
does not lose' energy readily through 
emission does not usually absorb it 
readily either. 

The new absorbing material was dis- 
covered during a semiconductor study 
in which IBM scientists were growing 
tungsten films. They noted that the top 

Although "normal" tungsten is a poor 
absorber and emitter of radiation, the 
dendrite array captures light particles, or 
photons, with 96% efficiency -if they enter 
at angles close to parallel with the dendrites' 
vertical axes -by a process of repeated 
reflection. Since tungsten is a poor emitter, 
energy, once trapped, is largely retained 
and accumulated for potentially useful 
work, rather than being radiated away as 
infrared (heat) radiation. 

Scanning electron micrograph of an array 
of tungsten dendrites on the surface of a 
new experimental light- absorbing material. 
10µm (microns) equals about 1/2,500 inch. 

surface of the vapor- deposited tungsten 
was black, indicating that it was acting 
as a good absorber of light. The find- 
ing was unusual, since tungsten is nor- 
mally regarded as both a poor absorber 
and poor emitter of radiation. 

Microscopic examination of the tung- 
sten surfaces showed that they were 
covered with tiny vertical spear -like 
structures known as dendrites. Further 
investigation indicated that such a sur- 
face has promising absorption and emis- 
sion characteristics in exploiting solar 
radiation to accumulate potentially use- 
ful heat. 

In spite of "normal" tungsten's poor 
absorption characteristics, light striking 
the new material's surface at angles 
within about 15 degrees of the vertical 
axes of the dendrites bounces back and 
forth within a dendrite "maze" and is 
largely absorbed. The maze effect ap- 
pears to be because of the tiny size 
of the dendrites. Their diameters range 
from about 1/2,500 to 1 /5,000 inch. 
Separation between individual dendrites 
is comparable to the wavelengths of 
light and may be as small as 1/50,000 
inch. "Large" dendrites may be as tall 
as 1/500 inch, separated from one an- 
other on the average by about the 
same distance. Interspersed among them 
is a denser "underbrush" of smaller 
dendrites, ranging downward in height 
to approximately 1/2,500 inch. 

Better than 96 percent of light from 
the solar spectrum is captured by the 
dendrite array. Heat is accumulated ef- 
fectively because energy is emitted only 
via the same paths as it enters, within 
about 15 degrees of the dendrites' ver- 
tical axes. In contrast, a surface coated 
with carbon black, a very good absorb- 
er of radiation, emits infrared radiation 
hemispherically -in all directions from 
the surface. 

At low temperatures, most energy 
losses occur by conduction -through 

(Continued on page 90) 
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The New Freedom Line of CB Mobile and Base Antennas 
and Accessories made in the U.S.A. for communications be- 
tween people. 

A wide selection of "revolu'ionary" new CB High Efficiency 
communications antennas of superior strength, electronically 
and physically, for all the talk power your CB rig will deliver 
-coming and going in the 27 Megahertz frequency band. 

Mobile Breaker antennas for cars, trucks, trailers, sports 
cars, station wagons, motorcycles, boats. Breaker base sta- 
tion antennas to communicate with mobiles and hand helds 
... all designed specifically for the outstanding transmission 
and reception of CB signals. 

The high quality and materials of the Breaker CB antennas 
and accessories assure you the maximum in performance for 
many years and at reasonable cost. Performance- tested 
Breaker CB antennas offer you these advantages plus more: 

* Easily adjust for lowest VSNR 
* Long -life stainless steel and fiberglass whips 
* Highest quality coaxial cable with solderless connections 
* Innovative engineering designs 
* Packaged for quick, easy installation to get you on the air 

fast, complete with cables and hardware 

All Breaker antennas are American made in Arlington, 
Texas. In keeping with the tradition of the Bi- Centennial they 
are proudly named after our revolutionary heroes and places. 
Red, white and blue are also the colors of Breaker. Chosen 
because we too are very proud of our heritage and contribu- 
tion to making exciting products for use by people com- 
municating with people. See and buy the Freedom line of 
Breaker antennas and accessories at your nearest electronic 
'stributor. Look for the red, white and blue packaging. 

a 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. 

GEORGE WASHINGTON 
West Coast Mirror Mount 
Dual Truck, RV Antennas 

Model 10 -200 
Weather resistan dual 57" 
stainless steel wrap anten- 
nas with static arzestor tips. 
Secure horizontal or verti- 
cal mounting to West Coast 
side view truck type mir- 
rors. Twin antennas co- 
phased for more ,1 rectional 
power and easily adjustable 
for fine tuning f- ermeucal- 
iy sealed, white evern zed 
ABS center loan' Dua! 19' 
low -loss coaxial phasing 
harnesses with solderless 
connectors and quick dis- 
connect PL -259 p Lgs. Com- 
plete with corrosion resis- 
tant mounting hardware. 

THE PATRIOT 
Omni -directional 
1 -Wave Base Antenna 
Model 11 -101 

'iigh in quality. perfor- 
-nance and efficiency, 
ow in cost. Has three 
108" quarter wave tubu- 
ar aluminum radials 

alus a quarter -wave ra- 
diator (vertical element). 
-ieavy -duty U -clamp fits 
mast up to 13/4" diam- 
eter. BLitt -in lightning 
protector. SO -239 style 
connecter mount. Mates 
Nith PL -259 plug. Shunt 
oaded coil. Heavy duty 
nsulatec molded clamp 
bracket. Easy tc assem- 
cle and dis- assemble. 
=ixed construction. 

PAUL REVERE 
f oot Mount Antenna 

M3dei 10 -215 

stain ess steel shock spring 
and high- quality 16 -ft. shie ded 

THE MINUTEMAN 
Trunk MoJr t Antenna Model 10-230 

Sturdy, du able no hole require] in 
trunk of v(h cle. Super 44" stainless 
steel whip, base lossed law- profile an- 
tenna with s ainless she :k absorbing 
spring, chrome plate f brsss bell hous- 
ing, 18-f got siielded coaxial cable and 
solderless connections. 

,-- 

ca4PORAT/ON 

1101 G -eat Southwest Parkway 
Arington, Texas 76011 
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CIRCLE 28 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

MONITOR CRYSTALS 
SPECIAL PRICE 
only $4.50 each 

(includes Shipping & Handling) 
SEND CASH, CHECK, or MONEY ORDER, 

FREQUENCY DESIRED and TYPE OF MONITOR 
To: TEN -EIGHT C.B. SALES 

8402 Whitesburg, Drive, Huntsville, AL 35802 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 

CONVERT YOUR CAR RADIO 
INTO AN ULTRA - SENSITIVE 

CB RECEIVER 

CITIZENS BANG 

CONVERTER AMPLIFIER 
OVERS CHANNELS 6 - 23 

- HEAR TRUCKERS, CH -9 EMERGENCIES, 
ROAD & WEATHER CONDITIONS. 
On - Off switch with LED indicator. 
Simple to use. Turn on your AM radio & tune to 
App. 710 KHz -This will give you Channel 18 
of the CB Band. 
Sensitivity (Squelch) Control to prevent 
blocking or overload and noise from close 
transmitters. 
AM - CB Switch. 
New Crystal Oscillator Circuit and "N" Channel 
FET Buffer Amplifier. Gives unbelievable 
sensitivity. 
Makes your car radio more sensitive than any 
CB Receiver. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER IN THE 
AMOUNT OF 839.95 TO: 

HERER ASSOCIATES, INC. 
BOX 93 

CRANFORD, N. J. 07016 
(201) 276 -8516 

CIRCLE 29 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

DX central 
reporting 

A world of SWL info! 

BY DON JENSEN 

In the quest for DX, SWLs often 
overlook, or forget, that the stations out 
there don't exist simply to provide us 
with new listening targets. Our world 
of DXing has a certain unreal quality 
to it. Our motivation in listening is usu- 
ally just for the fun of it. But the sta- 
tions we hear operate in a real world. 
And never is this so apparent as when 
some significant newsmaking event 
occurs. 

People who monitor the VHF /UHF 
public service stations, especially police 
channels, are acutely aware that these 
are the "action bands" that often reflect 
that real world, sometimes filled with 
excitement and even violence. Short- 
wave listeners normally aren't exposed 
to this. But, every now and then, the 
shortwave bands offer this same sort of 
reality. 

One such example occurred in No- 
vember when the African territory of 
Angola gained its independence from 
Portugal. After years of political turmoil 
and guerrilla battles between the Portu- 
guese and Black nationalist groups, 
Lisbon finally agreed to relinquish con- 
trol of the potentially rich African ter- 
ritory. But as the independence date 
drew near, three rival groups were bat- 
tling for control of the new government - 
to-be. Even as this is written, the civil 
war in Angola is continuing. 

But the whole drama of the Angolan 
situation was there to be heard on in- 
dependence day, November 11, by the 
SWL fascinated by the news- in -the- 
making aspect of shortwave listening. 
Here at DX Central I monitored a num- 
ber of stations which presented various 
views on the Angolan situation. At 
0230 GMT, Radio Portugal's English 
language news broadcast was a disap- 
pointment. The situation was not only 
underplayed, but the program had been 
pre- recorded hours earlier and events 
had outstripped the newscast. 

At 0400 GMT on November 11, 
South Africa's Radio RSA did lead off 
its news with the Angolan item, but for 
this nation, with much at stake in An- 
gola's future, the coverage was skimpy. 
This cautious coverage of the events, in 
itself, probably had political significance. 

The DX Centràl prizewinner in re- 
porting that evening was the British 
Broadcasting Corporation's 0330 GMT 
newscast to Africa, followed by a 
twenty- minute program focusing, in 
depth, on the events in Angola and the 
circumstances that brought them about. 
The latter featured recordings from cor- 
respondents around the world, high- 
lighting world opinion, plus trans- 
oceanic telephone interviews with Por- 
tuguese and Angolan leaders directly 
affected. It was a tremendously interest- 
ing and informative half hour. 

But perhaps the most exciting listen- 
ing was the broadcast from Emisora 
Oficial (renamed, according to later 
news accounts, the People's Radio and 
TV of Angola) in Luanda, the Angolan 
capital. The faction controlling the city 
and radio station at the time the Portu- 
guese relinquished authority and sailed 
away, had seized power less than an 
hour before. This nationalist group had 
proclaimed its leader the new Angolan 
president. 

Glossary of DX Terms 
DX- Distant and /or difficult to hear radio 

stations. 
DXing- Listening to such stations as a hobby. 
GMT -Greenwich Mean Time (universal time), 

a standard time reference for broadcasters 
and DX listeners, equivalent to EST+5, 
CST +6, MST +7 or PST +8 hours. 

kHz -Kilohertz, a measure of a station's fre- 
quency; also kilocycles per second. 

MHz -Megahertz; similar to kHz but equals 
1,000 kHz. 

QSL -A verification, a card or letter sent by 
a station, in response to a listener's re- 
port of reception, confirming that the re- 
port was correct. 

Shack -The place where a DXer does his 
listening. It might be a den, a bedroom 
or the basement. 

SWL- Shortwave listener, a DXer who tunes 
the shortwave frequencies between about 
1605 kHz and 30 MHz (30,000 kHz) 

VHF -Very High Frequency, the frequencies 
between 30 and 300 MHz, above the short- 
wave frequency range. 

VLF -Very Low Frequency, the radio fre- 
quencies on the bottom end of the spec- 
trum, even below the regular AM radio 
band, which is 540 -1600 kHz. 

UHF -Ultra High Frequency, frequencies 
above 300 MHz. 

And, via shortwave, I was hearing 
live the first address, in Portuguese, by 
the proclaimed president to his support- 
ers, direct from a stadium in Luanda. 
Crowd noises, applause and cheering 
could be heard backgrounding the im- 
passioned speech. 

And that, friends, is the real world 
out there that you can be part of, thanks 
to SWLing. 

New publications. If there is any one 
(Continued on page 2S) 
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TRUE SINGLE SIDE BAND FROM PEARCE -SIMPSON 

Two big cats that roar! 

CHEETAH SSB: 

$41995` 
*Suggested list price 

Our mobile "big cat" SSB is an amazingly compact rig, yet has full features and power. Here's why 
it roars: Maximum legal power of 12 watts PEP OUTPUT, power easily available from the most effi- 
cient transmitter in the industry True AM radio S /RF meter glows amber when receiving, red 

when sending SWR bridge checks antenna performance Varia`Dle RF gain works on both AM & 

SSB Plug -in mike and power leads True noise blanker and built -in PA Solid State circuitry 
Crystal lattice filter Exclusive HetroSyncr" circuit. 

41/ îrr 11/ 4). 

SIMBA SSB: The "King," the base station that rules its domain. Has all the "big cat" features of the Cheetah 
including a full 12 watts PEP OUTPUT on SSB PLUS: Desk type mike Built -in variable mike gain 

Built -in modulation meter Lighted digital clock that turns radio on or sounds alarm 115AC/12V 
DC power supply Front mounted earphone jack Back mounted and external speaker jacks 
Lighted SWR meter Tone Control. 

`Suggested list price CIRCLE 22 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Write for free catalog 

PEARCE- SIMPSON 
DIVISION OF GLAMIIIItG CORP. 
P.O. BOX 520800, BISCAYNE ANNEX, MIAMI, FLORIDA 33152 

TELEPHONE: 305 -592 -5550 

Canadian Distributor: Scotcomm Radio, Inc., 4643 Levesque Blvd., Chomedy, Laval, Quebec, Canada 
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DX CENTRAL 
(Continued from page 26) 

publication that should be in every 
DXer's shack it is the annual World 
Radio TV Handbook, published in Den- 
mark. It is packed with all sorts of data 
a listener needs to know: listings of 
short and medium wave stations ar- 
ranged by country, frequency and time 
of English language programs; informa- 
tion on station addresses and leading 
personalities; program and schedule 
data; languages and identifications used 

by various stations and much more. 
The 1976 WRTH is the 30th anniver- 

sary edition. It runs over 500 pages, the 
largest issue yet. It is available for 
$10.95 from Gilfer Associates, Inc., 
Box 239, Park Ridge NJ 07656. 

Another new book on the market is 
DXing According to NASWA, pub- 
lished by the North American SW Asso- 
ciation. The comprehensive 112 page 
handbook was compiled by well -known 
DXer Edward Shaw. It is filled with 
useful information and for the newer 
DXing hobbyist it is a good introduc- 

r- 
1vChecklist of Books for the Libraries 
of Technicians Hobb ists & Students 

BRANDNEW BOOKS...JUST PUBLISHED 
CB Radio Operator's Guide 2nd Ed. 256 p. 1 9 
Build -it Book of Miniature Tut /Measurement Inst. $4.95 
Practical Electrical Power Inverters /Converters $6.95 
Step -By -Step Guide to Brake Servicing. 238 p. $4.95 
Modern Guide to Digital Logic. 294 p. 222 II. $8.95 
Op Amp Circuit Design & Applications. 280 p. 239 II. $6.95 
CB Radio Schematic /Servicing Manual -Vol. I. $5.95 
CB Radio Schematic /Servicing Manual -Vol 2. $5.95 
CB Radio Schematic /Servicing Manual -Vol. 3. $5.95 
Microelectronics. 224 p. 248 II. $4.95 
TV Schematics /How to Read Between the Lines. $5.95 
Modern Electronics Math. 602 p. 424 11. $9.95 
RC Modeler's Handbook of Gliders & Sailplanes. $4.95 
21 Simple Transistor Radios You Can Build. 140 p. $3.95 
MOSFET Circuits Guidebook. 196 p. 104 il. $4.95 
Microprocessor /Micropropraming Handbook. 294 p. $6.95 
Central Heating /Air Conditioning Repair Gds. 320 p. $6.95 
Electronic Music Circuit Guidebook. 224 p. 180 il. $6.95 
Aviation Electronics Handbook. 406 p. 249 II. $8.95 
Master Hdbk. of 1001 Practical Eieetr. Cir. 602 p. $9 95 
Dlgitai /Lo01e Electronics Handbook. 294 p. 226 II. $8.95 
Customizing Your Van. 180 p. ISO II. 53.95 
Electronic Conversions /Symbols & Formulas. 224 p. $4.95 
Practical CB Radio Troubleshooting & Repair 210 p. $5.95 
International Transistor Selector. 140 p. $4.95 
Radio Astronomy for the Amateur. 252 p; 88 II. $5.95 
Transistor Theory for Tech /Engineers. 224 p; 116 1I. $5.95 
Complete FM 2 -Way Radio Handbook. 294 p., 11I il. $6.95 
Basle DiItal Electronics. 210 117 111. .95 

AUDIO. HI -FI & TAPE RECORDE 
Han book of u tichanne Recording. p. 
4- Channel Stereo; Source to Sound -2nd Ed. 252 p. 4.95 
Electronic Music Production. 156 p. 84 Ill. 3.95 
Servicing Cassette & Cartridge Tape Players. 294 p. 6.95 

Lf 

Cassette Tape Recorders -Work /Care /Repair 204 p. $4.95 
Questions & Answers About Tape Recording. 264 p. 5.95 
FM StereoiQuad Receiver Servicing Manual. 192 p. 4.95 
Stereo /Quad HIFI Principles & Projects. 192 p. $4.95 
Acoustic Techniques for Home & Studio. 224 p. 5.95 - Selecting & Improving Your HI-FI System. 224 p. 4.95 
Basic Audio Systems. 240 p. 203 III. 4.95 
Pictorial Guide to Tape Recorder Repairs. 258 p. 4.95 
How to Repair Musical Instrument Amplifiers. 288 p. 5.95 
How to Build Solid State Audio Circuits. 320 p. $5.95 
Electronic Musical Instruments. 192 p. 121 ill. 54.95 
Servicing Modern HI -FI Stereo Systems. 248 p. $4.95 
Handbook of Magnetic Recording. 224 p. over 90 III. $4.95 
Installing & Servicing Home Audio Systems. $5.95 
Tape Recording for Fun & Profit. 224 p. over 200 ill. 55.95 
Audio Systems Handbook. 192 p. $4.95 
Servicing Electronic Organs. 196 P. 81s x II" $7.95 
Japanese Radio, Record & Tape Player Sen.. Manual. 8.95 

U StepByStep Guide /Carburetor Tuneup /Overhaul. $4.95 
How to Repair Diesel Engines. 308 p. 236 II. $5.95 
Auto Electronics Simplified. 256 p., 202 III. 85.95 
Gde. to Outboard Motor Service /Repair. 294 p; 226 II. 56.95 
Complete Hdbk. of Lawnmower Repair. 434 p. 392 II. $7.95 
The Complete Auto Electric Handbook. 210 p.. 139 III. $5.95 
The Home Appliance Clinic. 196 p., 61 III. $4.95 
Complete Hdbk Auto Engines /Systems. 252 p. 239 III. $5.95 
Small Appliance Repair Guide -Vol. 2. 210 p. 113 Ill. $4.95 
Rapid Auto Tuneup & Troubleshooting. 192 p. 97 ill. $3.95 

O The Complete Snowmobile Repair Handbook. 350 p. $6.95 
E Auto Stereo Service & Installation. 252 p. 258 II. 55.95 

Auto Tuneup /Emission- Control Svee. 240 p. 135 R. $5.95 
The Complete Mini -Bike Handbook. 309 p. 145 11. 85.95 
Everyman's Guide to Auto Maintenance. 192 p. 38 II. $4.95 
How to Repair Small Gasoline Engines. 288 p. 124 II. $5.95 
Using Electronic Testers for Auto Tune -Up. 252 p. $4.95 
Major Appliance Repair Guide. 288 p. illustrated $5.95 
How to Repair Home /Auto Air Conditioners. 208 p. 84.95 
Small Appliance Repair Guide. 224 p. over 100 it. 54.95 
Refri oration. 131 p. 53 il. $3.95 

Beginner's Guide to Computer Lo9ie. 192 p. 100 H. $4.95 
Computer Circuits & Hew They Wert. 192 D. 11. 84.95 
Getting The Most Out of Your Elect. Calculator. 54 95 

1 1 , i1 
2nd Class FCC Encyclopedia. 802 p. 600 il. 7.95 
CATV Circuit Engineering. 294 p. 138 II. $14.95 
Commercial FCC License Handbook. 444 p. 150 II. 6.95 
Amateur FM Conversion /Construetion Proj. 256 p. 5.95 
Pictorial Guide to CB Radio Installation & Repair. 5.95 
Modern Communications Switching Systems. 27e p. S 7.95 
Directional Broadcast Antennas. 210 p. 50 III. $ 2.95 
Bdet Announcer 3rd Class FCC Study Ode. 186 p. 3.95 
How To Be A Ham -Intl. Latest FCC Rules. 192 p. 3.95 
Complete Shortwave Listener's Handbook. 288 p. 6.95 
Modern Radar /Theory /Operation /Maintenance. 480 p. 7.95 
Marine Electronics Handbook. 192 p. 108 II. 4.95 
2 -Meter FM Repeater Circuits Handbook. 312 p. 8.95 
RTTY Handbook. 320 p. 230 II. 6.95 
Citizens Band Radio Service Manual. 228 p. 5.95 

-AMATEUR RADIO STUDY GUIDES- 
0 Novice $5.95 General $7.95 Advanced $5.95 

Extra 5.95 Inc -ntiv 
Learn It Yourself & Be inners rooks 

- n. ion o 'ran ce :as 'spa n. p. 95 
Dictionary of Electronics. 420 p. 487 II. 34.85 
Working With The Oscilloscope 104 p. 183 II. 5/.95 
99 Ways to Use Your Oscilloscope. 192 p. 327 II. $4.95 
Working With Semiconductors. 224 p.. 185 illus. $4.95 
How to Become a Radio Oise Jockey. 258 p. II. $9.95 Introduction to Medical Electronics. 320 p. 128 II. $7.95 
Understanding & Using the VOM & EVM. 192 p. $4.95 
How to Read Electronic Circuit Diagrams. 192 p. $4.95 
Elect. Unraveled /A New Commonsense Approach. $4.95 Electrical Wiring /Lighting For Home /Office. 

$ 
4.95 S Basie Electricity & Beginning Electronics. 252 p. $5.95 

Basic Electronic Test Procedures. 418 p. 178 II. $8.95 
Basle Electronics Course. 384 p. 275 I1. 58.95 

D 
Beginner's Guide to TV Repair. 176 p. over 80 il. 54.95 

HowtrtonTest Al Almost 
elf-Taught 

Everything xyyEle Electronic. 160 p. 92.95 
01 Basle TV Course. 224 p. 128 II. 5.95 

Basle Transistor Course. 224 p. packed with II. 
$.95 

Basic Radio Course. 224 Illustrated pages. $5.95 
Electric Motor Test & Reeir. 160 . 8.95 

HOBBY PROJECTS & PLANS 
, i9 a . i near ' ro ec a. p. 5 

C Integrated Circuits Guidebook. 196 p. 119 il. $5.95 
Complete Handbook /Model Railroading. 350 p. $8.95 
Radio Cnntrol for Models. 350 p. 417 II. $6.95 
Hang Gliding Handbook /Fly Like a Bird. 208 p. $5.95 
Amat. Filmmaker's Hdbk. of Sound Sync. Scoring. $5.95 
Electronic Experimenter's Gdbk. 182 p: 86 II. $4.95 
Electronics For Shutterbugs. 204 p. 109 Ill. $5.95 
Handbook of Semiconductor Circuits. 444 p. 317 II. $5.95 Digital Electronics: Principles & Practice. 288 p. $5.95 Practical Circuit Design for the Experimenter. 199 o. $4.95 Practical Trlae /SCR Projects For The Experimenter. 54.95 
Model Sail & Power Boating -by Remote Control. $4.95 

O 
Practical Test Instruments You Can Build. 204 p. $4.95 Miniature Projects For Electronic Hobbyists. 188 o. 3.95 
Experimenting With Electronic Music. 180 p. 103 II. 4.95 

0 Practical Test Instruments You Can Build. 204 p. 

Landsailing /from RC Models to the Big Ones. 192 p. $4.95 
Handbook of IC Circuit Projects. 224 p. 136 II. $4.95 
New IC FET Principles & Projects. 154 p. over 60 II. 5$3.95 
VHF Projects for Amateur & Experimenter. 224 p. 4.95 
Solid -State Projects for the Experimenter. 224 p. $4.95 
Practical Solid -State Principles & Projects. 176 p. $3.95 
Radio -Electronics Hobby Projects. 192 p. 214 II. $4.95 
IC Projects for Amateur & Experimenter. 192 p. $4.95 
Transistor Projects for Hobbyists & Students. 192 p. $4.95 
125 OneTransistor Projects. 192 p. 125 II. 

$ 
4.95 

104 Easy Pro'. for Electronics Gadgeteer. 160 p. $3.95 
64 Hobby Projects for Home & Car. 192 p. 159 II. 55$444.95 

104 Simple One-Tube Projects. 192 p. 104 II. $ 
Electronic Hobbyist's IC Project Handbook. 154 p. 5$4.95 
104 Easy Transistor Projects You Can Build. 224 o. 4.95 

3.95 

Radio Control Manual -2nd Ed. 192 158 1I. 54.95 

RADIO & TV SERVICING 
Small- Screen TV Servicing Manual. 240 p. 367 II. 5.95 
Color TV Cue Histories Illus. 238 p: 117 il. $5.95 
Pinpoint Translator Troubles In 12 Minutes. 492 p. 36.95 

O Poular Tube & Transistor Substitution Guide. 256 p. 53.95 
CET License Handbook. 276 p. 289 ill. $5.95 

O TV Tuner Schematic /Servicing Manual. 8i'v x II". $6.95 
O Logical Color TV Troubleshooting. 240 p. 151 I1. $5.95 

1 

How to T /shoot /Repair Electronic Test Equipment. 
TV Troubleshooter's Handbook -3rd Ed. 488 p. 4.95 
Effective Troubleshooting with EVM & Scope. 238 p. 5.95 
Color TV Trouble Factbook -2nd Ed. 348 p. $4.95 
10- Minute Test Techniques For PC Servicing. 216 p. 84.95 
TV Bench Servicing Techniques. 228 p. 177 I1. $4.95 

C T shooting Solid -State Wave Gen. & Shaping Cir. $4.9S 
Piet. Guide to Color TV Circuit Troublas. 256 p. 54.95 
Installing TV & FM Antennas. 168 p. 158 II. 553.95 
How to Interpret TV Waveforms. 258 p. 270 II. 4.95 
Kwik -Flo TV Service Manual. 384 p. 242 II. $5.95 
Baalo Color Teleolalon Course. 420 p. aver 300 II. $7.95 
All -le -One TV Alignment Handbook. 304 p. 145 II. $5.95 
199 Color TV Troubles & Solutions. 224 p. 178 il. $4.95 
Modern Radia Repair Techniques. 260 p. 207 il. 84.95 
Home -Call TV Repair Guide. 144 p. 20 H. $3.95 p 101 TV Troubles -from Symptom to Repair. 224 p. $5.95 
Pinpoint TV Troubles In 10 Minutes. 372 . 394 II. 5.95 

Com e uter Technolo e& alculators 
Adv. Applications Pocket Calculators. 304 p. 275 II. $5.95 
Computer Programming Handbook. 518 p. 114 11. $8.95 
Simplified Computer Programming /Easy RPG Way. $5.95 
Beginner's Guide to Computer Programming. 480 p. $7.95 

L Computer Technician's Handbook. 460 p. ever 400 11. $8.95 

ALL IN ONE COLOR & B &W TVSCHEMATIC /SERVICING MANUALS 
Each vol. has comp te service data. parts Ilote. toll -size 
schematics, and all other info needed. Each B!z x I1". 198 
212 pos. Each only 54.95 unless marked $5.95. COLOR TV: 
Adm. Vol. I $5.95 Vol. 2 G -E Vol. I $5.95 Vol. 2 
$5.95 lap. Vol. I Vol. 2 Vol. 3 Vol. 4 $5.95 
Vol. 5 $5.95 Magnavox Vol. I Vol. 2 Vol. 3 $5.95 

Airline $5.95 Motorofa Vol. I Vol. 2 $5.95 Minn $5.95 RCA Vol. I $5.93 Vol. 2 55.95 Vol. 
3 $5.95 Vol. 4 $5.95 Vol. 5 $5.95 Sears 55.95 
Serv. Modular Ree'v. Vol. I Vol. 2 Syl. Vol. I $5.95 

Vol. 2 35.95 Toshiba $5.95 Zenith Vol. I $5.95 
Vol. 2 $5.95 Vol. 3 55.95 Vol. 4 $5.95 B &W TV: 
Adm. G -E Jap. Mag. Mot. PhIleo RCA 

Syl. Zenith . 

NO -RISK COUPON -MAIL ENTIRE AD 

TAB BOOKS, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 
Please send me books checked above. 

I enclose S send postpaid 
Please invoice on 10 -day FREE trial. 
Send FREE 44 page catalog. 

Name Phone 
Company 
Address 
City State Zip 
SAVE POSTAGE by remitting with order. Foreign add 
10%: Pa. residents add bye. EE 366 

tion to SWLing. The price is $3, post- 
paid in North America, and it may be 
ordered from NASWA, P.O. Box 13, 
Liberty IN 47353. 

If TV DXing is your bag, or if you're 
a regular traveler and would find it 
useful to know where nearby TV sta- 
tions are located and the channels they 
use, then the WTFDA TV Station Guide 
may be your ticket. It is a reference vol- 
ume containing information on most 
TV stations in North and Central Amer- 
ica. Perhaps most useful and interesting 
are the series of maps of North America 
showing, by channel, the locations and 
call letters of all television outlets. The 
postpaid price of the TV station guide 
is $5 and is available from the World- 
wide TV -FM DX Association, P.O. Box 
163 -C, Deerfield IL 60015. 

Finally,, a whole list of off -beat but 
interesting station lists are available at 
small cost from Handler Enterprises, 
P.O. Box 253, Deerfield IL 60015. 
Among the lists available are those of 
U.S. Air Force In -flight frequencies, 
VHF Marine Weather Forecast stations, 
VLF Submarine communications fre- 
quencies, addresses of major point -to- 
point communications transmitters and 
a number of others. These unusual sta- 
tion lists run between one and six pages 
in length, and prices are between 13 
cents and a dollar. A stamped, self- 
addressed envelope will bring you a list 
of publications they can supply. 

Bandsweep. (Frequencies in kHz, 
times in GMT)- 1586: Trans- Atlantic 
DX on the medium wave band? Among 
MW DXers it is generally accepted that 
one of the best bets is the German 
Westdeutscher Rundfunk, which runs 
up to 800,000 watts of power! An Okla- 
homa BCB DXer recently logged them 
several times during the 0500 -0530 time 
slot. 3,300: Until not too long ago, 
TGNA, Radio Cultural in Guatemala 
City was subjected to rather severe in- 
terference on this frequency. Lately, 
though, the channel has been quite clear 
of QRM and most listeners will have 
little difficult in hearing the religious 
English language programs around 0300 
to 0430 hours. 3,316: The West African 
Sierra Leone Broadcasting Service at 
Freetown is a good bet for intermediate 
level SWLs. It often can be heard with 
rather good signals from its 0558 GMT 
sign -on, with interval signal, Islamic 
chants, English language advertisements 
and pop music. 4,788: Sometimes heard 
during the afternoons, until sign -off at 
0000 GMT, especially east of the Missis- 
sippi, is VSI8, from Turk Island in the 
West Indies, This is a very nice DX 
catch and on the right day, not as tough 
as you might think. 5,020: Another ex- 

(Continued on page 34) 
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e 
dorit just 

talkWe build quality. That's why Cobra CB radios are 

engineered and Duilt to operate at peak performance unde- all 
conditions. But we don't stop there. Our concerr for quality assures 
you of performarce that makes using your CB more enjoyable. And 

our dealers and distributors are concerned about customer service. 
All this - because like you, were serious about CB. 

quality 
Products of Dynascan 

1E01 W. Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60613 (312) 327 -7270 
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Build it yourself... 
With a self -instruction program as fascinating as Home 

Entertainment Electronics, reading about it is just not enough! 

Once you discover something that really fasci- 
nates you, no matter what it is, reading about it is just not 
enough. You want to be involved. You want firsthand 
experience. 

That's exactly how Bell & Howell Schools' excit- 
ing self- instruction program in electronics works. You 
learn by doing, experimenting, trying it yourself. That's 
why throughout this unique program you get practical 
"hands on" experience with some of today's latest 
electronics training tools. 

Throughout your learning adventure with 
Bell & Howell Schools, the key word 
is "build." 

It doesn't matter if you've never had any training 
in electronics before. We start you off with the Funda- 
mentals and help you work your way up one step at a 
time. As a matter of fact, with your very first lesson, you 
receive a special Lab Starter Kit to give you immediate 
working experience on equipment. It makes the learning 
process faster and certainly a lot more interesting. 

You'll build and work with remarkable educa- 
tional tools as you explore advances in electronics - 
"state-of- the -art" equipment that's being used today - 
and will be used tomorrow. 

You'll build your own electronics laboratory! 
With Bell & Howell's Electro -LaV electronic 

training system -theory comes to life. And you'll make 
it happen! In building each of these modem test instru- 
ments you'll get experience in wiring, soldering, assem- 
bling. Then you'll use the lab for testing, trouble- shoot- 
ing, and circuit analyzing. 

First you'll build the design console to set up and 
examine circuits without soldering. Next the digital 
multimeter to measure voltage, current, and resistance. 
Then the solid -state "triggered sweep" oscilloscope to 
analyze tiny integrated circuits. Now you're ready to 
specialize! 

Choose from these fascinating fields: Home 
Entertainment, Digital /Industrial, or 
Communications Electronics! 

Pick the field that interests you most. Perhaps 
your first choice will be to explore the Audio or TV elec- 
tive of Home Entertainment Electronics and actually 
build and experiment with new -generation equipment 
such as a stereo tuner, 4- channel amp, or even a color 
TV! 

Imagine, for example, building that 25 "- diagonal 
color TV! Probing into the technology behind all - 
electronic tuning. And into the digital circuitry of channel 
numbers that appear on the screen! You'll even build -in 
an on -the- screen digital clock and learn to program a 
special automatic channel selector that goes directly to 

pre -selected channels! 
On the other hand, if you choose Communica- 

tions Electronics, you'll explore 2 -way radio, commercial 
broadcasting, and more! 

Or you might want to get into Digital /Industrial 
Electronics -a field that is setting new standards of 
accuracy and revolutionizing industry. 

Whatever specialty you choose, you'll be 
equipped with the kinds of skills that could 
put you ahead in electronics know -how. 

Once you've completed any of these programs, 
your skills in electronic trouble -shooting could lead you 
in exciting new directions. While we cannot offer assur- 
ance of income opportunities, you can use your train- 
ing: to seek out a job in the electronics industry, to up- 
grade your current job, or as a foundation for advanced 
programs in electronics. 

Building. Learning. Growing. Without missing 
a day of work or a single paycheck! 

Although these are self -instruction programs, 
you still get the same quality and content as if you were 
pursuing them in any of our 8 resident schools. 

We'll even be there to help if you ever need us. 
Most schools make you mail in all your questions! We 
offer a toll -free line you can call when you have a 
question. In addition to this, we conduct "help sessions" 
in 50 major cities at various times throughout the year - 
just so you can meet and talk with your instructors and 
fellow students. 

A school's reputation can't be built on 
what it is going to do. 

... but rather on what it has done and is doing 
right now. That's why Bell & Howell Schools' 45 years of 
experience in electronics self- instruction is your best 
guarantee that our "hands-on" learning method really 
works. 

Many thousands of people each year choose 
Bell & Howell Schools electronics programs to start or 
further their education. Why not find out all that these 
fascinating programs have to offer? 

Mail in the postage -paid card for full details! 
Taken for vocational purposes, this program is 

approved by the state approval agency for Veterans' 
Benefits. 

If card has been detached, please write to: 
An Electronics Home Study School 
DEVRY If1STITUTE OF TECHf1OLOGV 
ONE OF THE 

mil BELLE HOWELL SCHOOLS 
4141 Belmont Chicago lHnois 60641 

727X 
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DX CENTRAL 
(Continued from page 28) 

citing catch is the Solomon Islands 
Broadcasting Service, which since it 
changed to this frequency has become 
considerably easier to hear. This Pacific 
area station should be tuned for during 
the 1000 to 1100 GMT period. 7,345: 
Even the listener with the simplest sort 
of receiving equipment should have no 
trouble in finding Czechoslovakia's 
Radio Prague on this frequency. Listen 
for the English language programs at 

0100 GMT. 9,420: If you are hunting 
for Asian SWLing, give a try for Radio 
Pyongyang, North Korea. Two times 
to catch some English programming are 
at 1000 to 1050 GMT, and again 
around 1330. 9,610: Most DXers are 
familiar with the Radio Australia 
foreign service. Now look for the Aus- 
tralian Broadcasting Commission's do- 
mestic shortwave outlet at Perth, West- 
ern Australia between 1100 and 1600 
GMT. 11,835: There is only one SW 
outlet in Haiti now. It is Radio 4VEH 
at Cap Haitien, a religious broadcaster. 

Until now,you couldn't 
touch a mobile SSB 

like this one 
for under 5300. 

Now, Midland puts it in your hands. We broke the 
price barrier without skimping on features or shortcutting quality. 
Midland's Model 13 -892 operates on all 23 AM channels and both upper and lower sideband. That's 69 operational channels at maximum legal 
output power - 4.0 watts on AM, 12.0 watts P.E.P. on single sideband. 
The dual detectors for AM and SSB operation give superior reception, 
and the dual conversion superheterodyne receiver has built -in active automatic gain control (AGC), adjustable RF gain control and switchable 
noise blanker. 
There's "Omni- Power" operation on 12 volt DC current, positive or negative ground, and the power cable plugs in - no more spider web of wires dangling under the dash. Controls include a receive clarifier, 
RF gain, PA /CB switch, hi /lo tone switch and lighted S /RFO meter. 
Midland's Model 13 -892. It's one handful of radio -at a price you can 
handle.* 

WRITE FOR FREE CB & SCANNER CATALOG: 
DEPT. EE 
P. O. BOX 12737, 
NORTH KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64116. 

'Suggested manufacturers price: $288.95 

LAND INTERNATIONAL 
Communications Division 
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You can tune its English programming 
at 0000 -0100 GMT. 15,060: Radio 
Peking holds forth nightly on this fre- 
quency. 

(Credits: Richard Allen, OK; John 
Moritz, Jr., OH; Pitt McNeil, DC; Wil- 
liam Davenport, TN; Bob Zilmer, WI; 
Richard Larson, MN; Larry Talbot, WI; 
Don Aston, OH; National Radio Club, 
P.O. Box 127, Boonton NJ 07005; 
North American SW Association, P.O. 
Box 13, Liberty IN 47353) 

Backtalk. Among the many letters 
in our DX Central mailbox is one from 
William-,Paul Vaughn of Alexandria, 
LA, who asks about several stations he 
has heard recently. 

"Could you tell me about one an- 
nouncing as 'Trenton Military,' with 
airport aviation weather? And how 
about WOM, Florida High Seas Radio 
heard at various spots on the bands ?" 

Well, William, your Trenton Military 
is CHR, operated by the 708th Com- 
munications Squadron of the Royal 
Canadian Air Force and is located at 
the RCAF Station, Trenton, Ontario. 
One of its frequencies is 15,036 kHz. 
WOM is a coastal radio station operated 
by the American Telephone and Tele- 
graph Co. and is located at Ft. Lauder- 
dale, FL. You're right, WOM does use 
a number of frequencies on shortwave, 
including 4,428.6, 8,792.8, and 13,154.5 
kHz. Both are examples of what DXers 
call utility stations. The "utilities" do 
not broadcast normal programs for gen- 
eral audiences but are involved with 
special purpose communications, in 
these cases, aeronautical and maritime 
operations, respectively. 

Daniel J. Flak of Highland CA, 
writes, "Your magazine has done a 
great service in getting many people 
started in DX. It was White's Radio Log 
in a similar publication that got me 
going in 1962." 

Our California reader continues, 
"Especially for coastal residents inter- 
ested in VHF aeronautical DXing, a 
commercial concern, Aeronautical Radio 
Incorporated operates high -powered, 
highly -directional VHF stations pointed 
along the major air routes connecting 
the West Coast and Hawaii and the 
East Coast and Europe. On the Atlantic 
side the frequency is 129.9 MHz and 
on the Pacific it is 131.95 MHz. Since 
these stations are specifically designed 
for long distance communication, they 
are the VHF DXer's best chance at 
trans -oceanic DX on these frequencies." 

Thanks, Dan, for the kind words and 
information. And for others who don't 
know, the White's Radio Log listing 
of U.S., Canadian and foreign stations 
regularly appears in Communications 
World. 
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Sleeper! 
The Realistic STA -90 Will Change Your Ideas 

About Who's 1 in Hi -Fi Features, Value and Style! 

Quatravox ". Gel spacious 
4- channel effects just by 
adding two extra speakers. 

Dub Out and two 
`ape Monitor switch as. 

For versatility - reccrd 
three tapes at once. Functional beauty. Blackout 

dial with color- changing 
pointer /FM stereo indicator. 

011Ì1211:3 

Only 3E9.95 at participatirg stores and 
dealers. Prices may vary at individual 
stores. U.L. listed. Ask for 31 -2063. See 

what a Sleeper looks like-today! A TASTO 
STORES 

STATE COMPANY 
OVER 4000 STORES 50 STATES 8 CJUNTRIES 

Prices and products may vary 1r Canada FREE 164 -Page Catalog Write to Radio Shack. P 0. Box '052. Dept 890. Ft Worth, TX 76101 

Dual -Gate MOSFET FM. 
Gets weak stations and 
still resists overload. 
Superior to FET designs. 

Solid meta knobs. 

Phase -locked loop FM 
stereo demodulator. 
For wider channel separation, 
almost zero distortion. 

Direct -coupled amplifiers for 
powerful bass even at 20 Hz. 
44 watts per channel, minimum 
RMS at 8 ohms from 20- 20,000 Hz. 
with no more than 0.5% total 
harmonic distortion. 

Walnut veneer case. 

Ampl fier Specs 

Power Banawidth: 17- 35.000 Hz 

Response: 20- 20,000 Hz ±2 dB 
IM Dis'ortion: 0.3% at 30W 

Phono Overload: 15C mV 

Hum aid Noise (dB): 
Phono 1, -60 
Aux 1, -75 

FM Tuner Specs 

Sensitivi'v. 2.0 µV IHF 

S/N Ratio: 65 dB 
Separation: 35 dB at 1 kHz 

Total Harm Dist.: 0.8% 
Capture Ratio: 2 dB 
Selectivity: 60 dB 

SOLD ONLY WHERE YOU SEE THIS SIGN: 

adre $haeK 
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SEMICONDUCTOR SUPERMART 
FREE CATALOG 

NAME BRAND -PRIME QUALITY SEMICONDUCTORS 
MOTOROLA NATIONAL HEP 
FAIRCHILD RCA SIGNETICS 
Other Parts For Elementary Electronics Projects 

CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS CO. 
Box 3047, Scottsdale, AZ 85257 

PARTS! 
,end For 

< 

CORNELL'S 
New Color 
Catalog 

48 Pgs New Items IN LOTS OF 100 

CORNE. I TUBES! 
36 per 

per 
tube 

tube 

4219 E 

ORDER FREE 
IF NOT SHIPPED 

IN 24 HOURS' 

UNIVERSITY AVE. SAN DIEGO, CALIF. 92105 

STAR- TRONICS 
INDUSTRIAL AND GOVERNMENT 

ELECTRONIC SURPLUS 
PARTS a PIECES FOR SCHOOLS, SHOPS, HAMS a HOBBYISTS 

SEND FOR OUR LATEST ALL DIFFERENT 
MONTHLY PICTURE CATALOG. NOW: 

Box 17127, Portland, Ore. 97217 

"LISTEN IN" TO POLICE -FIRE RADIO CALLS IN YOUR CAR l 

Works with An Car -Portable or 
Home Radio! 
wiring - 3 minute ahook'p! Switches 
instantly from regular radio to All 

Pollc - Fire - Emergency - Taxi 
Woks Evverywhere`- Anytime! Dual 
Band 30.49 & 150 -175 MHZ. 
SEND ONLY $2.00 áeash Ck. MO.1 

d Day po 
COD 

Special 
or send 

and Plug 
for Del it USA. Hem 

orePPortableSRado! FalAntenna nstruc Tonal year Service Warranty 10 Day Money Back Trial - Sold Only Direct from Factory. 
WESTERN RADIO, Dept. CE -78 KEARNEY, NEI. 11147 

Shortwave Listening 
1976 World Radio TV Handbook- $10.95 
Barlow Wadley E. R. L. Drake Receivers 

1976 "Confidential" Frequency List - $5.45 

GILFER, Box 239, Park Ridge, NJ 01656 

CODE PRACTICE SET & TAPES 
TG -34 KEYER: Code prac- 
tice set used to reproduce 
signals previously re- 
corded on inked paper 
tape. Variable speed mo- 
tor, keying oscillator with 
speaker & phone jack. 
Power required: 115 V. 

50/60 cyc. Comes in portable carrying case: 15 x 
10 x 10 ". Wt.: 40 lbs. Used, serviceable: $24.95. 
Checked: $29.50. 

15 TAPES TO A COMPLETE PRACTICE SET: 
ttl thru tt4 corer different tf9 12 WPM Coded /Gr. 

groups of Wide space letters #10 12 WPM Tact /Mess. 
#5 Wide space numbers and #11 12 WPM Tact /Mess. 

letters #12 15WPM Tact /Mess. 
#6 5 WPM Numbers & letters #13 15WPM Tact /Mess. 
#7 7WPM Numbers & letters 914 20WPM Tact /Mess. 
#8 10WPM Coded Groups of 5 j¡l5 201%'PM Tact /Mess. 
TAPE PRICE: $2.00 Each All prices F.O.B., Llma, OH SEND TODAY FOR BIG FREE CATALOG! Dept. EE 

FAIR RADIO SALES 
1016 E. EUREKA Box 1105 LIMA, OH 45802 
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"LISTEN INTO CITIZENS BAND RADIO IN YOUR CAR! 
Works with ANY CAR RADIO d antenna: 
Just plugs in -1 minute hookup! Geta 
all 23 CB channels- crystal controlled! 
Instant switch from CB to regular Radio! 
Hear location of ALL STATE -COUNTY 
LOCAL TRAFFIC RADAR CONTROL. 
and ALL Smokles" -NEVER GET 
CAUGHT SPEEDING AGAIN! For 
EveryoneEverywhere - Emergencies, 
roads, fuel, lodging day or night! 

SEND ONLY $2.00 or senná 019 a99fo PFD del in UUSA 
1 YEAR SERVICE GUARANTEE -IS DAY MONEY BACK TRIAL- COMPLETE READY TO PLUG IN AND LISTEN! Or- 
der YOURS- TODAY -NOW! 
WESTERN RADIO, Dept. CE -76 . Kearney, Neb. 56547 

-CITIZENS MAND- 
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Ask Hank, 
He Knows! 

Got a question or a problem with a project -ask 
Hanks Please remember that Hank's column is 
limited to answering specific electronic project 
questions that you send to him. Personal replies 
cannot be made. Sorry, he Isn't offering a circuit 
design service. Write to: 

Hank Scott, Workshop Editor 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 

229 Park Avenue South 
New York, NY 10003 

It's the Spark 
I have an excellent FM receiver that's 

hooked up to a brand new UHF antenna. 
The problem is the interference caused by 
some cars as they go by. I assume it's from 
their ignition system. Any remedy? 

-C. Z., Putnam, CT 
Much of your problem is probably in 

your lead -in cable. If it's flat TV -type 300 - 
ohm stuff, get rid of it and install 75 -ohm 
coaxial cable. Use good cable and install 
300- to 75 -ohm transformers at each end, 
if needed (this will depend on the nominal 
impedance of the Set's input, as well as 
the particular antenna you're using). If you 
have a turnstile antenna it will also pick 
up more impulse noise (car ignition) than 
a directional type. 

Bleed is Splatter 
There are so many problems associated 

with CB I don't really know where to start. 
But I suppose the most serious in our area 
is "bleed- over." There are not really that 
many stations in our city of 20,000 popu- 
lation, it's that they are so LOUD! I took 
my 123A and 250 Johnson radios to an 
FCC -licensed technician in Fayetteville a 
month ago to see if they were properly 
aligned. He assured me that they were in 
proper condition and further advised nie 
the problem was due to high -power (linear) 
amps and overmodulation. He advised that 
my receiver was being activated by sheer 
force and splatter. Actually, I installed two 
AM sets in May of this year on 27.275 
and was licensed as KYI -282 in the Busi- 
ness Radio Service for my church activi- 
ties. If anything, the stations up there are 
even louder. I'm at my wit's end! 

-E. P., Lumberton, NC 
Sounds like there's a local CB station on 

27.225 MHz -not necessarily running over- 
power- causing cross -modulation in your 
receivers. Sideband splatter from an over - 
modulated 27.225 MHz CB rig may also 
cause interference, but it shouldn't be all 
that bad. Most likely it's cross -modulation 
due to front -end overload. An FET front 
end receiver might eliminate your cross - 
mod problem, but not necessarily so (de- 
pends on the overall front -end design). It's 
likely that an all -tube (except for rectifier) 
transceiver might eliminate your cross - 
modulation situation. Try before you buy. 

Loves 2 -Way Radio 
1 would like to know whether the Bree- 

poop TRD -28 is as good as the Bzgrant- 
zank HE -711? They are 100 milliwatt 
walkie- talkies, and don't tell me to go CB 
'cause I'm only 14 years old. 

-S. M., Grand Valley, PA 

One toy is as good as another. Part 15 
transceivers do not hold up to daily use. 
If you must go this route, then get the 
cheapest for the least disappointment. 

A Real Long List 
Hank, how can I get a list of all the 

complete frequency allocations of all the 
shortwave bands (1.6 -30 MHz)? 

-G. T., Eugene, OR 
There is a group in Geneva, Switzerland 

called the International Telecommunica- 
tions Union which sells a list of all legally 
authorized stations on the air. However, 
it is difficult to prepare a volume like this 
and it's about two years in the making. 
Thus when you get it it won't be very 
useful since stations change frequencies 
and times at least once each season. Much 
more practical is White's Radio Log, pub- 
lished as part of our sister publication, 
Communication World, twice each year. 
It's available on the same newsstands as 
those which carry Elementary Electronics. 

Old Shellac 
I was recently listening to some old 78 

R.P.M. records. They had been bought in 
the late 40s and early 50s. These records 
have amazing fidelity and most of the 
new 45 R.P.M. records do not have the 
same clarity. What gives? 

-D. L., Belle Vernon, PA 
Late 78 rpm records have a high fidelity 

potential beyond that of the 45s because 
of the hard material used for the record 
itself and also due to the higher speed, 
which provides a longer wavelength path. 
This is easier for the stylus to trace. 78s 
such as the London FFRR series surpass 
many of today's records in fidelity. They 
were "Full Frequency Range" with little 
compression and /or extra "processing." 
Modern 45s are compressed, equalized and 
"brightened" for the now- sound -hi -fi it 
ain't. 

Good Guy Steps Forward 
Donald E. Erickson offers to the readers 

of ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS free 
photocopies of schematic diagrams avail- 
able in Perpetual Troubleshooters Manual, 
Vols. I through XXII. Any hobbyist need- 
ing assistance should send Make, Model, 
number of tubes, and other identifying info 
to Don at 6059 Essex Street, Riverside, CA 
92504. Be sure to include SASE (self - 
addressed, stamped envelope). 

Trekkie Topics 
There is an information center to answer 

fans' questions about Star Trek and pro - 
(Continued on page 38) 
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IDENTICAL TWINS 
IN OUR ARCHER® FAMILY OF CB ANTENNAS 

Custom 
Mirror Mount 

3495' 

No -Holes 2995* i 

T runk Mount 

TWIN TRUCKERS II 
For trucks and RV's with West Coast style mirrors 
100" or more apart. Twin antennas deliver full 
coverage, reinforced signal pattern, fewer dead 
spots. Heavy -duty antenna mounts attach easily to 
side mirror brackets. Oversized resonators, 
stainless steel upper and lower rods for outstanding 
durability, adjustable upper rods, 17' co- phasing 
harness and PL -259 ends. #21 -942. 

FREE / 
NEW 1976 
RADIO SHACK r CATALOG 

164 PAGES OVER 2000 ITEMS 
AT OUR OVER 4300 STORES OR 
MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 

Radio Shack 
P.O. Box 1052 
Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

689 

(Please Print) 

Name Apt # 

Street 

City 

State Zip 

TWIN TRUNKERS 
The same full CB coverage as the Twin Truckers Il, 

but this dual system mounts on the sides of your 
car's trunk lid. Ruggedly built using stainless steel 
upper and lower rods for years of lasting service. 
Center loaded design assures maximum signal 
transfer. Adjustable tip rods for lowest SWR. 
Phasing harness is 20' long and includes a PL -259 
connector. #21 -943. 

tARGYER 
ftad I.ihae K 

A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 
OVER 4300 STORES 50 STATES 8 COUNTRIES 

Jus' Say "Charge It 
at participating stores 

*Retail prices may vary at indiv.dual stores and dealers. 

Prices and products may vary m Canada 
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ASK HANK, HE KNOWS! 
(Continued frotta page 36) 

vide new fans with complete information. 
Write to: Star Trek Welcommittee, c/o 
Shirley Marewski, 481 Main St., Hatfield, 
MA 01038. Be sure to enclose a self - 
addressed, stamped envelope. 

And while we're on this subject, my 
thanks to D.S., of Norman, OK who wrote, 
"Trekkies don't die, they just fade away 
in contentment." 

Look for a Round Peg 
Hank, I've always wondered how rec- 

tangular holes can be cut in Bakelite. Is 
there any way I can cut a perfect hole 
the size 1 want? 

-T. B., Santa Barbara, CA 
There is no need for a perfect square 

hole because the lamp bezel has a lip 
which will cover the edge of the hole. 
Drill one large hole first plus a few other 
small ones in the corners of the square 
hole you want to cut Use narrow tri- 
angular files to make square corners and 
straight sides. But you might also consider 
doing it the way I do -drill for round 
panel lamps. That is, you can do it that 
way if you have the same kind of drill 
bits I do -round ones! 

WATTMETERS 

GLC 10à29 

$49.95 

100C Watts continuous 
Hanisone vinyl case 
3 Scales: 0 -10, 0 -100, 0 -1000 Watts 
VSWR Function 
50 Chm Impedance 

1000 WATT INLINE 8 -30 MHz 

Gold Line 1000 Watt wattmeters. provide 
all you need to get the most out of your 
transmitter Absorbing negligible power, 
these inline units will continuously moni- 
tor adiated power 

!1:4TT.1/ETf;I; 

GLC 1091 $43.98 

FILTERS 

FEEDTHRU NOISE 
SUPPRESSOR FILTER 
Prevents noise in your radio 
caused by electrical systems 

GLC 1090N (Negative ground) $4.99 

GLC togop (Positive ground) $6.66 

ALTERNATOR & 
GENERATOR FILTERS 

Range: 2.2 to 400 MHz 
An effect lve ferromagnetic filter that wipes 
out aneoying noise. 

GLC 1076 60 Amp $8.25 

GLC 1010 100 Amp $12.95 

CAR STEREO 
NOISE FILTER 

010 1066 $3.95 
The new Gold Line Car Stereo noise filter 
effectively suppresses noise reaching the 
speaker of your car's radio or tape deck 
through the power input line. 

ANTENNA MATCHER 
GLC 1046 $9.98 
250 Watts 13 -78 MHz 

Stop power loss 
Quick and easy to install 
Inexpensive 

Give A Perfect VSWR Match 
For Full Power Every Time 

SWR MINI -BRIDGE 

Perfect for infine mobile 
applications. 
Very stable meter 
readings. 
Negligible insertion loss. 

VSWR METER 
f]ONMS 2fo WADS 

GOLO LINE-NaNatr,Ct. 

GLC 1049A $15.95 

EXTRA LONG - HEAVY DUTY 
RETRACTILE CABLES 

Rugged cables for microphone or telephone 18" retracted - 
full 90" extended - Stranded center conduflors, tough 
PVC jackets - 6" tall on each end. 

r OF WIRE - 
PART NO, COND. GAUGE O D. PRICE 

328 

329 

330 

3 

4 

5 

23 

23 

28 

250 

240 

180 

1 shielded $4 59 

0 shielded 4,99 

t shielded 8 08 

Dealers and Distributors -Write for details. 

GOLD LIN 
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Your Accessory 
Power House 

25 Van Zant St., E. Norwalk, Conn. 
06855 Phone 203/838 -6551 

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION, 2200 SHAMES DRIVE, WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590 
CABLE -CHURCHIN WESTBURY, N.Y. TELEX -0961474 
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Leave TTL Project Alone 
How do I modify the TTL Power Supply 

in the Sept /Oct 75 issue of Elementary 
Electronics so as to supply 0.5, 6, and 9 
Volts in one unit? Could I use different 
IC's and switch them in and out? I'd like 
to use it for a shaver, radio and calculator. 

-B. B., Placenta, CA 

Don't modify it. You'll be sorry! It was 
specifically designed for tight regulation of 
its 5 VDC output. Besides you can build 
a simple power supply for a radio, which 
doesn't need the regulation of the TTL 
supply. In fact, a really simple supply for 
a low- voltage shaver wouldn't even need a 
filter, just a rectifier and a dropping re- 
sistor. 

Light Suits Him 
Is it against the law to put an electrical 

fixture in a closet? I need light to pick out 
the clothes I need. 

-A. M., Sistersville, WV 

First, let me say that we all have a corn - 
mon problem. We lose our sense of color 
as the light diminishes. A brown pair of 
slacks looks like a dark blue one in the 
dimness of a closet. By all means, install 
an electrical fixture according to the code 
in your area. This means Romex or BX 
cables in the walls, fixture totally inclosed 
with suitable switching circuit. Don't go 
for those add -on lamps operated by the 
opening of a door. These cheap jobs re- 
quire a long run of "zip" or lamp cord to 
an outlet. You're inviting the fire depart- 
ment to your home. 

Lend a Helping Hand 
Some of our readers need assistance that 

only you may be able to give. Please help. 

Kenneth J. Barratt, of 4000 N.E. 44th 
Street, Vancouver, WA 98661 needs the 
schematic diagram for the Canadian Mar- 
coni Co. transceiver (148 -174 MHz) model 
DJ30. He'd like to know its "new" price 
also. 

If you have the specifications for the 
UX- 112 -A, UX- 201 -A, C- 301 -A, and CX- 
340 vacuum tubes, please send info to 
Claude B. Elliot, 7A Brighton Terrace, 
Broomall, PA 19008. 

A new antique radio collector needs 
schematic (and possibly tubes) for a Mont- 
gomery -Ward Airline, model 62 -1100 and 
the chassis No. is 83WG -401E. Write to 
David Blackwell, 110 Fourth Street, Bemis, 
TN 38314. 

A Bill Coleman, Sr. of 114 Circle Dr., 
Rocky Mount, NC 27801 needs the sche- 
matic diagram for the Bendix Aviation 
Model 847S Field Set Receiver (AM /FM). 

Attention: model railroaders! Tony 
Bruce, P.O. Box 394, Chino, CA 91710 is 
looking for an old GE "Astrac" unit plus 
receiver. Can anyone help? 

Sergei Leoniuk of 369 Piermont Rd., 
Cresskill, NJ 07626 needs service info and 
schematic diagram for the Grebe CR -12. 
Lend a hand, boys! 
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Now -have fun with electronics- 
BUILD YOUR OWN 
TRANSISTOR RADIO... 
buglar alarm... 
metal locator... 

. listening device... 
mini- computer... 
oscillator... 
amplifier... 
and more! 

Try this library of tested, easy -to- follow guides 
that tell you the parts you need. .. where to get 
them.. . then lead you step -by -step through 
building and operating useful electronic de- 
vices! Your satisfaction is guaranteed. 

electronics 
fil tbe 

11etiinner 

ELECTRONICS 
FOR THE 
BEGINNER. 
This unique vol- 
ume starts you off. 
Chapters 1, 6, and 
7 show how to use 
tools and solder, 
how to read elec- 
tronic symbols and 

circuits. Soon you'll find yourself 
building devices ranging from a 
"one- hour" radio to a simple 
stereo amp. $4.50 

ELECTRONIC 
GAMES & TOYS 
YOU CAN 
BUILD. Start 
each project with 
a piece of board, 
some simple tools, 
and a couple of 
radio parts. With 
this "just- for -fun" 

guide, you can build and enjoy 
Test Your Nerve, Reaction Timer, 
The Maze, Space Shot, Party 
Pooper, The Flipper, and nine 
more. $3.50 

101 EASY 
AUDIO 
PROJECTS. Al- 
most every project 
saves you more 
money than the 
cost of the book. 
Create valuable 
accessories and 
equipment. Build 

a filter for annoying record 
scratches. Build audio testers and 
tracers, intercoms, hi -fi's, tuners, 
even a telephone amplifier. $3.95 

99 ELEC- 
TRONIC 
PROJECTS. 
You'll want this 
volume on hand, 
because it helps 
you build nearly 
every category of 
electronic device 
imaginable: auto- 

motive, burglar alarms, ham and 
awl, photographic, and more. 
Most cost less than $10 to build. 
Save money -have fun, too! $3.50 

HOW TO BUILD 
PROXIMITY 
DETECTORS & 
METAL LOCA- 
l'ORS. Hunt trea- 
sure, find jewelry 
and coins in the 
.and. Locate pipes 
and studs in walls 
and floors. This is 

just a sample of what you can do 
with devices this book helps you 
build. There are projects for nov- 
ices and technicians alike. $4.50 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUIT 
PROJECTS. Ex- 
pand your elec- 
tronics know -how 
-delve into IC 
technology. This 
clearly written, 
challenging vol- 
ume helps you 

sharpen your skills by building a 
stereo headphone amplifier, tone 
encoder and decoder, waveform 
generator, voice scrambler, and 
more. $4.95 

SOLID -STATE 
ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS. 
Three chapters 
help you under- 
stand burglar 
alarms inside-out. 
Parts lists help 
you protect your 
home by building 

them. This book also helps you 
construct metal locators, music 
circuits, a long- range listening 
device, and more. $3.95 

HI -FI PROJ- 
ECTS FOR THE 
HOBBYIST. This 
book takes noth- 
ing for granted - 
not even your bud- 
get. Shows you 
tools, techniques, 
terms, where to 
buy, what and how 

to build. Install a small speaker 
enclosure with big sound, loud- 
ness or balance controls, a four - 
channel adapter, and more. $3.95 
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5- MINUTE 
ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS. 
Learn basics about 
electronics the 
easy way -by set- 
ting up projects 
and demonstra- 
tions yourself. 
This picture - 

packed book features devices that 
take minutes of building, but 
hours of using and enjoying. In- 
cluded are oscillators, generators, 
transmitters, a crystal radio, and 
more. $3.95 

PROJECTS IN 
SIGHT, SOUND, 
AND SENSA- 
TION. Build a 
digital ESP test- 
ing machine your- 
self? This book 
makes it possible 
- along with six 
other unique proj- 

ects. Advance from simple novel- 
ty devices to a sophisticated bio- 
feedback machine for muscle 
relaxation. Theory, diagrams, 
and parts lists are featured with 
plenty of illustrations. $4.95 

Build a library of these fascinating, fun -to -use books. 
They're less than $5.00 each! 129 R1 

IF.... Clip out ... mail today III Ill 

I MAIL TODAY FOR 15 -DAY FREE TRIAL 

YES -send me the book( s) checked below to examine for 15 days , 
free. If not completely satisfied, I may return my order and owe 
absolutely nothing. Otherwise, I will pay the amount on the in- 

voice accompanying my book(s), including shipping and handling. 

CHECK HERE AND SAVE 101%! I have checked at least 

3 of the books offered. So 10'4 of the cost is deducted. 

ELECTRONICS FOR 
THE BEGINNER 
2067.7 $4.50 
ELECTRONIC GAMES & 
TOYS YOU CAN BUILD 
20183 $3.50 
101 EASY AUDIO 
PROJECTS 20608 $3.95 
99 ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS 20818 $3.50 
HOW TO BUILD 
PROXIMITY 
DETECTORS & METAL 
LOCATORS 20881 $4.50 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

INTEGRATED 
CIIRCUIT PROJECTS 
21113 $4.95 

ELEC- 
TRONIC PROJECTS 
20921 $3.95 
HI -FI PROJECTS FOR 
THE HOBBYIST 
20925 $3.95 

PRO ECTS 20968 $3.95 

PROJECTS IN SIGHT, 
SOUND & SENSATION . 

21125 $4.95 

(please print) 

STATE ZIP 

Save shipping and handling costs. Full payment enclosed. 
Mail to: Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. /4300 W. 62nd S t. 

Indianapolis, Ind. 46206 
( Plus sales tax, if any.) EE-15 

, , , 
, 
, , , , , 
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5 WAYS TO STOP 
WASTING TIME IN 

ELECTRONICS. 
iStop wasting your time soldering. Save 

hours of soldering, desoldering, re- 
soldering with QT sockets and bus 
strips. Connect and disconnect 

resistors, capacitors, transistors, IC's etc., 
literally as fast as you can push in 
-or pull out -a lead. Make 
instant interconnections 
with short lengths of wire. 
And interlock sockets 
and bus strips for 
infinite expand- 
ability on bench, 
chassis, plug -in cards, 
etc. At $2.00 -12.50* you'll 
wonder how you've done 
without them! 

2 Stop wasting 
your time design- 
ing circuits. Design 
Mate' 1 will help, by 

providing you with QT hookup versa- 
tility (see above), a continuously -variable 
5 -15V, 600mA 1 %- regulated supply, and a 
voltmeter to monitor supply or circuit. Plug 

it in, turn it on and 
start designing more 
by soldering less. At 
$49.95* you can 
afford to. 

Stop wasting 
your time testing. 
On DIP IC's, 

finding the lead 
you want -and making sure you don't short 
others -can be as delicate as 
surgery. Until you discover 
our handy Proto -Clip 
...the instant, short - 
proof way to test IC's 
up to 24 pins. 
Available without cable or 
with cable, they're the most 
economical and foolproof IC 
test aids on the market. 

4 Stop wasting your time bread- 
boarding. Small budgets or big 
requirements are no obstacle to 

owning and enjoying today's most 

popular solderless breadboarding system 
...our Proto-Board' line. For just $15.95* 
you can have our PB -6 Proto -Board kit. 
Takes about 10 minutes to assemble, 

and gives you 630 
solderless QT 
terminals. On the other 
end of the spectrum 
is our giant PB -104, 

with 3,060 
solderless 
terminals 

for $79.95* 
or only 2.60 apiece! You can 

choose from a variety of models, 
with or without regulated power 

supplies. 

Stop wasting your 
time testing. 
You can own the test gear you 
need at economical 

prices. Our Design Mate 2, for instance, 
gives you a 3- waveform function 
generator - 
sine, square and triangle -from 
1 Hz to 100 kHz ... for just 
$64.95* 
Design Mate 3 
R/C bridge pro- 
vides 5 %- 
accurate 
measurements 
of unknown resistors 
and capacitors from 10 ohms 
to 10 meg and 10 pF to 1 uF, with 
built -in LED null indication. Price is a "micro" 
$54.95* And as you're reading this, we're 
busy adding new low- priced, high - 
quality Design Mates. 

Stop wasting your time reading. Send for 
the complete CSC catalog and dis- 
tributor list... and start making more of 
yourtime in electronics. 

*Manufacturer's recommended retail. 

® 1975 Continental Specialties Corp. 

CONTN ENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION LSG 
CIRCLE 17 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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Electronics 

Flexible breadboard system uses low -cost power supply kit. Handles ICs with +5, and 

+15 V DC power. Easy to build, and cheap! 
By The Staff of Elementary Electronics 

On our cover this month we show Rig -Kwik, a 

modern version of the experimenter's "bread- 
board" which can be used for a wide variety 

of projects, ranging from the simplest which use 

only one power supply voltage to those advanced 
ones which need plus and minus voltages up to 15 

volts as well as a third supply of plus five volts. 
Though we still use the term "breadboard" to 

describe anything used to wire experimental or 
prototype circuits, it's been a long, long time since 
kitchen breadboards actually were used to de- 
velop circuits. While Grandpa used to drive nails 
into the board to hold down coils, capacitors and 
tube sockets, today a complete circuit often takes 
up less space than the nail itself. 

Over the years specialized electronic bread- 
board systems were developed to keep pace with 
new technologies. As the transistor replaced the 
tube the breadboard hardware was changed, elim- 
inating the special clamps needed for heavy wire 
and substituting miniature multi -wire locking ter- 
minals that could handle the extra fine wire of 
solid state devices. Finally, we now have the inte- 
grated circuit (IC), and even solid -state electronic 
breadboards are too large -the hardware just 
doesn't make for easy breadboarding with sub- 
miniature components. 

Now that solid -state component terminals are 

mostly standardized on 0.1 -in. spacing, it has been 
possible to come up with a "breadboard" that 

accommodates virtually all the small signal solid 
state devices of the types used by hobbyists. A 
typical example is the QT socket strip from Con- 
tinental Specialty Corp. These American -made QT 
sockets are available in many different configura- 
tions, but basically they all allow any component 
or wire lead to be plugged into a "board" and 
instantly get four multiple terminals for additional 
connections. Use a small U- shaped jumper and 
you have eight connections -and you can add 
jumpers until you get as many terminals as 

needed. The QT sockets snap together so you can 
easily construct a breadboard of any size or con- 
figuration needed, and if you look carefully at 

those professional -type developmental kits costing 
many hundreds of dollars you'll lind many of 
them use the very same QT breadboard socket 
strips. 

Along with the standardization of solid -state 
component lead spacing there are "standard" 
hobbyist voltages in the sense that many, though 
not all, projects use 5, 15, ±15 (bipolar) or 24 -30 
volts as the required DC power. By combining such 
a power supply with a matrix of Continental Spe- 
cialty QT sockets we have come up with a proto- 
type breadboard unit for well under $50 that 
compares favorably with larger laboratory bread- 
board kits that are priced well into the hundreds 
of dollars. 

Just such a unit is shown here. Costing less than 
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@/@ RIG -KWIK 

$40 (the final price depends mostly on 
how many and which QT sockets are 
used), Rig -Kwik provides regulated 
power supplies of 5.0 volts at 1.5 
amperes, and ±15 volts at 150 mA. QT 
sockets have been used in Rig -Kwik to 
provide two component boards for tran- 
sistors, diodes and ICs, two power dis- 
tribution rails (one on each side) and 
three power distribution pads for the 
power supplies. 

QT test socket strips. (Quick Test) 
These sockets let you breadboard any 
circuit as fast as you can stick short 
pieces of #22 solid wire into the holes 
in the sockets. Each temporary terminal 
consists of five connected solderless tie 
points. The individual points are spaced 
so that standard DIP- packaged ICs, 
transistors, Op Amps, all resistors (under 
1 -watt size), capacitors, and other small 
components can be directly plugged in 
and then interconnected. When the cir- 
cuit has been tested, improved and 
finalized, the components are simply 
pulled out and the breadboard is ready 
to go again with another experimental 
circuit. 

The drawing shows how the QT 
socket strips are hooked up internally. 
There are ten different kinds of QT 
sockets (strips), ranging from $3.50 to 
$12.50 each, and carrying from 14 to 
108 5 -point terminals (holes) each. 

Our Rig -Kwik uses two each of the 
following QT strips: QT -35S (70 termi- 
nals x 5) ; GT -35B (two bus strips each, 
for GND or power voltages) ; and QT- 
7S (voltage bus pads). This configura- 
tion would cost you $27.00 for the 
breadboard strips, and it can accom- 
modate about six or seven IC packages 
plus lots of associated circuitry. You 
could save $8.50 by getting just one 
QT -35 now, and leave room to add more 
later when your breadboard work gets 
more complicated. The choice of sockets 
is an entirely individual matter. Just be 

OT SOCKETS 
OT TERMINAL BLOCKS 

FOR BREADBOARDING +5V -I5V GND +15V 

OT SOCKET 
BUS STRIPS 

FUSEHOLDERS 

Each of the three power supplies has its own fuseholder, permitting use of fuses 
of correct size to protect components for whatever project is being built on 
Rig -Kwik. The four small QT sockets at upper right let you run up to 27 leads 
from each to QT sockets at left, where breadboarding takes place. 

These cutaway views of Continental Spe- 
cialties QT sockets show (at right) how 
metal strips under the connecting holes 
hook rows together. B- voltages come from 
smaller, individual 28 -hole strips. 

-CW 

Compact power supply board 
mounts all components except 
power transformer, supplies reg- 
ulated power: +15 VDC and 
-15 VDC at up to 150 mA, and 
5.0 VDC up to 1.5 amperes. Kit 
for this supply includes trans- 
former, and costs $12.95 from 
Bullet Electronics (address in 
Parts List). 

411111010 
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sure you use a chassis box large enough 
to accommodate at least one more QT 
socket (or more) than you think you 
might need at first. 

The chassis shown is a small deluxe 
Rig -Kwik so most of its available top 
surface space is taken up by the two 
QT sockets. But you can use only one, 
or as many more, QT sockets as you 
think you may need. 

Fuse blocks are provided so both of 
the power supplies, which are not them- 
selves internally short -circuit protected 
(to keep the price down), as well as 
the experimental circuit of the moment 
can be protected. More on the fuse 
setup later. 

Construction. Our Rig -Kwik was as- 
sembled inside and on top of the two 
parts of an aluminum box whose dimen- 
sions are 7 -in. W x 5 -in. D x 3 -in. H. 
The power supply is inside, and the QT 
sockets and fuse holders mount on top 
of the cabinet. 

While the QT sockets aren't inexpen- 
sive, they are a permanent investment 
because they will be used many times. 
Figure out what you think you'll need, 
and add, say, one extra QT socket for 
more complicated projects later. Before 
you start construction you should get 
the catalog of these sockets from Con - 
tinental Specialties by circling number 
75 on the Reader Service Coupon. If 
you prefer getting the catalog even 
faster you can write direct to Continen- 
tal Specialties Corp., 44 Kendall St., 
New Haven, CT 06509. They sell direct 
so you can select those sockets you want 
and order from Continental if they 
aren't stocked locally. 

D.C. Power. The power supply is 

available in kit form from Bullet Elec- 
tronics for $12.95. The kit includes the 
power transformer and the printed cir- 
cuit board which mounts the entire power 
supply (except the transformer). This 
is a good deal because it saves you 
money (the transformer alone would 
cost five or so dollars) as well as the 
time and trouble of getting the parts 
together and etching the circuit board. 
Those who have a good junk box of 
spare parts can of course put it together 
for even less than the cost from Bullet 
Electronics. Thé Bullet kit has all the 
parts needed to build the regulated 
power supply which makes available 
(with one per cent load regulation) (a) 
a +5 -VDC supply at up to 1.5 amps, 
(b) a +15 -VDC supply at up to 150 
mA, and (c) a negative -15 VDC sup- 
ply, also up to 150 mA. The two 15 -volt 
supplies can be hooked together to pro- 
vide one 30 -volt supply if desired. Fi- 
nally, the two 15 -volt supplies are so 
designed that they track each other. 
That is, if anything should happen to 

POWER ON 
INDICATOR 

PRIMARY 
FUSE 

REGULATED POWER 
SUPPLY 

POWER 
TRANSFORMER 

Inside view of Rig -Kwik shows fuse for protection of power supply transformer 
(upper right). Neat construction is easy if you use the power supply kit. If you 
plan to use more Continental QT sockets for elaborate projects you'll use a larger 
metal cabinet than this one. 

cause one or the other 15 -VDC source 
to go slightly high or low, the other sup- 
ply will follow it, in the opposite direc- 
tion to minimize the effect on the circuit 
they are powering. 

To keep the cost down, these regu- 
lated supplies are not internally pro- 
tected against short circuits. That's why 
the fuse sockets shown are provided. 
This is a better way of protecting the 
supplies, because the fuse sizes can be 
chosen for each particular project to 

protect the parts in the project, and they 
will also at the same time protect the 
supplies. 

The printed circuit board that comes 
with the power supply kit has a few 
component lead holes which need slight 
enlarging. Don't try to force a lead into 
a hole as you might wind up breaking 
the printed circuit board. Instead, use a 
#56 drill bit to enlarge the hole. 

It will be easier to install and connect 
(Continued on page 96) 

FI 

1.5 A 

SI 

(SEE TEXT FOR 

FUSE VALUES) 

POWER SUPPLY 

I 1 ' RECTIFIER 
1 AND an REGULATOR 

B 1 BOARD 

L - - - - -_I 

F1 -1.5 -A fuse (Radio Shack 270 -1274 or equiv.) 
F2, F3, F4- various size fuses, depending on 

external circuit -see text. (Radio Shack 
270 -1270 through 270 -1280, depending on 

size required) 
11 -6 -V pilot lamp (Radio Shack 272.1140 

or equiv.) 
UT experimental hook -up socket strips -Con- 

tinental Specialties Corp. 44 Kendall St., 

New Haven, CT 06509. This project uses two 

each QT -35S, QT -35B, QT -7S. 

BPI (RED) 

BP2 (BLACK) 

BP3 (BLUE) 

F2 

F3 

+15V 

B- 

I5V 

BP4 
(GREEN OR 

mr. 
JI 

YELLOW) 

6V 

F4 
+5V 

Power Supply Kit, Bullet Electronics, Box 1465, 

Lake Worth, FL 33460 -$12.95 postpaid. 

MISC. Metal Cabinet -3 -in. H x 5 -in. D x 7 -in. 
W. (Radio Shack 270 -254 or equiv.) Push -in 
terminals (eight required) 1 /13 -in. or 3/64 - 
in. diameter (Radio Shack 270 -1392 or 
equiv.) or Vector T -28 flea clips. 1 -in. #4 
machine screws, nuts and lockwashers (3 

each needed), plus 1 /4 -in aluminum stand- 
off spacers (3 needed). 
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SANDBAGGING 
WITHOUT 
TRANSMuTING 
Sandbagging- what's that? Read on to get 
in on a rewarding part of CB action. 
by William S. Little 

Oscar Brown checks out Smokey and road 
conditions with his Pace transceiver before 
hitting the turnpike! 

The popularity of CB Radio is be- 
coming greater every day. A few short 
years ago walkie talkie sets were intro- 
duced as a toy for kids and grew into a 
toy for adults. Today CB is no longer a 
toy but in many cases a necessity. CB 
radios are being operated from cars, 
trucks, boats, snowmobiles, motorcycles, 
planes, trail bikes, bulldozers, taxis and 
other types of vehicles, and a new vo- 
cabulary is being born. 

Truck drivers are the most beneficial 
users of CB. With hours of monotonous 
driving as they travel from city to city, 
truckers find CB one of the most valu- 
able aids they have. It both keeps them 
company and is a necessity, keeping 
them alert and relaxed during their 
long hours on the road. If they are not 
talking, they are sandbagging. 

Tune in. If you ever have the chance 
to sandbag on CB, don't miss it. You 
could be in for hours of enjoyable 
entertainment listening to the often 
comical conversations of the truck driv- 
ers. Tune in on channel 19 and try it 
for yourself. 

Here's the way it goes. "Breaker, 
breaker, broke. How about it, one -nine ?" 
"Yah, go ahead broke. You got the 
Snow Blower here at this end." "Yah; 
thanks for the break Snow Blower. I'm 
southbound in a Portable Parking Lot 
(auto transport _ carrier) . Just passed 
Smokey (police) coming on to the high- 
way northbound, and he's really got the 
hammer (gas pedal) down. What's your 
20 (location)? This is the Rambler." 

"Thanks for the info (information) 
Rambler. I'm at 110 mile post, just past 

the exit. That Smokey must be at my 
back door, I'll keep an eye -ball out for 
him. 10-4." 

"Ya better, Snow Blower, it'll cost 
you some green stamps if they nail you 
for speeding. They're pretty hungry 
around here." 

"Yah, well thanks for calling. I sure 
appreciate the info. You're beginning to 
fade, so best of 3s to ya, 8s to the wife. 
Have a good day today and a better 
one tomorrow." 

"Same to you Snow Blower. Catch ya 
later. 10-4 we gone." 

"Breaker. Rambler, you still in 
there ?" 

"Yep, come on, come on, I got you." 
"You got the Cowboy, Rambler. Heard 
you in there. Where did you say that 
Smokey was ?" 

"At 110, northbound. All wrapped 
up in a plain white wrapper, should be 
at about 114 by now." 

"OK Rambler, thanks. I'm at 110 
southbound, about 5 miles behind you. 
I'll watch your back door for you and 
you can watch my front. 10 -4 ?" 

"10-4. Will do. I've got to make a pit 
stop (fuel stop) at the next exit, but 
it's been nice talking to ya. It's clear 
up to here. I'm going to back off now. 
3s and 8s to ya. We gone." 

"10-4 Rambler. We clear." "Breaker 
for the Cowboy." "Yah, go ahead, we 
gotcha." 

The Jargon. The truck drivers have 
created their own vocabulary, using the 
10 -code where they can, then adding 
their handles (names) to identify them- 
selves. 

They use handles such as Whiskey 
Jack, Iceman, Preacher, Country Cow- 
boy, Grease Monkey, Clear Water, 
Swamper, Lumberman, Fisherman, 
Hunter, Brown Doggie, Grey Goose 
and many, many more. You will hear 
them refer to their rigs as Cattle Wagon, 
Portable Parking Lot, Baby Carriage, 
Cornbinder, Gravel Buggy, Lumber 
Wagon, 18 Wheeler, or Hedge Hopper. 

Truckers specialize in reporting any- 
thing they see on the roads to the other 
drivers. They report weather conditions, 
road construction, accidents, traffic tie - 
ups, detours, obstructions on the trav- 
elled portion of the road, stalled vehi- 
cals and police. 

Police are their favorite topic of con- 
versation. Where they are, what they 
are driving, radar, speed traps, direction 
of travel, and what they are doing. And 
they actually help the police, by report- 
ing their presence. Once the police are 
on the roads, the report goes out and 
the trucks settle down to the maximum 
speed limit. No one will exceed the 
speed limit if he knows a police car is 
half a mile ahead or behind him and 
usually most other cars not equipped 
with CB radios will follow suit if they 
see the trucks are not exceeding the 
speed limit. If there is an accident, the 
truckers will send out a report and it 
will be only minutes before the police 
receive it. 

Joining In. If you are riding on the 
highway in a car or truck equipped 
with a licensed CB radio, switch to 
channel 19 and start sandbagging. 

(Continued on page 90) 
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THERE ARE A LOT of interesting and 
money -saving things that the novice 
can do to the many pieces of elec- 

tronic equipment around the average 
home. A lot of electronic repair work is 
very easy -if you have some basic 
knowledge and some simple test equip- 
ment. That's what this article will be 
about. You won't find any complicated 
math or theory -just practical tests that 
you can make at home with simple test 
equipment. For some things you'll have 
to take the set to a professional service 
technician. These tests will tell you 
when this is necessary. 

All repairs in electronics are simple - 
that is, after you find the trouble. In 
many cases, though, finding the trouble 
is what's complicated. However, the 
great majority of troubles are simple 
little things. What you want to do is 
find out all you can about the trouble 
before you go to the repair shop. You 
can save a lot of money by finding and 
fixing these simple things yourself. 

We'll give you the basic methods of 
finding troubles, and a lot of practical 
information about ways of fixing them. 
There are some things you should not 
do, too. These can cost quite a bit of 
money to have a technician undo. We'll 
warn you about these, too. With a basic 
knowledge of electronics, and one sim- 
ple piece of test equipment, you can 
make a surprising number of repairs 
with no trouble. In just a little while 
you can save enough money to pay for 
your tools and test equipment! 

The Test Equipment. Let's start with 
the basic piece of test equipment. You 
have to read various electrical quanti- 
ties, and this is the only thing that will 
do it. This tester is a "volt- ohmmeter," 
called a "VOM." Fig. 1 shows a typical 
unit. This is a very compact unit, but 
accurate enough for professional use. 
You can get these all the way from 
about $10.00 up to a couple of hun- 
dred. If you're going to do quite a bit 
of repair work, it will pay to get a good 

one. It'll last a long time if you're care- 
ful. I've got one that's been in use for 
more than 20 years! 

These can read AC and DC voltages, 
DC current, and resistance. We'll show 
you how to make these tests as we go. 
There are several things you should 
check when buying your VOM. These 
will make it easier to use, and your tests 
will be more accurate. 

One is the test leads. The prods 
should have very sharp tips, so that you 
can get a good contact in tight places. 
They should have slip -on clips, with 
rubber insulators. These are very use- 
ful; you can clip one prod to the set, 
leaving one hand free to do other things, 
or clip both prods to test points. 

Using the VOM. The very first thing 
you should do when you get your VOM 
is read the instruction book! One comes 
with even the simplest VOM. This book 
will tell you how to make each test. 
You'd be surprised how many men 
won't do this. Now, let's see how to use 

Basic Radio Repair at Home 
Here's how you can use electronic basics and simple tools to fix radios and save money, too! 

by Jack Darr 
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the VOM to make the most common 
tests. 

Reading Voltage. A lot of electrical 
tests will call for reading the voltage at 
certain points. Why? Because no elec- 
tronic apparatus will work at all with- 
out the right power supply. So this 
should be your very first test. Let's use 
a small battery- powered transistor radio 
for an example, since there are so many 
of them. If the radio doesn't work, the 
first thing that should be checked is the 
battery voltage. 

In almost all of these tests, you'll 
find that there is a right way and a 
wrong way to do them. There are rea- 
sons for this, which we'll give you as we 
go. The first step is always setting the 
VOM to the right range. A battery pro- 
vides DC, so set the VOM switch to 
DC VOLTS. Now, be sure that the 
range used is greater than the highest 
voltage you'll find. For example, the 
common transistor battery is 9 volts. 
We set the VOM to the 12 -volt range, 
and we're safe. If you do not know the 
voltage, start with the VOM on the 
highest range, take a reading, and then 
work your way down until you can get 
a reading with the meter -needle about 
in the middle of the scale. This avoids 
"slamming" the meter -needle, which 
may damage it. The better -quality 
VOMs have protective devices built in, 
which helps to prevent damage; but the 
cheaper ones don't, so watch it. 

Now let's check the battery in the 

Fig. 2. Reading battery voltage of a little 
radio. The radio must be turned on. 

little radio. Take it out, and touch the 
test prods of the VOM to the terminals 
on the top of the battery. The red test 
prod is positive or "--" (technicians 
say "plus ") and the black test prod is 
negative or " -" ( "minus ") . The battery 
terminals will be marked on the case. If 
the meter needle goes backward, to the 
left, the prods are reversed. Fig. 2 
shows how this is done. 

Now, if the meter reads 9 volts, is 
this the right way to check a battery? 
No. This is a "no- load" test, and won't 
tell you too much. The right way is to 
put the battery back in the radio, plug 
it in, and then turn the radio on. Now 
read the battery voltage; you're taking a 
full -load reading. If the battery is be- 
ginning to get a little weak, you'll read 
the full voltage with no load, because 
the VOM takes only a very small cur- 
rent. With the radio on, "what you see is 

Fig. 1A. Here is a typical pocket -size volt- ohmmeter (VOM). It has indications 
for measuring DC volts, ohms, milliamperes, AC amps, and AC volts. Fig. 1B 
shows a selection of test leads for use with the VOM. They should have sharp 
tips. The clips come in handy. 
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what you get ": this is the voltage under 
load. If the battery voltage drops quite 
a bit when the radio is turned on, it's 
getting weak. 

Practical hint on all dry batteries: 
There are two kinds, the standard cells, 
and the rechargeable types. These are 
interchangeable, as long as you get the 
right voltage on the radio. Each of these 
cells has a normal voltage of 1.5 volts. 
To find out how many cells are used 
in a battery, just divide the voltage by 
1.5; in a 9 -volt battery, there are 6 
cells. 

Here's a useful figure. When one of 
these cells has been used up, its voltage 
under load will drop to about 1.1 volt 
or less. This is the "cutoff figure" to 
tell when the battery is about done. In 
our 9 -volt battery, if the voltage drops 
to less than 6.6 volts (6 cells times 1.1), 
the battery is ready for replacement. 
Some radios will still play a little with 
the battery this low, but not for long. 
Fig. 3 shows the connections and polar- 
ity of the standard dry cell battery. The 
metal case is always negative, and the 
round dot terminal on one end is 
positive. 

Types of Batteries and Connec- 
tions. Each radio is designed to play 

Fig. 3. Typical dry cells, showing polarity. 
The small round brass nub on top is the 
positive terminal. The bottom of the 
case is the negative terminal. 
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TRAN SI ST OF 
SATTER,' 

Fig. 4. Typical 9 -volt transistor battery. 
Plug and terminals are polarized. Battery 
cannot be hooked up in reverse. 

with a certain voltage. This may be 6, 
7.5, 9, 12 volts, and so on. Nine volts 
is probably the most common. There 
are two ways of getting this. One is to 
put all of the cells into a little case, with 
snap -on terminals, like Fig. 4. The other 
is to connect 1.5 -volt cells in series to 
make up the 9 volts, as in Fig. 5. The 
difference here is in the battery life. 
This is directly related to the size of the 
battery. The little 9 -volt battery won't 
play as long as the 6 cells in series, 
simply because there is more "active 
material" in the 6 cells. 

When you replace batteries in one of 
the separate -cell radios, watch out for 
the polarity. This will be marked in the 
battery holder, as in Fig. 6. When 
they're all in the right way, the voltages 
will add up. As you can see, if you put 
one in backward, this will subtract that 
much voltage, and can make you think 
the battery is dead when it isn't. This is 
another one of the "wrong things" you 
must watch out for. 

Battery Holder Problems. Here are 
a few things about all battery- operated 
radios, and anything else using batteries. 
These cause a lot of the troubles, so 
watch out for them. For one, if a bat- 
tery goes dead, take it out. All of the 
older types of dry cells, and some of 
the cheaper new ones will "spew" a 
liquid if they are left in the case too 
long. Some say they "spill acid "; this 
isn't true. However, they do have a solu- 
tion called "sal ammoniac" (ammonium 
chloride); this will attack the brass of 
the battery terminals. In some cases, 
they can almost eat them out entirely. 
(In case you were wondering, a "dry 
battery" isn't dry at all; it's damp. They 
have to have liquid so that the chemical 
reaction can take place.) 

If your radio has been damaged like 
this, you can make repairs. If the dam- 
age isn't too bad, you can often clean 
up the spring terminals. You can run a 
small dot of solder on the contacts to 
make good connections. If the clips 
have been eaten up so badly that they 
won't hold the batteries, you can some- 

INSULATED 

+ + + _ + _ + - _ + - 

Fig. 5. Six dry cells hooked up in series 
give you 9 volts and longer life than the 
smaller battery. Be sure that all cells are 
put in correctly. 

times find replacement holders at radio - 
TV supply houses. If these aren't 
handy, you can make up new contacts 
by getting a piece of thin brass "shim - 
stock" from an auto supply house. With 
tin -shears, you can cut out and bend to 
shape until you have a duplicate of the 
original. This can be riveted in place or 
soldered. If there is enough of the old 
holder left you can clean this up and 
solder the new one to it. 

The negative terminal of the batteries 
will usually be connected directly to the 
metal of the battery holder. The posi- 
tive terminal must be insulated from it. 
You can do this by putting a thin piece 
of plastic or insulating paper between 
the terminal and the main part of the 
holder, and bolting this together. In- 
sulating washers can be used on the 
bolts. Standard color code for battery 
wires is red for positive and black for 
negative. Be sure to check the way the 
batteries were hooked up in the original, 
and the color of wire used, in case it 
was different. Make up a scratch -paper 
drawing of the battery holder, showing 
the polarity and wire colors, etc. This 

will serve as a reminder. 
Reading Curent Drain. The last thing 

in the battery department is the current 
drain. This is a very important test. If 
the radio is drawing too much current 
the battery life will be very short. This 
is expensive. This can be checked with 
the VOM, but we must do it in a dif- 
ferent way. Up till now we have been 
reading voltage by putting the meter 
"across" the circuit as in Fig. 7A. To 
read current, we must break the circuit 
and connect the meter in series with it; 
the current flows through the VOM as 
in Fig. 7B. This is easier than it sounds. 
Set the VOM to the "mA" scale (see 
Fig. 1) on the highest range: 0 -600 
mA. Put the clips on the test prods. 
Now take the plug off the battery and 
snap it back so that only one of the 
connections is made. Now clip one test 
prod to the battery plug's open terminal, 
and the other to the open terminal on 
the battery. Your meter is now in series 
with the battery. Be sure that the switch 
is off while you're hooking up. 

(Continued on page 52) 
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Fig. 6. Typical small radio chassis showing battery holder. This one uses a 

6 -volt supply. Note polarity markings. 
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receive all home -study information by mail only. 
All Kits, lessons, and experiments are described in 
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(Continued from page 47) 

If you left the positive terminal of 
the battery open, the red test lead 
should go to it, and the black lead to 
the battery plug. The meter should 
read up -scale (to the right). However, 
if it backs off -scale to the left, turn the 
set off and reverse the clips. 

Now turn the radio on and check the 
meter reading. If this barely moves the 
needle, switch to the 60 -mA range. 
However, if you see a reading of 200 
or 300 mA on the 600 -mA range, look 
out! This shows that the radio is taking 
far too much current. It will probably 
have to go to a shop for repair. The 
normal current depends on two things: 
the number of transistors in the radio, 
and the setting of the volume control. 
Start out with the switch on but volume 
turned way down. 

In the average 6 -8 transistor radio 
you'll see a reading of about 12 -14 mA; 
10 -12 transistor sets, perhaps 20 -22 mA 
at low volume. Turning the volume up 
will make the reading go up to about 
30 mA on the 6 -8 transistor sets, and to 
about 40 -50 mA on the 10 -12 transistor 
sets. The meter needle will wiggle with 
loud parts of the sound. This is normal. 
By the way, if you do find far too much 
current, you may save a little bit on the 
service charge if you will tell the shop 
technician exactly what you found. 

This test is also handy if you suspect 
that you have a bad battery. If a new 
battery shows only normal current drain 
on the radio, but lasts only a short 

VOM 

.¡¡/,//y.. 

_ XJ' 

SET ON DC 
VOLTS 

BATTERY 

A 
Fig. 7. To read DC voltage (A), VOM must 
be connected across the battery. To read 
current (B), meter must be connected in 
series, with battery lead going to radio. 
In C we see the author reading battery 
current drain of a small radio. Put plug on 
sideways so that only one contact is made. 
Then put meter between battery and radio. 

Fig. 8. Checking resistance of switch 
contacts with ohmmeter. Note that the 
battery has been disconnected. 

time, the battery is probably too old. 
Dry batteries have a normal shelf life of 
at least a year. You can extend the life 
of your dry cells (once you get them 
home from the store) by keeping them 
in your freezer. 

Important hint: When you finish this 
test, be sure to reset the VOM switch 
to the highest DC VOLTS scale or OFF 
position. Never leave your VOM on a 
current -range. If you forget, and con- 
nect this across a battery, you can 
damage the meter. Make it a habit to 
always reset the switch to DC volts and 
you're safe. 

Checking Continuity. Here's another 
test we can make with the VOM. This is 
one that will be useful in every kind of 
electronic testing. In general, we call this 
"continuity testing," and we use the 
ohmmeter in the VOM to do it. Every 
electrical circuit must be "continuous." 

TRANSISTOR RADIO 

VOM SET 
ON DC MA 

BATTERY 

B 

Fig. 9. Speaker terminals are on little in- 
sulated terminal board on the speaker frame. 

Current, signals, and everything else 
must have a complete path, or they 
won't work. You'll see several examples 
of this in just a minute. The ohmmeter 
in the VOM has a little battery. When 
you set it to the "ohms" ranges (Fig. 1) 
the battery causes current to flow if the 
circuit is complete; the resistance is 
read on the top scale. If you set the 
switch to "X1" you read this scale 
directly. 200 ohms is center -scale. Short 
the tips of the test prods together; the 
meter should swing all the way to the 
right, to "O." This means a dead short. 
If the needle doesn't stop on zero with 
the prods shorted, set the "Ohms Ad- 
just" control of the VOM. This is under 
the thumb of the hand in Fig. 1, but it 
will be plainly marked on all VOMs. 
Adjust this till the reading is zero with 
prods shorted. (This tells you that the 
ohmmeter is properly set up so that 
your readings will be accurate.) For 
simple continuity testing, use the X1 
range. For higher resistance you can 
use the "X10" range. On this, you mul- 
tiply the reading by 10; a reading of 
200 means 2000 ohms, and so on, up to 
the highest range which is "XIK," an 
abbreviation for "kilohm" or 1,000 
ohms. This means multiply the reading 
by 1,000. Now let's see how to use this 
test on our little radio. 

Checking the Switch. Let's say that 
the radio has good batteries, but when 
we turn the switch on nothing happens: 
no sound, no voltage drop on the bat- 
tery. The first thing to check with these 
symptoms is the on -off switch. Set the 
ohmmeter to X1, and disconnect the 
battery. Continuity tests must never be 
made with any power on the thing being 
tested. Now turn the switch on, and 
touch the ohmmeter prods to the switch 
terminals. (See Fig 8.) These will be 
on the back cover of the volume con- 
trol, and almost always easy to get at. 
With the switch closed you should read 
absolutely zero resistance, if the switch 
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TUNING CAPACATOR GANG 
FULLY CLOSED 

Fig. 10. The easy one: simple drum dial 
with cord drive. 

TUNING SHAFT 
(2 -1/2 TURNS OF 

DIAL CORD AROUND 
SHAFT) 

Fig. 11. The slide rule dial. Harder, but not 
too much. Follow stringing directions in text. 

PULLEY 

TUNING CAPACITOR GANG 
FULLY CLOSED 

is good. If it's not making good con- 
tact you may not see any reading at all, 
or a small amount of resistance, say 
50 -75 ohms. This means that the switch 
is very dirty. 

Most of these have open contacts, 
and it's easy for a piece of lint to get 
between the contacts. Check these 
closely with a magnifying glass. A good 
way to clean dirty contacts is to open 
the switch, then slip a thin piece of 
paper between them. Now close the 
switch and pull the paper back and 
forth. The surface of the paper is just 
rough enough to clean off lint and pol- 
ish up the contacts. Take the paper out 
and recheck. In some cases the contacts 
can be bent so that they're not even 
touching. With luck, you can bend 
them back so that they do. If not, the 

ßvá 

Fig. 12. These are the tools you'll need: 
long -nose and diagonal pliers, three small 
screwdrivers, and a set of nut -drivers. 

TUNING SHAFT 
(3 TURNS OF 
DIAL CORD 
AROUND SHAFT) 

volume control and switch will have to 
be replaced. 

Wiring. There's an old joke among 
technicians about the customer who 
brings in a set (any kind) and says, 
"It's just a loose wire somewhere!" He 
agrees; it is. Of course, the loose wire 
may be inside a transistor, a capacitor, 
a coil, or anywhere! This is even more 
true in little transistor radios. These 
all use very fine wires, for connecting 
the speaker, batteries, antenna, and so 
on. These are very easy to break while 
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you are working on the radio. So be 
very careful when moving parts around. 

You can check wires with the ohm- 
meter. Just put one prod on one end 
and the other on the other end of the 
wire. If it isn't open you'll get a zero - 
ohms reading. For example, check the 
battery wires by hooking to one end of 
the battery holder and putting the other 
test prod on the switch terminal. One 
lead from the battery holder always 
goes to the switch. You can tell by 
checking the color of the wire. Wires 
from the chassis to the loop antenna can 
also be checked. There are almost al- 
ways four wires on the typical loop 
antenna. If one of these is loose, check 
on the other end to see if you can find 
where it came from; there will often 
be a broken end with insulation of the 
same color. 

These tiny wires can be hard to work 
with unless you know how to handle 
them. To resolder a wire you'll have to 
strip the insulation off for about lA 

inch from the end. If you try to cut it 

with a knife you'll probably break the 
fine wires. Instead, do this: Touch the 
insulation near the open end with the 
tip of a hot soldering iron; this will melt 
the plastic, and it can be carefully 
pulled off with your fingernail. Before 
trying to solder this, "tin" the end by 
touching the end with the tip of the 
soldering iron, with just a little fresh 
solder on it. You'll see the solder flow 
to the wires. Don't leave the iron on 
there too long; the wire will conduct the 
heat, and melt the insulation off too far 
back. Just "hit and git," as fast as pos- 
sible. Practice this, and it's easier than 
it sounds. 

Speaker Testing. The speaker is an- 
other part that's easy to identify. It'll 
be bolted to the case, behind the grille, 
and the back end will usually come up 
through a hole in the PC board of the 
chassis. There will be two wires going 
to it. These should be green and black, 
but you'll find other colors used. At any 
rate, you can usually tell that these two 
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Fig. 13. Never, never turn any of the alignment adjustments -such as C2, L1, T2, and 

T3 on this board. If you do, you'll make things much worse! 
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wires go through the hole to the 
speaker. The symptom of possible 
speaker trouble is good batteries, cur- 
rent -drain normal, but no sound when 
the switch is turned on. (We just 
checked the switch, remember?) 

The easiest way to check is to trace 
those two wires. Set the VOM to X1, 
and touch one prod to the end of each 
wire. This should show you a small 
resistance reading, about 3-4 ohms, and 
you should hear a little "click" sound 
from the speaker itself. This is due to 
the battery voltage of the ohmmeter, 
and is just as good as the meter reading. 
No click, and no meter reading; the 
speaker's coil is open. 

To replace the speaker, you'll have 
to take out the PC board chassis. Re- 
move the small Phillips -head screws 
around the edges, until the chassis is 
free. Lift it up and out very carefully, 
so that you don't break any of the fine 
wires. This will expose the speaker, and 
you can repeat the test to be sure. For 
a definite test, unsolder either one of the 
two wires to the speaker, and check 
right on the speaker terminals (Fig. 9). 
If you got a dead short reading and no 
click on your first test, but now the 
speaker clicks and shows a small resis- 
tance, the speaker is good but you have 
a short in the radio. This is very apt to 
be a bad transistor, and it is a shop job 
for a technician. Here again, if you 
can tell him what to look for, it will 
make the job faster. 

If the speaker is definitely bad you 
can replace it. It will be held in place 
by small screws around the rim. Take 
the old speaker along with you to the 
radio -TV supply house. The replace- 
ment must be an exact duplicate of the 
original, or you won't be able to get it 
into the case. 

Earphones and Jacks. Most little 
radios have an earphone jack on the 
case. This little thing can cause what 
seem to be speaker problems, since the 
speaker circuit goes through this jack. 
There is a tiny switch in it, which is 
opened when the earphone is plugged 
in. If this switch doesn't close again 
when the earphone plug is pulled out, 
you will have all the symptoms of an 
open speaker. This can be checked with 
the ohmmeter. Connect the prods 
across the wires going to the switch and 
plug in the earphone. By the way, ear- 
phones can be checked just exactly like 
speakers. They should make a click 
when the ohmmeter is connected across 
the plug. This switch can be cleaned up 
in the same way as the power switch. 

Look it over with a magnifying glass, 
and he sure that the contacts are clos- 
ing, and making good contact. If the 
earphone is bad, you can get a replace- 
ment. Watch out for one thing. Take 
the radio with you and and make sure 
that the sub -miniature plug fits. There 
are three different sizes of these plugs, 
although they all look alike to the naked 
eye. Most of the plugs are molded on 
the cord, and very difficult to replace. 
You can try it if you want to, but be 
sure that you have the right plug. The 
earphone unit itself can often be pried 
apart to get at the wires. These are also 
very thin wire, and easy to break. 

Checking Volume Controls. The vol- 
ume control is another part that's easy 
to identify. If you hear a loud scratch- 
ing noise every time you turn it, the 
resistance element is dirty. You won't 
need to use a meter for this; your ears 
will do. Many of them can be cleaned 
up by spraying "contact cleaner" into 
the case and turning the knob back and 
forth several times as you do. If this 
quiets the scratching noise, fine. If it 
doesn't, the control will have to be 
replaced. 

Once again, take the radio with you 
when you go to the radio -TV supply 
house. Replacement controls are avail- 
able, but as usual it must be an exact 
duplicate. For another very helpful hint, 
leave the old control in place until you 
get ready to begin the job. When you 
do, make up a rough sketch of the 
control, all wires going to either the 
control or switch with their colors and 
location. 

The volume control will usually be 
located on one corner of the PC board, 
so that the knob can come out through 
a slot. Most of them have three com- 
paratively heavy lug terminals. These 
are the electrical connections to the con- 
trol, and also the mechanical mounting. 
They'll be soldered to "solder pads" on 
the edge of the board. Melt the solder 
and loosen these up very carefully. Be 
sure that all of the lugs are loose before 
you try to take the old one off. Don't 
use too much force -it is very easy to 
break off the corner of a board. Heating 
the lugs and then brushing briskly with 
an old toothbrush is a good way of 
removing solder. 

When you put the new one in, tin 
each of the lugs on the side that will be 
next to the board. Leave just a little 
solder on them. Then put it in place 
and all you have to do is heat each lug 
till the solder melts. Don't pile up solder 
on the lugs; the only part that's doing 
any good is the solder under the lug. 
Also, be sure that you haven't ac- 
cidentally spattered tiny blobs of solder 
onto the PC board. This can cause short 

circuits between conductors, and dam- 
age the radio. Look it over carefully. 

Replacing Dial Cords. In most of the 
larger transistor radios the dial pointer 
will be driven by a strong cord from 
the shaft on the front panel. Simple 
systems use the cord to turn a round 
dial with the frequency figures around 
the rim, something like the one in Fig. 
10. The system used in radios with a 
straight dial and sliding pointer is basi- 
cally the same, just a little harder to 
work on (Fig. 11) . Here, the drive 
shaft turns -the drum on the end of the 
tuning capacitor, and also moves the 
pointer along a straight slide mounted 
on the cabinet. 

Replacing these can be a little tricky, 
but not too hard after you get used to 
it. The first thing to do is "close" the 
plates of the tuning capacitor. This sets 
the dial at the low end of the scale, 550 
kHz. You'll see a small coil spring 
hooked to the drum on the tuning capac- 
itor shaft. Tie one end of the new cord 
to this. Come out of the slot in the 
drum and go to the tuning -drive shaft. 
Wrap 21 turns of the cord around the 
shaft, and then go back to the drum, 
going around in the opposite direction. 
Come back through the slot and tie 
the cord to the end of the spring. To get 
enough tension to make the shaft turn 
the drum, pull on the loose end of the 
cord until you get it tight enough, then 
hold the loop with long nose pliers while 
you tie it tightly. That's the easy one, 
of the type shown in Fig. 10. 

For the slightly more complex one of 
Fig. 11, start with the drum in the same 
position, which is usually fully counter- 
clockwise. Tie the cord to the spring as 
before. Now come out the slot, and go 
CCW (right to left) around the drum. 
Go over to the tuning shaft and wrap 
three turns of cable around it. Next, go 
up to the pulley on the right end of the 
dial scale as you look at it from the 
back. Over this and along the top of the 
scale, over the pulley at that end, and 
then back to the drum. Go around in 
the same direction, and into the slot and 
tie to the spring again. 

The trick to doing this is to hold the 
cord in one hand and keep a constant, 
small pull on it at all times. This keeps 
it from jumping off pulleys, and so on. 
When you get all the the way around, 
thread the free end of the cord through 
the spring with your free hand, and 
then take up the slack. It may take a 
bit of practice, but you'll learn how to 
"hold with one hand and tie with the 
other" in a very short while. In this type, 
the pointer is a thin piece of metal 
which slides along the edge of the dial 
frame. Your capacitor is set at the 550 

(Continued on page 94) 
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Cust 
Mobil 

Put the best whip on y 

A 
sthe TV commercial says, "You've 
come a long way baby!" Too bad 
the commercial doesn't refer to CB 

because if anything's come a long way 
it's been CB, particularly the CB mobile 
antenna. From the early choice of a 
body- or bumper- mounted 108 -inch 
steel whip antenna, the CBer of today 
has a selection of antennas and mount- 
ing hardware that permits just about 
any type of customized mobile antenna 
system. It is even possible to assemble 
a mobile beam for- your car, one that 
concentrates your signal right down the 
turnpike. But mobile beams is getting 
ahead of the story, so let's go back to 
basics and show how you can customize 
your mobile antenna system to fit your 
particular operating and installation re- 
quirements. 

The basic CB antenna. The antenna 
to which all others are compared re- 
mains the 108 -in. 1/4-wavelength whip. 
Trouble is, for maximum efficiency the 
whip must be mounted above a ground - 
plane. The only mobile groundplane is 
the roof of the car, and many early 
CBers did, in fact, mount their 108 -in. 
whip on the roof. Unfortunately, these 
roof -mounted whips had a bad habit of 
shattering toll booth lights and getting 
snagged in trees. There is even a case 
on ,record where a rooftop 108 -in. whip 
caught in a tree and the roof was peeled 
open like a sardine can. 

Matching. Another problem with the 
108 -in. whip is that it really isn't 50 
ohms. Actual impedance values fall in 
the range of 15 to 30 ohms depending 
on the precise mounting location. This 
impedance mismatch wasn't much of a 
problem when all CB rigs used tubes be- 
cause they all had tuning controls, and 
everyone tuned the rig to match the 
antenna system. Today, a transmitter's 
tuning controls are sealed, or internal, 
where the user can't get at them: Since 
the rigs are factory tuned for a 50 'ohm 
load it's obvious they can't wcirk with 
maximum efficiency if the antenna is 
less than 50 ohms because there's no 
way to adjust the transmitter's output 
tuning. You can, of course, use an an- 

r car to up your range. 
By The Staff of Elegy entary Electronics 

Hy- Gain's Model 559 Hellcat 4 trunk 
lip mounting mobile whip makes for 
easy no -hole installation with just 
two set -screws holding it securely to 
the lip of the trunk. 

tenna matching device such as Radio 
Shack's Model 21 -924 Mobile Antenna 
Matcher. 

The Mobile Antenna Matcher is sim- 
ply a device that functions as an im- 
pedance- matching transformer between 
the transmitter and antenna system. 
Once adjusted it allows the transceiver 
to put out its maximum RF power re- 
gardless of the antenna system imped- 
ance or SWR. For those who prefer the 
gain advantage of a 1/4 -wave length 
whip the Antenna Matcher is a must. 

Smaller Antennas. To meet the 
needs of CBers who want something 
smaller and easier to install than the 
typical 1/4-wave whip with its heavy 
spring and body or bumper mount, the 
CB antenna manufacturers have come 
up with just about every conceivable. 
type of loaded antenna and mounting 
system. The reason these small, loaded 
antennas have not totally replaced the 
108 -in. whip is because the full length 
whip still has the advantage of gain. 
In order to shorten an antenna you 
can't simply cut off a few inches, or a 
foot or more, and say, "Aha, I now 
have a short antenna." It doesn't work 
that way. The short antenna must be 
the electrical equivalent of at least 1/4 - 

wave length -the same as the 108 -in. 
whip. To get the same electrical char- 
acteristics a loading coil must be placed 
somewhere in the remaining antenna 
section so a transmitter looking into 
the antenna sees a 1/4 -wave length an- 
tenna. The loading coil can be placed 
just. about anywhere. If located at the 
top of the whip we say the antenna is 

top loaded. If the loading coil is at the 
base of the whip we say the antenna is 

base loaded. If the loading coil is near 
the center we have a center -loaded an- 
tenna. Though the performance of 
loaded antennas is not as good in a di- 
rect comparison with a 108 -in. whip, 
because the loaded antenna is usually 
installed in a better location from the 
standpoint of radiation pattern, or be- 
cause the loaded antenna has a builtin 
matching transformer that allows the 
transmitter to deliver its maximum po- 
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tential power, as a general rule the per- 
formance from a loaded antenna is 
often equal to that of a full length whip. 
More important, being considerably 
smaller and lighter than the whip, the 
loaded antenna lends itself to individual 
customizing of the antenna system. Just 
about any convenience you can think 
of is now available' in CB mobile an- 
tennas. 

For example, let's assume you have 
only a rare need for CB. You don't 
want the equipment out where it can 
be damaged but you do have need for 
instant availability when you need CB. 
Antenna Specialists has a standard mo- 
bile antenna with an extra -powerful 
magnetic base, their model MR -178. 
You simply plunk the antenna on the 
roof of your car and it will stay there 
until you're ready to take it off. If you 
want something a little more sturdy, 
but quickly secured and easily removed, 
you'll find several companies offer mod- 
els of the "rain gutter" antenna. Again, 
we have a smaller, loaded antenna but 
this time it's secured to a clip -like de- 
vice that attaches to the rain gutter 
with two screws. There is even a model 
that eliminates the screws and has a 
simple clamp that locks the clip to the 
rain gutter. Rain gutter antennas are 
available from Lafayette Electronics, 
Radio Shack and the Breaker Corp. 

Rear Deck Mounts. For passenger 
cars the most common place for mount- 
ing the short CB antenna is on the rear 
deck, and there are two common mount- 
ing assemblies. One type, such as the 
Lafayette 42R01521 WV, installs in the 
trunk groove with two mounting screws. 
Some similar mota,y use one screw - 
it doesn't make }s'' difference. It is 
normally positioned in the center of the 
rear deck right behind the rear window. 
Because it is secured to the car's body, 
the antenna remains upright when the 
trunk is opened. The mount itself has a 
small, angled, telescopic bracket that is 
adjusted so those trunk lids that open 
up and back don't strike the mount. 

The second common rear deck mount- 
ing assembly is secured directly to the 
lip of the trunk lid. This mount does 
not require any holes to be drilled in 
the body. Rather, two screws force a 
U -clamp to lock around the lip and 
provides a more or less permanent 
mount. There is a plastic or metal case 
on the outside that conceals the con- 
nection between the transmission line 
and the antenna. The coax cable snakes 

(Continued on page 90) 

The Turner SK400 series gutter 
mount, SK500 series trunk groove 
mount, and SK910 magnetic base 
antennas enable CBers to make 
quick, simple, hole -free installations 
on their vehicles. 

The typical Citizens Band distributor 
will stock many different types, of mobile 
antennas; generally by two or more 
manufacturers. 

Often, most mobile antenna components 
are available individually packaged 
as on this Radio Shack pegboard display. 
Radio Shack also offers most types of 
mobile antennas under their own brand 
label. 

r, 
Component packagers such as Calectro 
also have point -of- purchase pre -packaged 
displays of antenna components and 
hardware. You can often find standard 
replacement parts as we'll as specialized 
hardware such as small antenna matchers. 
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e % checks out the... 
HEATHKIT GB-120i 

DIGITAL 
STOPWATCH 

If you shop around long enough and 
are willing to settle for some little 
known brand name you will most likely 
locate a digital stopwatch that sells for 
less than the $99.95 Heathkit gets for 
their model GB -1201. If, however, you 
want something that does more than 
just time the start and finish of any sin- 
gle event it's going to cost you a lot 
more. In fact, we don't even know if 
anything else has all the timing features 
of the GB -1201 for we haven't been 
able to find its equal in the local stores. 

Features. Basically, the GB -1201 has 
two independent timing sections which 
can be used concurrently, or one can 
control the other. We simply haven't 
the space to detail every function, but 
here are some highlights. A single 7- 

position function switch determines the 
operating mode for the entire stop- 
watch. Five of the seven positions are 
timing modes. The remaining two posi- 
tions are programmable counters that 
allow the stopwatch to count up to, or 
down from, a user -programmed interval 
up to 9 hours, 59 minutes, 59 seconds. 
The timing modes, however, provide 
intervals to 99 hours, 59 minutes, 59.99 
seconds -that's right, to 99/100s of a 
second. (The actual display digits are 
xx xx xx.xx (hours, minutes, seconds, 
hundredths of seconds). 

The GB -1201 is conveniently hand - 
sized with operating switches positioned 
to fall naturally at the thumb and index 
fingers. It is powered by rechargeable 
Nicad batteries; the supplied (wired) 
charger plugs into a jack at the top of 
the case. The front panel has the func- 
tion switch, power switch, a display on- 
off switch (to conserve battery power), 

The GB -1201 Digital Stopwatch kit including an ac- 

cessory sunshade and a pre -wired battery charger is 

priced at $99.95. An optional carrying case is avail- 
able for $4.95. Both are available by mall order 
from the Heath Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 
49022. They are also obtainable at local Heathkit 
Electronic Centers. Circle No. 31 on the Reader 

Service card for more information direct from the 
Heath Company. 

Solve your timing 
problems with Heath's 

handy digital stopwatch. 

and the timer reset /counter load switch. 
On the left side of the case is the S/S 
(start/stop) timer switch. On the right 
side of the case is the F/S (final /stop) 
switch. 

How it works. The setting and order - 
of- operation of the function, S/S and 
F/S switches determine the timing 
modes and order of display. For ex- 
ample, pressing the S/S switch sets the 
timer running (remember, two timing 
circuits are started). The next time the 

The completed stopwatch ready for 
insertion into the case. The timer /counter 
board uses only two 131 (large scale 
integration) ICs for both counters. The two 
PC boards connect together through a 

plug- and -pin arrangement; there are no 
individual connecting wires. LSI 

S/S switch is pressed timer A -which is 
shown on the display -is stopped and 
the display indicates elapsed time. But 
timer B keeps running. Pressing the S/S 
switch starts timer A again and the 
timing cycle can be repeated. At the 
end of the final cycle to be timed the 
F/S switch is pressed. The timer will 
indicate the timing of the last cycle. But 
if the S/S switch is pressed after F/S 
the display will indicate the total elapsed 
time from the original timer start to the 

TIMER COUNTER 
IC'S BOARD 

DISPLAY BOARD 

NICAD BATTERY 
PACK 
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final F/S stop -including all the pauses 
between the timed cycles. 

There are accumulation, split and 
accumulated activity timing functions. 
And provision is made for remote S/S 
and F/S control through two jacks on 
top of the case. The same jacks can be 
used to trigger audible alarms and relay 
control circuits. The instruction manual 
shows several complete circuits using 
readily available components. 

Calibration. Accuracy of the clock is 
determined by a crystal controlled os- 
cillator that provides a specified non - 
instrument aligned accuracy of 
-}0.003% at 80 °F. If you have access 
to an electronic counter you can instru- 
ment align the stopwatch to a higher 
degree of accuracy. However, the extra 
accuracy is not usually needed and the 
procedure is quite complex as there's 
little room to maneuver once the kit is 
assembled -it's sort of tight inside the 
case. 

Extreme temperature changes have 
no practical effect on accuracy because 
the stopwatch uses a crystal controlled 
clock. 25 °F to 125 °F is the specified 
operating range for +0% to -0.003% 
accuracy vs. temperature, and that will 
handle just about every use you will 
have for the stopwatch. 

A full charge of the built -in nickel - 
cadmium batteries provides approxi- 
mately 40 hours of operation with the 
display turned off except when needed 
to make a reading. Approximately four 
hours operation per charge is attained 
when the display is continuously lighted. 

Assembly. The circuit is split up onto 
two printed circuit boards: one board 
with the display circuits, the other with 
counters and other components. A pin - 
and- socket arrangement allows the 
boards to be stacked for final assembly 
without need for individual connecting 
wires. The printed wiring foils on each 
board are high- density and a small 
wattage, fine -tipped soldering iron as 

POWER ON FUNCTION 
SWITCH SWITCH 

SUN RADE 

RESET DISPLAY ON 
SWITCH SWITCH 

58 

F/S SWITCH 

well as considerable kit building ex- 
perience is necessary. It's very easy to 
solder- bridge two or more foils so extra 
care is a must. We don't suggest this as 
a beginner's kit. 

The board assemblies and the rather 
large Nicad battery pack are installed 
in the case as a single unit, and though 
there's lots of room for checkout before 
installing the case, everything is as tight 
as can be when the case is applied; so 
make all your checks for cold solder 
joints, shorts, and other potential prob- 
lems before you do any part of the 
final assembly. 

Heathkit supplies a lanyard so the 
stopwatch can be "dangled" from your 
neck, shoulder, belt, or however you 
prefer. The lanyard is secured when 
the case is closed up, and cannot be 

F/S ALARM 
CONTROL 

BATTERY 
CHARGER 

INPUT 

REMOTE S/S 
SWITCH 

removed unless the case is opened. So 
decide in advance whether you want to 
use the lanyard or not; the field is not 
the place to start disassembling the 
stopwatch. 

The whole bit looks and reads com- 
plicated when you first start out, but a 
couple of evening's work is all it really 
takes from start to finish. 

How it works. The stopwatch is quite 
accurate. The best way we could check 
it was to compare the timing against 
WWV, and against the phone com- 
pany's time signals. As far as we could 
determine the stopwatch was "right on." 
It was not possible to make a laboratory 
type check because the Heathkit GB- 
1201 is more accurate than our digital 
photographic timers; in fact, we wound 
up using the Heathkit stopwatch to 

An accessory sun shade is 
supplied with the kit. It simply 
clips into place and allows the 
red LED display to be more 
easily seen in bright sunlight. 
Note the F/S switch on the side 
of the case. The S/S switch is 
directly opposite. When the 
stopwatch is held normally in 
the hand, the thumb and index 
finger fall naturally on both 
switches. 

calibrate our darkroom digital timers, 
which do not have a crystal time base - 
the reason the stopwatch is more ac- 
curate. We left the stopwatch to bake in 
the sun in a closed car, and put it in a 
refrigerator's meat storage bin. In both 
instances we could neither note nor 
measure any change in accuracy for 
practical hobby and sport timing pur- 
poses. 

A fully charged Nicad battery pack 
tested with all display units on delivered 
nearly five hours continuous operation, 
almost one hour more than Heathkit's 
rating of four hours operation with the 
display continuously on. With the dis- 
play turned off except for a final reading 
we attained well in excess of 40 hours 
operation. Since Nicads do age after 
hundreds of charge and discharge cycles 
Heathkit's claim of four continuous 
hours per charge- though conservative - 
is probably representative of what you 
can expect after several months of 
heavy use, and you could therefore 

The three jacks on top of the case provide 
connections for the battery charger, S/S 
remote start switch, and a control "trigger" 
for an audible alarm or control relay 
circuit. An F/S remote stop switch 
connection is made through the center 
(tip) contacts of the S/S and F/S jacks. 
For more information on the GB -1201 
circle No. 31 on the Reader Service card. 

expect to get 8 to 20 or more hours in 
intermittent use with sparing use of the 
display. Although there is no battery 
condition indicator, and the instruction 
manual implies no way of knowing 
whether or not the stopwatch is running 
with an adequate battery charge, in our 
model the display suddenly turns notice- 
ably dim and, in fact, it can barely be 
seen when the batteries are almost 
pooped out. In a few minutes the dis- 
play became erratic with zeroes blink- 
ing on and off. Until the time of erratic 
zero display we could measure no 
change in the timing accuracy. If you 
go out with the batteries fully charged, 
which takes about sixteen hours, or 
overnight, you'll get the full four hours 
of continuous display operation -and 
that's enough for any ball game, rally, 
or whatever else you'd likely use a 
timer for. 

The GB -1201 Digital Stopwatch kit 
including an accessory sunshade and a 
pre -wired battery charger is priced at 
$99.95. An optional carrying case is 
available for $4.95. Both are available 
by mail order from the Heath Company, 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022. They 
are also obtainable at local Heathkit 
Electronic Centers. For additional in- 
formation circle No. 31 on the Reader 
Service Card. 
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by Kathi Martin, KGK3916 

kathì's 
CB Carousel 

It's amazing, the FCC allows hobby 
CB contacts and CB becomes America's 
hottest growth industry. Fact is the FCC 
is buried under an avalanche of CB li- 
cense applications SO HIGH just about 
nothing else is getting done: the FCC is 
running months behind on amateur and 
commercial licenses. 

Problem Solvers. Anyway, with 
everyone jumping on the CB bandwagon 
and CB antennas sprouting like corn in 
an Iowa field we are not without new 
problems. Fact is, in trying to untangle 
a couple of new problems for local CBers 
I ran across some accessories originally 
intended for radio amateurs' that are 
more at home on the Citizens Band. 

First problem came from my neigh- 
bors Nancy and Joe, who own a home 
and boat at Lake George, N.Y. Seems 
the CB signal was pooping out about half 
way up the lake, and what was needed 
was a directional antenna system on the 
house. But (A) Nancy and Joe have 
enough trouble making the payments on 
the boat and weren't ready to spring for 
a tower and a "moonraker," and (B) 
Nancy didn't want an antenna that was 
almost as big as their hide -away cottage. 

The BoosTwenty in -line preamplifier and XL -1000 ad- 
justable low pass filter are available locally from au- 
thorized CB dealers for $39.95 each. If 'unobtainable in 
your area order direct from Telco Products Corporation, 
44 Seacliff Avenue, Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542 for $39.95 
each (postpaid). For more information direct from Telco 
ircls No. 70 on the Readsr Service card 

The BoosTwenty. Okay, if they 
didn't want a super- antenna maybe I 
could soup up the receivers with a pre- 
amplifier; only how would I get the 
preamp out of the way when the trans- 
mitter was turned on? The answer was 
found in a "BoosTwenty"-an in -line 
preamplifier providing about 20 dB am- 
plification from 2 to 30 MHz. What's 
different about this preamp is it gets out 
of the way automatically when the 
transmitter is activated. 

The whole bit is inside a metal box 
about 11/4 " x l 1/2 " x 6 ". Standard co- 
axial SO -239 connectors are provided 
on the ends for input (from antenna) 
and output (to transceiver). A two - 
screw binding strip is used for connec- 
tion to the power source which should 
supply 12 to 15 VDC at about 50 mA. 

Without power applied the unit fails - 
safe, connecting the antenna directly to 
the transceiver antenna jack. When 
power is applied a relay switches the 
preamp into the line. When you hit the 
PTT switch the preamp instantly senses 
the RF and drops the relay out, once 
again connecting the antenna directly to 
the transceiver. When the PTT is re- 
leased the preamp senses the RF is off 
and switches the preamp back in again. 
In any condition, if something goes 
wrong the preamp fails -safe, making a 

direct antenna -to- transceiver connection. 
This little gem is from an outfit called 

Telco Products Corp., and is sold in 
amateur radio (and some CB) stores. It 
is list priced for $39.95 (I bought it for 
less). 

A quick check on my Tektronix spec- 
trum analyzer showed the BoosTwenty 
to have 18 dB gain at 27 MHz -the 2 
dB difference is well within normal 
tolerances and accuracy of the measur- 
ing equipment. As for overload, a 
100,000 uV input produced no spurious 
or cross -modulation, so the device 
doesn't create any new problems while 
solving old ones. 

To sum things up, the BoosTwenty 
gave Nancy and Joe just enough extra 
gain for their transceivers to provide 
a readable signal up and down the lake. 

Power for the BoosTwenty was taken 
off the battery in the boat and off the 
base station's power supply pedestal. If 
you have a base station that is normally 
powered by the 117 VAC line voltage 
you'll need a small 12 volt power supply 
(75 mA maximum) . You can use bat- 
teries but they'll wear out mighty fast. 

New Till filter. My second problem 
solver also comes from the Telco Corp., 
and I discovered it while searching for 
the preamp. This gem is called the 
Telco XL -1000 Adjustable Low Pass 

The BoosTwenty preampliier is small 
enough to tuck under a dashboard or 
mount on the back of a transceiver. At a 

base station it can even hang loose. It 
works with both positive and negative 
ground systems. It provides about 20 dB RF 

amplification from two to 30 MHz. 

CIRCLE 70 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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IC@/@ KATHI'S CB CAROUSEL 

Filter, and crushes just about any har- 
monic TVI from a "CB rig. (It's also 
priced at $39.95). 

This gadget caught my attention be- 
cause the guy next door put up his new 
CB antenna about five'feet from my TV 
sky hook, and he was pouring the her- 
ringbone down two channels. 

The XL -1000 is a combination an- 
tenna matcher (matches slightly high 
SWR antenna systems to the rig), low - 
pass filter and tunable filter, and it's the 
tuneable part that make the XL -1000 
different. The top of the filter has five 
controls (actually variable capacitors). 
Two are used to set the minimum sys- 
tem SWR (you must connect an SWR 
meter between the rig and filter for the 
initial set -up). Two of the controls are 
used to tune out interference on chan- 
nels 2 -3 -4 and 4 -5 -6, while the final 
control is used as an SWR adjustment 
and a filter for channels 7 and up (I 
guess up means through channel 13). 
As a general rule, harmonic interference 
from a ,CB rig affects channels 2 and 5 
(slightly), possibly channel 9 (rare); 
and other types of signal -as opposed to 
overload- interference would be caused 
by spurs, which you shouldn't have in 

Inside the BoosTwenty is an IC RF pre- 
amplifier and the RF transmit sensor. The 
"fail- safe" relay switches the preamplifier 
into the transmission line when receiving. 

When the unit senses RF, or the power 
supply faits or is turned off, the relay con- 
nects the transceiver's antenna jack directly 
to the transmission line. 

a CB rig. 
Since the problem channels are 2 and 

5 the XL -1000 is tailor made for CB 
because one tunable filter covers chan- 
nels 2 through 4 while the second tun- 
able filter covers 4 through 6. Needless 
to say, I wouldn't be writing any of this 
if the XL -1000 wasn't a winner all the 
way. The XL -1000 crushed that TVI 
from my neighbor's rig like a giant 
squashing an ant. I've never seen a TVI 
filter work that well before. Of course, 
as with all TVI filters, a solid ground is 
an absolute must if the filter is to work 
100 %. Fact is, without a good ground a 
filter might not work at all -the har- 
monics from the transmitter might zip 
right around the outside of the filter's 

case and up the transmission line to the 
antenna. So not only did I have to lo- 
cate this filter for my neighbor, I had 
to hold a six food ground rod while he 
drove it into the ground with a two 
pound sledge hammer. 

By the way, the XL -1000 is made for 
kilowatt amateur radio transmitters so 
it's built like the Rock of Gibralter. (I 
wonder how much the price could be 
trimmed if a '5 -watt version was made 
for CB ?) 

Anyway; that's my two problem solv- 
ers for this month. While the Telco 
Corp. accessories are sold only in local 
stores (no mail order that I know of), 
you can get more info by circling No. 
70 on Reader's Service card. 

The XL -1000 Channel Guard looks like no 
other TVI filter because it has controls for 
matching a 50 to 70 ohm antenna system 
and individual series tuned TVI filters. The 
filter is matched by adjusting the SWR 
controls for minimum SWR reading be- 
tween the transceiver and the filter. 

CIRCLE 70 ON READER SERVICE COUPON The XL- 1000's internal works look like the 
Rock of Gibralter because the filter was 
originally intended for amateur radio trans- 
mitters rated to 1 KW. Each section is in a 
separate shielded compartment to prevent 
interaction with adjacent sections, which 
could reduce attenuation at the WI fre- 
quencies. The unit is normally sealed to 
prevent tampering. We cut the filter open 
to show you what goes into getting rid of 
your neighbor's complaints. 

Kathi Blinks for Safety 
There are two problems in nighttime auto 
emergencies -seeing and being seen! The 
Heathkit Emergency Strobe Light will make 
your car more visible at night. If your car 
breaks down, a bright, flashing, amber light 
warns oncoming traffic while you're on 
channel 9 calling for help. A non -mar, mag- 
netic base holds the light securely on your 
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car and a 12 -foot cord with a cigarette 
lighter plug supplies power. It operates from 
any 12 -volt DC electrical system. The GD- 
1026 can be plugged in and placed on the 
car's roof without leaving the car. Kathi 
assembled the GD -1026 in one evening. For 
a complete Heathkit Catalog which de- 
scribes the GD -1026 ($29.95) as well as 
350 other electronic kits, write to Heath 
Company, Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022. 

CIRCLE 31 
ON READER 
SERVICE COUPON 
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Rullii IITF-COM! 
Photo -transistor receiver and LED transmitter work on visible or invisible 

light, with or without fiber optics. 

by C. R. Lewart 

T THE SAME TIME that food and 
drink prices keep going up, and 
UP, the cost of electronic com- 

ponents keeps going lower and lower. 
You can now communicate over a 
beam of light for less than ten dollars 
using two electro- optical semiconduc- 
tors which weren't even available ex- 
cept in development labs a few years 
ago. These transducers* convert elec- 
trical signals into light, and then con- 
vert light back into electrical signals. 
Thus you can use the Lite -Com to send 
messages and music over a beam of 
light without most of the previously - 
required circuitry. 

Less -sophisticated light detecting 
devices have been available to the ex- 
perimenter for some time. There are 
photocells made of selenium and of cad- 
mium sulfide which have been off -the- 
shelf items for years. They are used in 
light meters and in cameras to measure 
light. However, their response time is 
much too slow for accurate transmission 
of sound. Photo -transistors, on the other 
hand, have excellent audio frequency- 

* A transducer is any device which 
accepts energy in one form, such as 
heat, light, or electricity, and converts it 
into some other form of energy, such as 
mechanical motion. Telephone receivers 
(and transmitters) as well as loudspeak- 
ers, are widely -used transducers. 

response characteristics, and are ideal 
for the project which we describe here. 

The Lite -Com uses two electro -opti- 
cal transducers: the photo- transistor, 
which converts light variations into elec- 
tricity, and the LED (Light- emitting 
diode), which converts electrical signals 
into changes in light intensity. Lite -Com 
is an easy -to- construct project using' 

transducers which will give you 
the basic circuitry for many other proj- 
ects you will think of after you've put 
it together and seen how well it works. 
Combining these two circuits with other 
equipment should make some interest- 
ing Science Fair and other experimental 
(and practical) systems. 

Light Detector. The basic detector 
used in the Lite -Com is the photo -tran- 
sistor. Every transistor is sensitive to 
light when its cover is removed. Light 
falling on the base region of a transistor 

has the same effect as electric current 
being "pumped" between its base and 
emitter. This effect was recognized early 
in the development of transistors. Be- 
cause transistors were not intended to be 
light- sensitive in their original applica- 
tions (how would you like your radio 
to quit when exposed to light ?) they are 
mounted in hermetically- sealed, non - 
transparent metal or plastic enclosures. 

You could of course cut through the 
transistor enclosure to make a regular 
transistor into a photo- transistor but in 
the process more likely than not you 
would destroy the transistor. But for 
little more than a dollar you can buy a 
photo- transistor specially designed to do 
the job. It is hermetically sealed but 
has a small glass window on top to 
permit light to fall directly on its base 
region. Most commercially -available 
photo -transistors use the NPN config- 
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10 LITE -COM 

uration. Some photo- transistors have 
three terminals, emitter, base and col- 
lector, while others have only two ter- 
minals, the emitter and collector. In 
either case light falling on the transistor 
generates the base -emitter current. 

In a three -terminal photo- transistor 
there are other ways to control the base - 
emitter current. You can bias it by 
connecting a resistor between the base 
and collector, or you can vary the light 
sensitivity of the photo- transistor by 
connecting a potentiometer between the 
base and emitter. However, for Lite -Com 
either a two- or a three -terminal photo - 
transistor will do the job. Another op- 
tion the photo- transistor designer has 
lies in the light region for which the 
photo- transistor is most sensitive. The 
two usual choices are in the visible light 
spectrum or in the infrared region as 
shown in the Spectral Response Graph 
To be able to operate with "invisible" 
infrared light we selected an infrared 
sensitive transistor with its peak sensi- 
tivity at 0.9 microns.* The visible light 
region extends from about 0.4 microns 
to 0.7 microns (violet to purple). If you 
want to experiment with visible light 
our infrared transistor will still work, as 
its sensitivity stretches into the visible 
region. However, a different photo - 
transistor (see the Parts List) will give 
you better results with visible light. 

Light Sources. To generate a signal 
proportional to the sound energy Lite- 
Corn uses an infrared LED. The 
LED generates light when it is forward - 
biased. That is, when its anode (+) 
is connected to the positive battery ter- 
minal (and its cathode, of course to the 
negative). Be careful, however, not to 
connect an LED (or any other diode) 
directly to a source of positive voltage. 
Doing so will burn the diode out at 
once, because it will draw too much 
current. This is because the LED (just 
as other diodes) has a very steep volt- 
age /current curve. Unless you put a 

*one micron - 10-8 meters (one mil- 
lionth of a meter) 

LIGHT 

\` \/ 

e // e 

3- TERMINAL TYPE 2 -TERMINAL TYPE 

Ordinary transistor -light- sensitive, if open. 
Phototransistor has clear window, omits 
base connection. 
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LED 
9V TRANSMITTER 

BATTERY 
9V RECEIVER 

BATTERY 

CABLE FROM 
SIGNAL SOURCE 
(RADIO) 

TRANSMITTER 
MODULATION 
TRANSFORMER 

GLASS FIBER 
FOR OPTICAL 

COUPLING 

SIGNAL 
OUTPUT 
CABLE 
(TO AMP) 

PHOTO- 
TRANSISTOR 

Closeup of transmitter and receiver built on one chassis for demonstration. Units 
may be separated by any distance provided light path is provided from transmitter's 
LED to receiver's phototransistor. 

current -limiting resistor in series with 
the diode any battery voltage larger than 
about 1.5 volts will cause the current 
drawn to exceed the maximum allow- 
able value, and the diode will burn out. 
When in doubt always figure the size of 
the resistor required, using Ohm's law: 

E (volts) 
R 

I (amps ) 
For example, for a battery voltage of 

9 V, with the maximum allowable cur- 
rent through the diode 30 mA, assume 
a voltage drop across the diode of 1.5V. 
The limiting resistor value in this case 
would be found by using these figures 
in the formula: 

(9 -1.5) 
R = - 250 ohms 

0.030 

Just as photo- transistors can work in 
various light regions, LEDs can also be 
designed for various light frequencies or 
colors. Currently you can buy red, 
orange, green, and infrared LEDs. 
Light- emitting diodes generating invis- 
ible infrared light are particularly use- 
ful for building burglar alarms, or in 
areas where ambient light would be 
disturbing. Under such conditions an 
infrared filter can be used to attenuate 
the visible ambient light and pass only 
the infrared radiation. Common fea- 
tures of LEDs, as compared to incan- 
descent light sources, are fast response 
up into megahertz region, and low 
power consumption. Thus they are 
ideally suited to transmission of voice 
frequencies. 

Transmission Medium. Both infra- 

I- 1.2 D 

x 
° I O 

0.8 
cy 

0.6 

ú 
á 0.4 

W 

r' OO 

1.2 

Wavelength 
compared 
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3 
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OF 
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LED, and tungsten filament emissions, 
phototransistor and human retina. 
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of silicon 
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9V BATTERY FOR 9V BATTERY FOR 
TRANSMITTER RECEIVER 

SIGNAL SOURCE TRANSMITTER RECEIVER 

AMP /SPKR 

Lite-Corn uses electrical signals from radio (or other source) to modulate infra -red 
LED transmitter. Receiver pFototransistor senses infra -red light variations, feed ex- 

ternal amplifier /speaker. LED and photo- transistor may be coupled directly, with 
lenses, or with glass fiber optics. 

red and visible light propagate along 
straight lines through the air. This path 
can be bent by prisms, mirrors, lenses 
or bundles of glass fibers. In fact you 
will have the most fun by using one or 
more glass fibers between the transmit- 
ting LED and the receiving photo -tran- 
sistor. You can tie the glass fibers in 
knots and they will still pass the visible 
or infrared light energy. Our Parts List 
gives suppliers of glass fibers for experi- 
menters. You can even use just one 
glass fiber about 1/16 -inch in diameter, 
and any convenient length. 

Setting It Up. To use the Lite -Com 
we modulate the output of the LED 
with sound signals such as the output 
of a radio, a tape machine (connect 
from the earphone output jack), a 
ceramic phono pickup, or a microphone 
and mike amplifier. The light can be 
transmitted directly (by placing the 
LED face -to -face with the photo -tran- 
sistor), or more conveniently by trans- 
mitting the light signals through a glass 

(Continued on page 93) 

JI 

JI 

500 -2K 

BI 

RI I000n 

9V 

RI IOOOn 

CI 
LED I 

25uF - CATHODE 

+ ANODE 
GLASS FIBER 

LIGHT TRANSMITTER 

CI 
25 uF 

ALTERNATE LIGHT TRANSMITTER 
BI 

B2 

GLASS FIBER 

R2 
47 Kr, 

C2 

05uF 
DE I 

LEDC55;":3 
CATHODE 

ANODE 

GLASS FIBER 

- + 

9V Top circuit uses stepup transformer 
for higher output. Alternate transmitter 
omits transformer at cost of a few dB 
signal output. Circuit below is light 
receiver which feeds any standard am- 
plifier and speaker. 

+ - 
9V 

TO AMPLIFIER 
8 SPEAKER 

PARTS LIST FOR LITE COM 

AMP- transistor amplifier with speaker (Radio 

Shack 277 -1008 or equiv.) 

BI, B2 -9 V transistor radio batteries 
C1- 25 -uF, 35 -V capacitor (Radio Shack 272- 

1026 or equiv.) 
C2- 0.5 -uF, 35 V or more capacitor (Radio Shack 

272 -1071 or equiv.) 
DET 1- Infrared photo- transistor (Radio Shack 

276 -140 or equiv.) or photo- transistor for 

visible light (Radio Shack 276 -130 or equiv.) 

J1 -phono jack (Radio Shack 274 -336 or equiv.) 

LED 1- infrared light- emitting diode (Radio 

Shack 276 -141 or equiv.), or visible light LED 

(Radio Shack 276 -026 or equiv.) 

R1- 1000 -ohm, 1/2-watt resistor (Radio Shack 
271 -000 or equiv.) 

R2 -47K -ohm, 1/2 -watt resistor (Radio Shack 271- 
1000 or equiv.) 

T1 -audio output transformer. Primary may be 
anywhere from 500 to 2000 ohms, secondary 
betweei 3.2 and 16 ohms (Radio Shack 273- 
1380 or equiv.) 

Misc. -Perf board, battery connectors. A selec- 
tion of glass fibers (also called fiber optics) 
can be obtained from Radio Shack (page 72 

in the 1976 catalog) or from Edmund Scien- 
tific, Barrington, N.J. 08007. Edmund also 
carries many optical components for the 
hobbyist. 

PIN CONNECTORS 

LED (276 -141) 
CATHODE 

ANODE 

DET (276-140) 
COLLECTOR 

EMITTER 
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e/e checks out the... 

WEATHERALERT TA-3 
Listen to National Weather 
Service broadcasts with 
this solid -state receiver 
featuring crystal control 

and automatic alarm. 

From the rockbound coast of Maine 
to the sunny shores of California the 
U.S. is slowly being blanketed by a 
network of FM stations operated by the 
National Weather Service on 162.40 
and 162.55 MHz. Each station has an 
effective range of about 40 miles (50 
miles in flat country) and broadcasts 
up -to- the -minute weather reports for its 
specific area. Stations are now operating 
in 126 towns and cities across the U.S., 
covering most major metropolitan areas 
and virtually blanketing the Atlantic, 
Pacific and Gulf coasts. At present only 
Arkansas, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, 
Nevada, New Mexico, North and South 
Dakota and Wyoming are without cov- 
erage by the NWS weather station net- 
work. 

Disaster Alert. Now what's so im- 
portant about weather that so much 
time and effort should be spent to give 
out a report you can get just as easily 
from your local AM radio station? The 
reason is that the weather stations will 
soon become an instantaneous national 
Disaster -Alert service. Presently, the 
stations serve as local disaster alerts - 
for example, in the Florida keys the 
weather stations warn of approaching 
hurricanes, while in the midwest the 
stations give early warning of cyclones 
and tornados. But you need a special 
receiver such as the Weather -alert 
Model TA -3 to take advantage of the 
automatic disaster warning service; the 
ordinary weather receiver does not pro- 
vide the disaster -service function. 

The differences between the common 
weather receiver and the Weatheralert 
are the automatic alarm and crystal 

The Weatherolert Model TA -3 is available from Lafay- 
ette Radio and many leading department stores. Price 
is $39.95. It is also available by mall order from 
Weatheralert, 1301 West Armitage, Melrose Park, Illi- 
nois 60160 for the regular retail price plus $2.50 for 
shipping and handling. Circle No. 69 on the Reader 
Service card for more - information direct from 
Weatheralert. 

CIRCLE 69 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

control. Although some weather receiv- 
ers are crystal -controlled, others are not, 
and the user often has to fiddle with a 
tuning dial to get good reception. When 
your life might depend on reception of 
a special warning signal you do not 
want to fool around with tuning cir- 
cuits, hence, the reason the Weather - 
alert is crystal controlled. 

Automatic Alarm System. Each 
weather station is equipped with a 1050 
Hz tone generator. The station trans- 
mits the tone for approximately 13 sec- 
onds before broadcasting a special disas- 
ter announcement such as a hurricane 
warning. Weather receivers specially 
equipped to receive both the weather 
broadcasts and the disaster alarm, such 
as the Weatheralert TA -3, have a single 
frequency audio detector and an elec- 
tronic siren. Normally, the receiver's 
volume control is just cracked open so 
power is on but no sound is heard -this 
is the "ready" standby position. When 
the receiver detects a 1050 Hz signal 
from the weather station it samples the 
signal for three seconds to make certain 
it is a tone burst and not a random 
1050 Hz signal from a voice announce- 
ment. If the 1050 Hz signal is present 

for the full three seconds the detector 
triggers an electronic siren that overrides 
the receiver's volume control. The siren 
screams loud and clear, warning the user 
to turn up the volume control to hear 
the voice announcement. 

You can easily see why the weather 
stations are scheduled to be part of a 
national emergency warning system. 
When they are all connected to a "na- 
tional radio line" it will be possible to 
broadcast the warning tone and an 
emergency announcement to the entire 
country. 

Features. The Weatheralert TA -3 is 
one of the first popularly priced weather 
receivers to have the disaster alarm func- 
tion in addition to crystal control. It 
operates off a 9 -volt transistor radio bat- 
tery or an AC power unit which is 
supplied with the receiver. The receiver 
(with AC power unit) is priced at 
$ 39.95. 

The TA -3 is about the size of a 
pocket transistor radio. The top of the 
receiver has only a volume control, red 
powerlight, speaker and telescopic an- 
tenna. The channel selector switch is 
located on the bottom since there is 
only one weather station in any area, so 

The case is not an empty shell; 
there's plenty of circuit hard- 
ware. No tuning capacitor is evi- 
dent because the receiver is 
crystal controlled. Much of the 
hardware around the volume 
control is the detector for the 
1000 Hz tone and the electronic 
siren. 

AUDIO 9 -VOLT 
TRANSFORMERS BATTERY LOUDSPEAKER CRYSTAL 

0 Y 

CÁUMOEL 
FM DISCRIMINATOR IF TRANSFORMERS 
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you set the switch just once -to hear a 
station -and that's it until you move to 
an area using the other weather service 
frequency. Two jacks on the back are 
for connection of the power unit and an 
external antenna. 

Normal operation is with the AC 
power unit, the battery serving only as 
a standby in the event of a power fail- 
ure. When AC power fails an alkaline 
battery will provide up to 10 hours con- 
tinuous operation. When operating from 
the AC power unit the red powerlight is 
on. In the event of a power failure the 
unit automatically switches to battery 
power and the red light goes out to 
conserve power. 

Checkout. Since sensitivity measure- 
ments have little meaning when a re- 
ceiver depends on a telescopic antenna, 
we tested the Weatheralert receiver by 
comparing it with several popular 
weather radios also having built -in tele- 
scopic antennas. Two of the radios were 
actually VHF "police" radios equipped 
with crystals for the local weather sta- 
tion. With the test site almost 30 miles 
from the transmitter the Weatheralert 
outperformed the other weather radios 
in terms of solid, 100% intelligibility. 
In fact, two of the radios couldn't bring 
in the weather station at all-all we 
heard was some hash indicating a sta- 
tion was somewhere in the noise. Fur- 
ther, the Weatheralert outperformed a 
considerably more expensive "police" 
receiver and was the equal of another 
"all- band" receiver (priced at $149.95) 
as far as receiving the weather station 
was concerned. 

We tested the Weatheralert receiver's 
alarm siren by first making certain it 
worked with a signal generator, and 

VOLUME -ON /OFF 
CONTROL 

TELESCOPIC 
ANTENNA 

AC POWER EXTERNAL 
ADAPTER ANTENNA 
INPUT INPUT 

The automatic alarm siren sounds even if 
the volume control is turned all the way 
down (but not off). The power light glows 
only when the receiver is powered by the 
AC power unit. In the event of a power 
failure the receiver shifts automatically to 
an internal battery. Connections for the 
power unit and an external antenna are on 
the rear. The telescopic antenna (shown in 
the collapsed storage position) provides re- 
liable reception from 40 to 50 miles. For 
difficult reception areas, or longer distances, 
an external antenna is required. 

A switch selects either of the two frequen- 
cies presently used for the weather service. 
Each area has a transmitter on only one of 
the two frequencies, so once the switch is 

set you forget it. The discriminator adjust- 
ment is set by the factory for optimum re- 
ception (best sound quality). 

then by using the test transmission of 
the weather station. Every week the 
local station transmits the 1050 Hz 
alarm tone to test their equipment and 
to enable users to check alarm equipped 
receivers. Three seconds after the 
weather station transmitted the tone the 
siren in the Weatheralert went off. The 
siren wail lasts as long as the tone burst 
is transmitted by the station and is of 
sufficient level to be heard throughout a 
typical one family house or aboard a 

boat. 
Extra battery. When the Weather - 

alert is used just for occasional checks 
of weather conditions the battery will 
last for many months. If you plan con- 
tinuous monitoring by all means use the 
AC power unit. We suggest you keep a 
spare battery taped to the case, for in 
the event power is knocked out by a 
disaster, such as a hurricane, the extra 
battery will mean almost a full day's 
worth of continuous weather station 
monitoring. And as coverage is expand- 
ed it is only a matter of time before 
emergency announcements for the pub- 
lic will be provided by both the weather 
stations and local broadcast stations. So 
your weather alarm radio will do 
double -duty, providing continuous 
weather reports and instant contact with 
local and national rescue services. In 
the New York City area we heard the 
weather station announce special Coast 
Guard bulletins, asking those listeners 
affected by the bulletin to monitor the 
appropriate Coast Guard channel. 

Summing up. The Weatheralert TA- 
3 does everything it claims, and does it 
well. It is an excellent, sensitive, weather 
receiver, and for its relatively low price 
an excellent disaster alarm. If you live 
in an area frequently subject to the 
quirks and ravages of natural disasters 
the TA -3 should be on your "must 
have" list, 
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Turn 
Signals from 

Side 
Marker 
Lights 

Side clearance lights are the lamps 
usually mounted on the front and rear 
fenders. These lights can be made to 
provide additional driving safety by 
adapting them to flash in unison with 
the directional flashers if the auto does 
not now have rear flashers. 

The circuit diagram shows how the 
present auto or pick -up electric wiring 
is modified so the side lights will also 
flash. A 24 ohm resistor is added in 
series with each side -clearance lamp 
bulb filament. This reduces the bril- 
liance of the side bulb to about half of 
what it was originally. An epoxy diode 
is used to isolate the parking lamp fila- 
ment from the flashing light circuit. 

A separate wire lead is run from the 
side lamp to the directional flasher 
lamp on the same side of the auto. The 
side clearance lamp will then flash in 
unison with the front directional flasher 
lamp. A second diode is used to isolate 
the flasher filament from the parking 
light circuit so that it will not turn on 
when the parking light turns on. 

Make good electrical connections by 
using instant auto electric connectors or 
soldering with a good soldering iron. 
Wrap all connections and components 
with a good amount of black plastic 
electrical tape so that they will with- 
stand the weather. The side clearance 
lights will now flash not only with the 
directional signals but also when the 
emergency 4 -way flasher is turned on. 

DIRECTIONAL 
FLASHER 

+12 VOLTS 
FRONT 
FLASHER 

i 2411. 

DI i LAMP 

ADDED 

+I2 VOLTSL RI D2 I 
J 

CIRCUITRY 

SIDE 
FROM PARKING FENDER - 
LAMP SWITCH MOUNTED 

BULB 

PARTS LIST FOR ADD -ON TURN SIGNALS 

D1, D2 -Diode 1 amp, 50 PIV or better (Radio 

Shack 276.1135 or equiv.) 
R1 -24 -ohms, 1 -watt resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

1000 or equiv.) 
Misc. -wire, electrical tape. 
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You may not know how 
good you are. 

But ET! will show you 
how good you can be. 
Perhaps you've heard 
about all the activity going 
on in the world of 
electronics. And maybe 
you've wondered if it 
wouldn't pay you to get 
into this exciting field. 

Now is your 
chance to prove just how 
good you can be in any one 
of a number of well -paying 
jobs in electronics. The 
Electronics Technical Institute can train you at home, in your spare time. And faster than 
you dare hope. 

Take your choice. Whether your choice is TV and radio servicing, an FCC -licensed 
job, computers, solid -state specialties, electronics drafting, or any one of a number of good 
jobs in electronics, ETI can help you make it through solid, thorough training. 

You can start from the beginning. Even if you know nothing about electronics, you 
can start your career with Fundamentals of Electronics, a course which features ETI's 
special, exclusive, simplified system of teaching called Autotext. It's also been called one of 
the most efficient methods of home study ever developed. You learn fast, learn well and keep 
what you learn. What's more you'll enjoy learning. 

Your ETI instructor -an all -pro. Working with you will be your personally 
assigned ETI instructor, a professional in both home study and electronics. 
Licensed by the State of New Jersey, he knows how to move you ahead quickly. 
His friendly but straight- from - the -shoulder comments and suggestions at the end of 
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each assignment will help you take on the next one with enthusiasm and confidence. 

ETI -a leader in hor. study. Working for you is the reputation of a school - 
ETI -that began as the Marco Institute back in 1909. Employers and professional people 

respect the work of ETI, because .hey know its instruction is thorough, complete, and 

up -to -the- minute in every respect. And thousands of ETI graduates now working in 

electronics attest to the same thing. 

Hands -on training and experience. It is not all study when you take an ETI course. 

In many phases of your training, you use specially developed Project Kits for vital, 

hands -on experience. You learn by doing, from the very beginning to the completion of 

the basic units. As you 

learn, you build 

confidence in your ability 

to get the job done and 

done well. 

Check it all out. 
If what we've said seems 

too good to be true, we'd 

like you to make us prove 

it. And you can do that 
very easily -with 
absolutely no obligation 

on your part-by mailing the coupon or card today. We'll send you all the facts -all the 

proof you need -in a free, fully illustrated, 48 -page Career Book. No salesman will call. 

We do believe you owe it to yourself 

to learn all you can about the many oppor- 

tunities awaiting you in electronics. The new 

ETI Career Book will give you the facts you 

need to decide on a future in electronics, and 

how you can attain your goal through one of 

ETI's 18 different courses and programs. 

Now it's up to you to take the first 

step toward an exciting job in electronics. 

And that first step is easy. Simply 

complete the card or coupon and 

mail today for your free 48 -page 

ETI Career Book. 

Electronics 
Technical Institute 

Division of Technical Home Study Schools 
NM EN IIMI MN MI 

Electronics Technical Institute Dept. 2- 472 -036 
Little Falls, New Jersey 07424 

Send my free Career Book! 
Tell me how I can get ahead in Electronics through ETI. 
I've checked the fields of special interest to me. 

TV /Audio Computers Business and 
Servicing Digital Electronics Engineering 

Black & White Computer Technology Electronics 
Color Computer 
Solid State Programming 
CATV 
Closed 

Recorders FCC License 
Communications 

Video Recorders 
Radio Aircraft 

Marine Hi-Fi Stereo Mobile Two -Way 
Microwave 

Check here for Veteran information. 

I Name 

IAddress 

Lit 

Fundamentals 
Electronics Drafting 
Industrial Electronics 
Advanced Electronics 
Industrial 
Instrumentation 

Electronics Technology 
Medical Electronics 

(please print) 

y Stute 

CIRCLE 38 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

Zip 
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U D C I 
HOTO HELPER 

Easy -to -build indicator uses 
two ICs and Stop -Go readout for 

Perfect enlargements 
every tim 

Quality control is especially impor- 
tant in operating a darkroom, and 
of all the various meters, controls 

and other instruments employed in 
making enlargements, the most impor- 
tant and useful one is the photometer. 

This light- measuring instrument indi- 
cates numerically, via a meter move- 
ment or other readout indicator, the 
amount of light from an enlarger lens 
striking the enlarging paper on the easel 
below the lens. This is done by using a 
light- sensitive device to generate or 
regulate an electrical signal, which in 
turn is amplified and indicated by a dis- 
play mechanism. After reading the indi- 
cation of light intensity coming from 
the enlarger, one opens up (or closes 
down, as required) the diaphragm open- 
ing of the enlarger to get the right 
amount of light. After that, each time 

a new negative is put in the enlarger 
the photometer is placed under the en- 
larger for a moment, the photometer 
readout is examined, and the enlarger 
diaphragm is again made larger or 
smaller to produce the desired reading 
on the photometer. This ensures that 
the same amount of light will come 
from the enlarger on exposures made 
with the new negative. 

During several years' use of such 
instruments, it was found that most 
photometers on the market today have 
at least one drawback. If the meter uses 
a mechanical movement, the meter 
face is difficult to read accurately. 
Even with special glow -in- the -dark face - 
plates or internal illumination one still 
has to get inconveniently close to the 
meter to be able to read it in the sub- 
dued illumination of the darkroom. 

Some meters employ a special mecha- 
nism on the meter movement that will 
lock the needle in place during a meas- 
urement, allowing the user to turn on 
the room lights to read the meter. How- 
ever, these are expensive, and are thus 
out of the question for most experi- 
menters. Another system often found in 
darkroom equipment employs digital 
readout with seven -segment LEDs for 
the display. While this is fine, being 
very easy to read in the dark, it also 
carries a high price tag, as it requires 
elaborate analog -to- digital (A -D) con- 
verters and digital circuitry. Still an- 
other, and from the author's experience 
the best, is the L$D /chip Photo -Helper 
described here. 

The most noticeable feature of this 
LED /chip meter is, of course, the dis- 
play. In place of a meter or number 
readout, one of five light- emitting 
diodes (LEDs) indicates the degree and 
the direction the aperture of the en- 
larger lens must be stopped in order 
to project a predetermined amount of 
light to the easel, and subsequently to 
the photographic paper. By using the 
calibrated control on the LED /chip 
the projected light can be accurately 
measured. 

The display comprises five red LEDs, 
each of which represents a deviation of 
one f /stop from the values indicated on 
either side. The center LED represents 
the null -the desired light intensity. 
Those to the right indicate that a high 
f /stop is being used (not enough light 
projected) and those to the left signify a 
low f /stop (too much light projected). 
This system has recently been adopted 
by a major camera manufacturer in 
Japan in one of its cameras as a light - 
metering system. 

About the Circuit. Refer to the sche- 
matic diagram of the LED /Chip. The 
heard of the meter is the simple A -D 
(analog -to- digital) converter, and the 
LED display which it controls. 

The A -D converter uses four opera- 
tional amplifiers (OP -amps) as voltage 
comparators, and a voltage -dividing lad- 
der made up of resistors R3 through 
R7. The voltage divider supplies posi- 
tive reference voltage ratios of 0.78, 
0.68, 0.58 and 0.47, which amount to 
14, 12.2, 10.4 and 8.5 VDC, respec- 
tively, when used with an 18 -volt sup- 
ply, to the inverting ( -) inputs of com- 
parators A, B, C, and D. Photocell 
R1 and control R2 make up a second 
voltage divider, the tapped voltage of 
which is dependent on the amount of 
light striking R1, and the setting of R2. 
The output of this divider is applied 
commonly to the noninverting (-F) in- 
puts of all four comparators. The LEDs 
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and their current- limiting resistors are 
connected between the outputs of the 
comparators, with one LED going to 
the V+ line and another to the V- 
line, as indicated in the schematic dia- 
gram. The operation of this display 
circuit is described later in this article. 

In order to simplify the discussion, 
the operation of the A -D converter and 
the LED /chip meter are analyzed in 

terms of a typical measurement. Let's 
assume there is enough light falling on 
the cadmium sulfide photocell, R1, to 
give it an effective resistance of 318 
Kohms (the effective resistance of such 
a photocell varies directly with the 
amount of light falling on it). Control 
R2 is set for half a megohm, resulting 
in an output of 11 volts which is ap- 
plied to the + inputs of the compara- 
tors. On the - inputs, remember, there 
is 14 -volts at the comparator A, 12.2 - 
volts on comparator B, comparator C 

has 10.4- volts, and 8.5 -volts is being 
applied to comparator D. These voltages 
come from resistor ladder R3 -7, derived 
from the 18 -volt V+ supply. With each 
comparator, if the voltage level on 
the + input is greater (more positive) 
than the voltage on the - input, the 
output of the comparator will go to 
the level of V+. If however, the + 
input sees less voltage than does the - 
input (- input is more positive), the 
output will drop to the value of V- 
(zero). With this in mind, consider the 
example. Comparators A and B have 
11 volts on their + inputs, but have 
14 volts and 12.2 volts on their - 
inputs. Since the - inputs are more 
positive than are the + inputs, the out- 
puts of these comparators will be at 
zero. However, while comparators C 
and D also have the common 11 volts 
applied to their + inputs, only 10.4 - 
volt and 8.5 -volt signals are being sent 
to their - inputs. As the -1-- inputs of 
these comparators are the more posi- 
tive, their outputs will go to V+ (18 
volts). 

Now consider the LEDs, beginning 
with LED1. The cathode of LED1 is 

tied to V -, and its anode to the output 
of comparator A. As shown above, this 
output is at V- potential, so no current 
can flow through the LED: it remains 
Off. Limiting resistors R8 through 12 

can be disregarded in this discussion as 

they only serve to limit the current 
through the LEDs and in no way affect 
the operation of the A -D converter or 
display. The cathode of LED2 is con- 
nected to the output of comparator A 
(at V -) and its anode to comparator 
B, which is also at V- level Again, no 
current flows through the diode, and it 

remains unlit. LED3 is cornected be- 

LED CURRENT 
LIMITING 

RESISTORS R8 -R12 

IC R3-R7 CADMIUM SULFIDE 

LIGHT SENSOR 

Assembled LED /chip Photo -Helper has light sensor on board, at right. Five LEDs are 

mounted under the transparent window at left. Only one LED lights at a time. 
View of the printed circuit board with components in place. Light sensor is at right 
end, five LEDs at left. 

V+ 9VDC SI 9VDC V- oI II ofo 
BI B2 

RI 
CDS 
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R3 
2.2K 

B+ 

2- 
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R2 
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R4 
I K =_4 

5+ 

R5 
IK 
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R7 
4.7K 

5+ 

IC 
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IC 
1/2 
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4 
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1/2 

IA 
588 

R8 
1.5K 
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-0B+ 
R9 
1.5K 
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7 

588 
2A 

588 

RIO 
# I.5K 

G LED 3 

B+ 
RII 
I.5K 

G LED 4 

o 

588 

R12 
1.5K 

fi 
`J LED 5 

PARTS LIST FOR LED /CHIP PHOTO- HELPER 

B1, B2 -9 -VDC transistor radio batteries (Radio 

Shack 23 -464 or equiv.) 

IC1, IC2- dual -741 integrated circuits, pack- 

aged as 558 (Radio Shack 276 -038 or equiv.) 

LED1 through 5- Light- emitting diodes 1.6 to 

1.75 volts at 20mA (Radio Shack 276 -042 or 

equiv.) 
R1- Cadmium sulfide photocell (Radio Shack 

276 -116 or equiv.) 
R2 -2.0 megohm potentiometer (Radio Shack 

271 -093 or equiv.) 

R3 -2.2 K, 1/2 -watt resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

000 series or equiv.) 

R4 through 6 -1 K, 1/2 -watt resistors (Radio 

Shack 271 -000 series or equiv.) 

R7 -4.7 K, 1/2 -watt resistor (Radio Shack 271- 

000 series or equiv.) 
RB through 12 -1.5 K, 1/2 -watt resistors (Radio 

Shack 271 -000 series or equiv.) 
Note: 1/4-watt resistors acceptable if available 

S1 -SPST toggle switch (Radio Shack 275 -602 

or equiv.) 

Misc. - Plastic cabinet 31/4 -in. D x 11/4 -in. H 

x 2 -in. W (Radio Shack 270 -230 or equiv.), 

etching kit for printed circuit boards (Radio 

Shack 276-1576 or 276 -1560 or equiv.), con- 

trol knob. 
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O D 
LED /CHIP PHOTO -HELPER 

tween comparator B (V -) to compara- 
tor C (which is now at V +). The volt- 
age difference between these two out- 
puts causes current to flow through 
LED3, turning it On. LED4 is posi- 
tioned between the outputs of compara- 
tor C and comparator D, both of which 
are at V +. This LED sees no current 
between the two V+ (leveled) outputs, 
and therefore does not come On. Final- 
ly, LED5 is located between the V+ 
output of comparator D and the V+ 
line itself, and also remains Off. This 
system will result in one (and only one) 
LED being lit at any one time, under 
normal conditions. (Under a fluorescent 
or Xenon light source, which flashes at 
a rate of 120 Hz, the LED /chip meter 
sees the lights as both On and Off and 
will display this by turning On two or 
more LEDs). 

As the intensity of light at the photo- 
cell is altered, or control R2 is changed, 
each comparator will go from V- to 
V +, or vice versa, according to the 
change in voltage level at the output of 
the R1 -R2 voltage divider. If each situa- 
tion is carefully analyzed it can be seen 
that only one LED will be On, all 
others remaining Off. 

Note that since the two voltage di- 
viders R 1 /R2 and R3 through R7 are 
connected to the same V+ source, and 
since the resultant output of the A -D 
converter is dependent only on the 
voltage differences between the various 
points in these dividers, changes in the 
supply voltage will not affect the opera- 
tion or calibration of the LED /Chip 
Photo -Helper unless of course such ex- 
tremes are reached that the circuits 
cannot operate or are destroyed). Also, 
since no "ground" reference is needed, 

LED I 

r a An- 
0 ktli 7 

J 

ti `, ,' . ,, T 
t:i '. r:->, . 

Cr 

9V 9V 
BI SI B2 

I1F+o--+II + +18 

(BLK) 

R2 ADJUST 

Location of components on printed circuit board. 
Foil is placed on top of board, as are components. 

CDS 
PHOTOCELL 

(RI) 

a single voltage supply, such as a single 
battery, may be used. 

Construction. Except for the battery, 
power switch S1 and control R2, the 
entire circuit of the LED /chip is built 
on a single one -sided printed- circuit 
hoard. Any means of construction may 
be used, as dress is relatively unim- 
portant. However, the LED /chip using 
a printed- circuit board is easier to build 
and to use in the darkroom. 

Position and install the resistors, 
jumper wires, integrated circuits and 
LEDs on the circuit board as indicated 
in the component location chart im- 
mediately following the printed- circuit 
foil pattern. Pay special attention to 
the polarities of the light- emitting 
diodes, and use heat sinks (such as a 
pair of longnose pliers) when soldering 
these devices in place, as they are easily 
destroyed. Also note the orientation of 
the integrated circuits. IC sockets may 
be used for the ICs if desired, and they 
make it easy to construct with no dan- 
ger of destroying the ICs while solder- 

ing them in place. 
Prepare a suitable enclosure for the 

LED /chip by drilling holes for control 
R2 and switch Si. Drill or cut a win- 
dow at the position where the five 
LEDs will be visible when the PC board 
is mounted in place, and another open- 
ing to allow the light from the enlarger 
to reach the photocell. The cabinet for 
our prototype was prepared so that the 
end of the PC board bearing the photo- 
cell projects beyond the side of the 
enclosure. The prototype's printed cir- 
cuit board was manufactured as a mir- 
ror -image (reverse) of the foil pattern 
shown here, and the components 
mounted on the foil side, so the PC 
board itself is the bottom of the cabi- 
net, and is secured to the cabinet just 
as its original bottom was, using the 
same hardware. Mount four rubber fèet 
to the underside of the cabinet to pre- 
vent the cabinet marring the easel of 
the enlarger. 

Testing and Using. To test the 
(Continued on page 100) 

Exact -size template for 
printed circuit. Foil 
mounts same side as 
parts. 
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RADIO SIDEBANDS -- 
WHERE THE POWER 

A.L COMMUNICATION IS by means L 

of change, or modulation of some 
kind, whether it's electronic com- 

munication, smoke signals, or the lan- 
terns in the Old North Church in Boston 
which sent Paul Revere on his famous 
midnight ride 200 years ago. There are 
three basic ways a carrier can be 
changed, or modulated, to convey infor- 
mation from a radio transmitter to a 
radio receiver. These three ways are 
AM, FM, and PM (Amplitude Modula- 
tion, Frequency Modulation, and Phase 
Modulation) . For a close look at how 
AM works, see the sketches of wave- 
forms and discussion in the January/ 
February 1976 issue of Elementary 
Electronics. That article also explains 
how the detector converts the ampli- 
tude modulated radio frequency (RF) 
carrier wave back into audible sound 
signals (audio). 

But examining waveforms is not the 
only way to gain an understanding of 
AM. If we look, instead, at what hap- 
pens at the dial of the receiver as the 
carrier is modulated, we get another 
view of AM -one that will help us to a 
better grasp of the inner workings of 
not only AM, but FM and PM as well. 

A Dial's -Eye view of AM. Imagine 
a radio receiver with a dial which lights 
up at any point where a signal appears. 
By moving the tuning indicator to one 
of the lit points, the operator could hear 
in his loudspeaker the speech or music 
being transmitted at that frequency. 
Such an imaginary dial would appear as 

in Fig. 1. 
The lights indicating the presence of 

a signal appear in the figure as vertical 
lines, with strong signals appearing as 
tall lines and weaker signals as short 
lines. 

Imagine further that we can use a 
magnifying glass to closely inspect the 
area around one of the bright lines, and 
at the same time can set the tuning in- 
dicator to that bright line, so we can 
hear in the loudspeaker any signal be- 
ing sent (Fig. 2). 

The magnifying glass shows us a 
single bright line indicating a carrier at 
840 KHz, while the loudspeaker gives 
us only a low -level hiss, indicating that 
an unmodulated carrier is present, but 
no information is being sent. (To con- 
tinue our Paul Revere analogy, we could 
say that the steeple is present, but no 
lanterns have been hung.) 

Now, let us ask a flutist to step be- 
fore the microphone and play a 700 -Hz 
tone. Immediately, of course, the flute's 
tone is heard in the rceiver's loud- 
speaker. But the most surprising thing 
happens at the receiver dial: Here, (see 
Fig. 3) , two new frequencies appear - 
small bright lines on either side of the 
carrier. Looking closely, we see that 
each of the new frequencies is spaced 
exactly 700 Hz from the carrier -one 
above, at 840,700 Hz, and the other 
below, at 839,300 Hz. These two new 
frequencies are called side frequencies, 
and are the lanterns in the steeple -the 
indication of information being sent. 

TUNING INDICATOR 

WEAK SIGNAL 

STRONG SIGNAL 

Fig. 1- Signal strength is repre- 
sented by height of vertical lines. 

Fig. 2- Non -modulation of signal concen- 
trates signal strength at the farrier fre- 
quency. 

Fig. 3- Modulating the carrier with a 700- 
Hz audio tone generates weaker signals 
700 Hz above and below carrier. 

19 by Norman Crawford 

If we ask the flutist to play more 
loudly, we find that the side frequencies 
grow taller, until, at 100% modulation 
each one is exactly half the height of 
the carrier. (See Fig. 4). 

Now, let us suppose that another flut- 
ist joins the first, and this second musi- 
cian plays a tone at 1100 Hz (in this 
case blowing slightly louder than the 
first flutist). We now find a second 
group of side frequencies spaced 1100 
Hz each side of the carrier (Figure 5). 

With the two flutists playing, we have 
the beginning of a band of side fre- 
quencies on each side of the carrier. 
The higher frequency is the upper side 
band, and the lower frequency is the 
lower side band. 

If the two flutists are now joined in 
the studio by a rock group (or a sym- 
phony orchestra), the many instru- 
ments, playing many different frequen- 
cies simultaneously, will cause many 
side frequencies to appear, and the side - 
bands will be composed of a very 
complicated group of side frequencies, 
constantly changing as the musicians 
play. Figure 6 can be thought of as a 
snapshot of the sidebands for a very 
brief period in time. This is called a 
spectrum display, and the group of fre- 
quencies shown is called the spectrum 
of the signal. 

In this spectrum display, we observe 
that the upper and lower sidebands ex- 
tend equally far from the carrier - 
about 5,000 Hz in the figure -and that 
they are always exact mirror images of 
each other. As the sound striking the 
microphone changes, the the sidebands 
change in a mirror -image manner. A 
snapshot (spectrum display) taken a 
few seconds later might look like Fig. 7. 

Is This Sideband Necessary? The 
fact that the two sidebands are mirror 
images of each other makes us wonder 
if they are both necessary. It's just as 
though Paul Revere's friend had hung a 
complicated set of lanterns on the right 
side of the steeple, and then had hung 
an identical set on the left. The second 
set would have been unnecessary be- 
cause the first set would have given him 
the message, and Paul would have been 
on horseback and gone long before 
the second set could be lit! 

In the same way, we can get the mes- 
sage through by using only a single side - 
band, instead of the mirror -image pair. 
Such a system is called a single -sideband 
system, and is abbreviated SSB. SSB 
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1@/ RADIO SIDEBANDS 

offers many advantages over conven- 
tional AM systems, especially for voice 
communication. 

Eliminating the Carrier. If only one 
sideband is needed to get the message 
through, we can also ask whether the 
carrier itself is absolutely necessary. Can 
we get the message through without the 
carrier? 

The answer is, definitely yes! With 
proper modulation methods, we can 
eliminate the carrier completely, and 
still send the message. To continue our 
Paul Revere analogy, we are saying that 
it is only the lanterns that are essential 
to the message; the steeple could be 
eliminated if we could find a way to 
hold the lanterns in place. 

Figure 8 shows the result of eliminat- 
ing the carrier, but keeping both side - 
bands. 

This is called a suppressed carrier 
system. The most striking result of sup- 
pressing the carrier is seen in the wave- 
form displays of Fig. 8. First we see 
that, in the absence of an audio signal, 
there is no carrier (Fig. 8). Second, we 
note that the envelope representing the 
original audio signal is somehow tangled 
up inside the waveform, in such a way 
that it can't be extracted by a simple 
"power- supply" -kind of detector (enve- 
lope detector) described in the Jan. -Feb. 
1976 article on modulation. 

The result of eliminating the carrier 
looks so unusual that we wish we could 
put it back. So that's exactly what we 
do. At the receiver, we insert an arti- 
ficial carrier, carefully adjusted to the 
right frequency and strength, which re- 
stores the waveform to its more familiar 
appearance, (Fig. 8), and allows us to 
detect it with a conventional detector. 

But, you might ask, why go through 

I. I II, 1 1 i ti 1 1II 1..1 
835 840 845 

Fig. 6- Complex audio modulating signals 
generate complex sideband frequencies. 

1 1 It 111 I1 II ill 11 1 I 

835 840 845 

Fig. 7 -A different set of audio signals 
generates a different set of sideband fre- 
quencies. 
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UPPER SIDE 
FREQUENCY 

) J -Zr- 
840KHZ 

SIDE FREQUENCY 
STRENGTH = I/2C AT 
100% MODULATION - 

Fig. 4- Strength of upper and 
lower sideband frequencies is 
proportional to modulation. 
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Fig. 5- Second audio modulating 
signal generates second set of 
sidebands. H0 
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Fig. 8- Elimination of the carrier leaves the sidebands, which include the audio 
information. Carrier is reinserted at the receiver. 
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Fig. 10-At onset of 700 Hz audio modulation the carrier sideband appears. With no 
modulation, no sidebands are present. 
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LOWER 
SIDEBAND. 

ELIMINATED 

CARRIER 
,ELIMINATED 

FREQUENCY 

Fig. 9- Spectrum display of a transmitted 
signal modulated by a 700-Hz tone -lower 
sideband suppressed. 

all the motions of first removing the 
carrier, and then putting it back? What 
advantage does this gain for us? 

The most compelling reason for car- 
rier suppression is the saving in trans- 
mitter power. A transmitter could pour 
10,000 watts into its carrier, and only 
a few millionths of a watt of This would 
arrive at the receiver. It makes much 
more sense to eliminate the huge trans- 
mitter wattage, and instead bu Id a small 
oscillator at the receiver to provide the 
few millionths of a watt needed to 
imitate the carrier. 

The power saving becomes even more 
interesting when we observe how little 
of the total transmitter power goes into 
the sidebands. At 100% modulation, a 
transmitter with 100 watts in the carrier 
will have only 25 watts* in each side - 
band for a total of 50 watts in the pair. 
So, only one -third of the transmitter's 
150 watts of total power is in the in- 
formation- bearing sidebands. 

Single- Sideband- Sending Only the 
Necessities. If each sideband of a 
100 -watt transmitter provides only 25 
watts, then eliminating the carrier cuts 
the total power from 100 + 25 -F- 25 = 
150 watts, down to 25 + 25 = 50 
watts. But, as we pointed out earlier, 
each of these two sidebands is a mirror 
image of the other; one of them can be 
eliminated without hurting tl^e message 
a bit! Figure 8 shows the spectrum dis- 
play of an SSB transmitter modulated 
by a 700 -Hz tone. The dotted lines show 
where the suppressed carrier and the 
eliminated lower side band would have 
been. 

Dropping one of the unnecessary side- 
bands reduces the required power down 
to 25 watts, with only a small decrease 
in the ability of the signal to get 
through. Or, if we wish, we can design 
the transmitter to pour all its available 

* In case you're wondering how, in 
Fig. 8, we could say the sidebands at 
100% modulation are half the carrier, 
while here we're saying they're one- 
quarter, remember that Fig. 8 shows 
relative voltages. Since power is propor- 
tional to the square of the voltage, and 
since one -half squared is one- quarter, 
then each sideband's power at 100% 
modulation is one -quarter of the carrier 
power. 

FLUTE $1 
700 HZ 

FLUTE $2 
1100HZ 

RESULTING 
SSB SIGNAL 

TWO TONES 

C 

ENVELOPE FRED 
1100 -700 

1100HZ0 i10111 

''IIIIIIIIil'il lii'IIIi 

WAVEFORM (TIME) DISPLAY 

AUDIO SPECTRUM 
OF TWO FLUTES 

1100 HZ 

700 HZ 

SSB SPECTRUM 
OF TWO FLUTES 

: 1,100 HZ 
840,700 HZ 

SPECTRUM (FREQUENCY) DISPLAY 

Fig. 11 -With two modulating audio signals we have two sidebands generated. 

power into that one sideband, with a 
consequent increase in our ability to 
get the message through -and without 
changing the transmitter's size, weight, 
or power! The only price we pay is the 
requirement that we insert an artificial 
carrier at the receiver, to allow us to 
detect the information in the sideband 
sent. 

SSB Waveforms -A Surprising 
Story. Now, with SSB concepts firmly 
in hand, if we look back to the world of 
waveforms we shall find a most surpris- 
ing and interesting story. 

Figure 9 tells this story. In Figure 
10a, we see our familiar 700 -Hz flute 
tone, and on the right of Figure 10b we 
see the SSB spectrum resulting from 
modulating an SSB transmitter with this 
tone. But on the left of Figure 10b we 
get our first surprise. True, we would 
expect no carrier, before the tone be- 
gins-we've seen this before, in Fig. 8. 

(the suppressed carrier case). But when 
our flutist begins to play, we get a 

single, steady sine wave from the trans- 
mitter -with no evidence of modulation 
of any kind! Can this be a signal? It 
looks just like a carrier! 

Can't Tell the Lanterns from the 
Steeple without a Program! The 
steady sine wave of Figure 10b is in- 
deed a signal; not a carrier. In the first 
place, it will get bigger (more ampli- 
tude) if the flutist plays louder, and will 
get smaller if he plays more softly. It is, 
therefore, amplitude modulated -for 
SSB is just a form of AM. But the 
pitch of the flute -the 700 Hz -is not 
packaged neatly in an envelope, as it 
was in Figure 8b (standard AM) and in 
Figure 8c (suppressed carrier). The 
only clue to its 700 -Hz pitch is the fact 
that this single carrier -like frequency 
is 700 Hz from where the carrier would 
have been if we had sent it! 

You can see, then, that re- inserting 
the carrier at precisely the right fre- 
quency is essential to recovering the 
proper pitch. If the carrier was supposed 

OSC 

MIKE 
AMP 

INVERTER 

ANOTHER 
CARRIER 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

CARRIER 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 

AUDIO 
POWER 

AMPLIFIER 
(MODULATOR 

MIKE DISCONNECTED 
FOR THE MOMENT 

--flADDER 

ICNi4RRIER 

CARRIERS CANCEL, 
NO OUTPUT 

CARRIER 
Fig. 12-One method of suppress- 
ing the carrier frequency is to 
generate a new, mirror -image of 
the carrier wave. 
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to be 840,000 Hz, and it is instead re- 
inserted at 840,030 Hz -only 30 Hz high 
-then the flute tone will come out of the 
speaker 30 Hz low, at 670 Hz instead 
of 700 Hz. Conversely, a reinserted 
carrier at 839,970 Hz -30 Hz low -will 
obtain for us a higher pitch: -730 Hz. 
Therefore, we must know precisely 
where the carrier should have been if 
we are to re- create the exact sound 
which struck the microphone. This is 
the additional complexity that we en- 
dure to obtain the advantages of SSB. 

Tuning by Ear. In a practical situa- 
tion, the speech and music errors intro- 
duced by even a slight carrier error are 
so obvious that it's easy for a listener 
to simply readjust the inserted carrier 
frequency until the reproduction 
"sounds right." This is possible because, 
as soon as more than a single, simple 
tone is transmitted, our ears quickly 
detect the errors in the complex wave- 
forms, such as speech and music, which 
we have encountered all our lives, and 
a simple twist of the knob quickly clari- 
fies the reception. 

Two -tone Waveforms for SSB. As 
an illustration of what can happen if 
more than one tone is sent via SSB, look 
at Figure 10c. Here, our flute -playing 
pair is again intoning their 700 -Hz and 
1100 -Hz pitches. On the right of Fig- 
ure 10d, we see the two resulting side - 
bands -one, 700 Hz from where the 
carrier would have been, and the other, 
1100 Hz from the same location. The 
carrier and lower sideband are shown 
dotted, indicating that they have been 
removed. If we compare this SSB spec- 
trum with Figure 8c, (the suppressed - 
carrier, double- sideband case), we ob- 
serve that, in both cases, the receiver is 
simply looking at two frequencies. 
Therefore, the waveforms should be 
very much the same in the two cases, 
even though one arises from a single 
flute tone, and the other, from two 
flute's tones. In the earlier figure, (sup- 
pressed carrier), the two frequencies 
were 2 x 700 = 1400 Hz apart, and 
the resulting waveform had peaks at a 
1400 Hz rate. In our present figure, 
(1Od), the two frequencies are 1100 - 
700 = 400 Hz apart, so the peaks occur 
at a 400 Hz rate. Note that this fre- 
quency -400 Hz -never occurred at the 
microphone; it is the difference between 
the two tones generated by the flutists. 
But the most important fact is that the 
waveform of a single flute modulating 
a double -sideband transmitter is the 
same as two flutes modulating a single - 
sideband transmitter. 
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Fig. 13- Inverting the audio signal and using it to control the inverted carrier wave 
results in strengthening the uninverted carrier. Resulting unequal carriers no longer 
cancel, hence produce sidebands at antenna. 

Hardware for SSB. Since SSB is 
merely a very sophisticated version of 
ordinary AM, you might expect that 
you could generate a SSB signal by some 
kind of change to the basic AM system. 
In fact, a three -step change to that fig- 
ure will give an understanding of how 
SSB is generated. In the first step, (Fig. 
11), we have added another carrier 
power amplifier, an inverter, and an 
adder (the new parts are shown in bold 
lines). 

The new amplifier provides an "up- 
side- down" carrier which, when added 
to the original carrier, cancels it -pro- 
vided the gains of the carrier power 
amplifiers are the same. The result is 
no carrier output at all -the carrier has 
been suppressed. 

In Figure 12 we show the second step 
of the change. 

Here, the audio signal is inverted and 
passed through another audio power 
amplifier. This inverted audio signal is 
used to control the output of the new 
inverted- carrier amplifier. Since the 
audio supplied to the inverted- carrier 
amplifier is "upside- down," it will 
weaken the output of the amplifier 
at the same instant that the "right -side- 

up" audio is strengthening the output 
of the "right- side -up" carrier. The two 
carriers are therefore unequal, so they 
can no longer cancel each other; hence, 
an output will appear at the antenna. 
This output is the double -sideband, sup- 
pressed- carrier signal of Figure 1Oc. 

SSB by Sideband Filtering. The 
third step of our three -step change 
consists of merely adding a filter to 
eliminate one of the sidebands- either 
one. In Fig. 13, we have chosen to 
eliminate the lower sideband. 

The signal from the antenna is now 
a single -sideband signal, and will have 
the waveforms and display of Figure 10. 

Other Roads to SSB, This SSB 
system was chosen as an easy-to- under- 
stand system which can be developed 
directly from a standard AM trans- 
mitter. It is not the most practical con- 
figuration, but, understanding it, you 
will easily understand the more practi- 
cal systems explained in the many 
books and articles on this subject. 

In the next issue of Elementary 
Electronics we will look at FM and PM, 
see how they differ from AM, and show 
simple hardware for obtaining these 
important forms of modulation. 

ADDER FILTER 

i 

CARRIER 
SUPPRESSED 

Fig. 14- Filtering out the lower 
sideband results in single -side- 
band transmission. 

SSB SIGNAL 
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Hello, out there in Radioland! We 
are in the middle of winter and I'll bet 
you are restoring some of the radio sets 
you found last summer. It is amazing 
to talk to collectors and find out how 
many really old radios, speakers, and 
tubes keep turning up. I hear from 
many would -be collectors who claim 
that there are no radios in the com- 
munities where they live. Except for a 
very few places in the United States 
you should have no trouble finding 
radios. In 1975 I visited collectors in 
Iowa, Nebraska, North Carolina, Vir- 
ginia, and Indiana and also received 
many letters from other collectors. In- 
variably I found collectors who had 
added 10 to 25 sets, speakers and many 
vacuum tubes to their collections dur- 
ing 1975. Atwater Kent breadboards 
are turning up, Crosley Pups are com- 
ing out of hiding, and many crystal 
sets are being found. You just have to 
talk radios to your friends, look in 

by James A. Fred 

newspapers, and haunt flea markets and 
antique shows if you want to find 
radios. Never give up and your collec- 
tion will grow steadily. 

Browning Labs. Since we are all 
interested in collecting radios made in 
the 20s I want to go back for our his- 
tory lesson to the Browning -Drake 
Company. Glenn H. Browning and Fred 
H. Drake were engineering students at 
Harvard University when they met, and 
ultimately they founded the Browning - 
Drake Company. 

The radios in use in 1923 usually 
consisted of a detector and one or more 
stages of audio amplification. As a 
result it was difficult to separate local 
stations and nearly impossible to re- 
ceive distant stations. Browning and 
Drake believed that a radio frequency 
amplifier ahead of the detector would 
improve a radio receiver more than 
anything else. They attacked the prob- 
lem together and soon developed cir- 

cuits and test methods that enabled 
them to predict the gain, selectivity, 
and sensitivity of an RF amplifier. They 
developed new designs for RF coils that 
reduced the coupling between primary 
and secondary. Browning and Drake 
were able to wind the primary of the 
RF coils with very fine wire in a nar- 
row winding while the secondary was 
wound with larger wire over a longer 
space. They started by selling kits for 
home -built radios using coils made to 
their design by the National Company. 
These early kit radios were built on a 
wooden board very much like the 
breadboards used by Atwater Kent. 
This proved to be unpopular with 
housewives since it was difficult to dust 
and clean a breadboard receiver. So, 
like Atwater Kent, they began to manu- 
facture radios in table cabinets. One of 
the photographs shows the Browning - 
Drake Regenaformer receiver made in 
1923. It consisted of an RF amplifier, 

This Browning -Drake Regenaformer receiver was built in 1923 and the one at the right is a Browning-Drake Hetrodyne receiver. 
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This Miracle 4 -tube TRF radio belong to 
George Hausske, Wheaton, Illinois. 

Quite rare, this Ware Radio Corp. AD2 
4 -tube receiver is also owned by George 

Hausske. 

regenerative detector, and one or two 
audio amplifier stages. Another photo 
shows a 1927 model Browning -Drake 
Heterodyne receiver. 

In November 1937 Browning Labora- 
tories was incorporated by Glenn H. 
Browning and Ralph L. Purrington. 
Early products were a short -wave re- 
ceiver, a preselector, a frequency meter, 
and short wave converters. About this 
time the 42 to 50 megacycle Frequency 
Modulation broadcast band was author- 
ized by the FCC, and Browning Labor- 
atories, Inc. offered the first FM tuner 
for this band. Many other electronic 
products, particularly test instruments, 
were manufactured prior to 1958 when 
the Citizens Band service was author- 
ized by the FCC. It has been a long 
time between 1923 and the present, but 
here is one company that was able to 
survive by meeting the radio and elec- 
tronic needs of the American people. 

Another pioneer. Another man who 
contributed to the early development of 
radio was Nathan B. Stubblefield. You 
are going to say you never heard of 
him. I had heard of him, but this in- 
formation was supplied in a very inter- 
esting story sent to me by W. A. Ru- 
dolph of Memphis, Tennessee. 

Stubblefield is believed to have 
demonstrated wireless transmission of 
voices at Murray, Kentucky in 1892. If 
this is true he predated the Canadian 
Reginald Fessenden. He refused to 
act on a suggestion made by a lawyer 
friend to apply for a patent on the de- 
vice. In 1902 he demonstrated radio- 
phone transmission before 1000 wit- 
nesses, again in Murray. At that time 
his son, Bernard played a harmonica 
over the radio transmitter. Later in 
1902 he took his equipment on a tour 
of Washington, Philadelphia, and New 
York. In a patent application dated 
April 5, 1907 he sketched a proposal 
for radio -telephone communication to 

and from moving trains. 
One of the reasons very little is 

known about Stubblefield is that he was 
not a scientist. He was a farmer who 
was able to make mechanical parts and 
repair his own machinery. Businesswise 
he wasn't very smart and so he was 
taken in by a fast talking swindler who 
caused Stubblefield to lose everything 
he had including his radio apparatus 
and his home. He was found dead, in a 
little shack he had constructed from 
lumber scraps and tin, on March 28, 
1928. 

The Stubblefield story is kept alive 
by the Murray Chamber of Commerce 
and by accounts like this, quoted from 
the Commercial Appeal published in 
Memphis, Tenn. 

In the next issue of Elementary Elec- 
tronics I will have a story about Dr. 
Mahlon Loomis, a denist in Philadel- 
phia. He is supposed to have transmitted 
radio signals in 1872 from an antenna 
held aloft by a kite. 

More tuning indicators. To continue 
with our discussion on tuning indicators 
we will consider the tuning meter and 
the dial light resonance indicator. 

From our previous discussions we 
know that on a strong signal the grid 
bias on the RF amplifier and other 
tubes is increased by the AVC action 
and their amplification factors are de- 

creased. When this happens the plate 
current of these tubes also decreases. 
An ordinary moving coil milliameter is 
connected in the plate circuit of one of 
these AVC- controlled tubes. The cur- 
rent through the meter will be small on 
loud signals and large on weak signals. 
This meter is called an "S" meter (Sig- 
nal Strength) on communications re- 
ceivers. On a broadcast receiver it is 
called the tuning indicator. The meter 
is usually one that has the pointer at 
rest on the right -hand side, or a conven- 
tional zero -left reading meter can be 
used if it is turned upside down. The 
pointer stays at the extreme right on 
strong signals, and swings to the left 
when there is no signal received. 

Some receivers, including several Ma- 
jestic sets, used the regular dial lamp in 
the set to indicate when it was tuned to 
resonance with the incoming signal. A 
saturable -core reactor having three legs 
on the core and three windings (one 
on each leg) was used to accomplish 
this. The circuit diagram helps explain 
how it works. The basic idea is to 
make the changes in DC plate current 
of the AVC -controlled tubes control the 
flow of AC through the dial lamp, mak- 
ing it brighter and dimmer as the sta- 
tion was tuned in and out of resonance. 
As shown in the drawing, two AC coils 
having an equal number of turns are 

Meter -type tuning indicator was 
used in the plate circuits of AVC - 
controlled tubes in early receivers. 
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Saturable -core reactor with two 
windings operated tuning indica- 
cator dial light in other early sets. 
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mounted on the outer legs of the reac- 
tor core. They are connected in series 
with the dial lamp which obtains its 
operating voltage from a secondary 
winding on the power transformer. The 
center leg winding is connected in series 
with the plate circuits of all the AVC- 
controlled tubes, so that it carries the 
total plate current of these tubes. 

When the receiver is not tuned to a 
station high DC plate current flows 
through winding "D ". The reactor is so 
designed that the DC magnetizes the 
iron core beyond its saturation point. 
Hence the dial lamp current flowing 
through coils A -A produces no change 
in the magnetization of the ;iron core. 
As a result the reactance of these coils 
is low, and full current flows through 
the circuit, lighting the dial lamp to full 
brightness. When the receiver is tuned 
exactly to the station frequency, the 
negative bias placed on the AVC -con- 
trolled tubes reduces the plate current 

of these tubes. Since this current flows 
through center leg coil "D ", it reduces 
the strength of the magnetism in the 
core when the station is tuned in cor- 
rectly. This greatly increases the reac- 
tance (impedance) of coils A -A, there- 
by limiting the dial lamp current flow- 
ing through them, and causing the lamp 
to glow dimly. The closer the receiver 
is tuned to resonance with the station 
the dimmer the dial lamp gets. Thus the 
dial lamp serves as a visual indicator of 
how well the station is tuned in. 

New history of radio. A new 
history of radio is being written and 
published by W. M. Dalton in England 
which will consist of eight volumes. 
Being written by an Englishman it gives 
one a different viewpoint on the de- 
velopment of radio communication than 
the one commonly accepted in the 
United States. Volume 1, "How Radio 
Began," and Volume 2, "Everyone an 
Amateur," have been received. Volume 

3, "The World Starts to Listen," will 
be available soon. 

Volume 4, "Radio Becomes a Pro- 
fession," Volume 5, "The Birth of TV," 
Volume 6, "The Pressbutton Age," Vol- 
ume 7, "WWII and After," and Volume 
8, "Transistor Radio," will follow along 
over the next year or two. 

I have just finished reading Volume 
1 and am very much impressed with the 
vast amount of information, written 
concisely and to the point, about wire- 
less and radio development up to WWI. 
There are four chapters in this book: 
1, Magnetism and Electricity; 2, Electri- 
cal Engineering; 3, Wireless -telegraphy, 
and 4, The Thermionic Valve. Very 
little math is included, and it is non- 
technical reading at its best. I am sure 
that anyone who has any interest at all 
in radio and wireless will find it fasci- 
nating reading.. The price of each of the 
first two volumes is 4.5 English pounds 
which at the present rate of exchange is 
a little over $9.00. The book is well 
printed on good quality paper, and is 
handsomely bound in hard covers for 
lasting service. If there is enough reader 
interest I will find out where it can be 
purchased.. 

I have received several letters regard- 
ing restoration of wood and plastic 
cabinets. I touched lightly on this sub- 
ject in the book, "Budget Electronics," 
published by Davis Publications. Be- 
cause of the interest in patching veneer, 
refinishing cabinets, and other cabinet 
repairs I will devote a whole column to 
this subject very soon. 

So long for now. I'll be back with 
you in the next issue with more news, 
technical informatión, and restoration 
tips on antique radios and collecting. 

DECORATOR PHONES /NEW ANTIQUES 
There's a new look in telephones to 

please even the most discerning home 
decorators. The Design Line telephones, 
in eight new styles now being marketed 
by Bell System Telephone Companies, 
are being assembled. tested, and decora- 
tively packaged at Western Electric's 
Indianapolis Works. Each of the tele- 
phones has its own style and personality. 
There are even two -The Accent and 
the Exeter -which you can decorate 
yourself. 

Telephone manufacture at Western 
Electric is nothing new. All Bell System 
telephones are made at the Indianapolis 
Works or at the Shreveport Plant in 
Louisiana. But Design Line phones have 
added a new dimension to production at 
Indianapolis. Because the Design Line 
phones are constructed with materials 
previously unknown to telephone manu- 
facture, Western Electric had some les- 

sons to learn in woodworking, leather 
care, chrome and gold plating, and 
wicker purchasing. 

In addition to new styling, Western 
has made improvements into basic parts 
of the Design Line phones. 

Other factors contributing to high 
quality include the thorough testing of 
each phone, hand assembly, and each 
of the phones is polished right at the 
location before packing. Chrome and 
gold plate are used on The Celebrity, 
The Mediterranean, the Early Ameri- 
can, and Antique Gold models. As- 
semblers are careful to handle those 
parts gingerly as well as to wipe off any 
smudges or fingerprints. The phones are 
then ready for direct shipment to sub- 
scribers. 

With a Design Line Phone, each tele- 
phone user can now have a phone to 

(Continued on page 90) 
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Polishing and shining the handsome 
Celebrity telephone are assemblers, Sharon 
Thompson, foreground and Carol Quinn. 
Sharon and Carol work at the Indianapolis 
Works, where new styles in telephones are 
being manufactured. 
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pAT MARTIN'S THOUGHTS were tem- 
porarily absorbed by the unload- 
ing of a large wooden crate outside 

his office window. Two men were slowly 
easing the crate down the truck's ramp. 
When it was almost at the bottom, the 
crate lurched suddenly and hit the pave- 
ment with a short, hard bounce. Martin 
winced. "Hope nothing is broken," he 
murmured, turning back to his desk. 
"We can't afford any delays now." 

Time had become one of Martti s 
major . concerns. The expedition was 
only three weeks away. He knew thee 
project posed some unusually high risks, 
particularly when he thought of all :he 
people and machines that had to func- 
tion properly and simultaneously in an 
environment as harsh as the Arctic's. 
He didn't need anything more, like a 
damaged data processor, to complicate 
matters. 

Most of the equipment already had 
been sent to the staging area at Pcint 
Barrow on Alaska's northernmost tip. 
Soon Martin and the other members of 
the AIDJEX field team, about 70 in 
all, would rendezvous there for their 
flight some, 300 miles farther north, to 
the frozen heart of the Arctic's Beau- 
fort Sea. 

AIDJEX, for Arctic Ice Dynamics 
Joint Experiment, represents the most 
ambitious scientific experiment ever un- 
dertaken in the. Arctic. Headquartered 
at the University of Washington in Seat- 
tle, it encompasses nearly a dozen agen- 
cies of the United States and Canad an 
governments and several major univer- 
sities. The National Science Founda- 
tion, through its Office of Polar Pro - 
grams, is the principal funding agency, 
with major research and logistics sup- 
port provided by the Office of Naval 
Research. 

Martin, 30, who has been technical 
coordinator for AIDJEX since its crea- 
tion in 1969, described the project as an 
effort to better understand the dynamic 
behavior of Arctic pack ice, to learn 
how the ice moves and the consequenc- 
es of that movement on the envircn- 
ment and atmosphere. Some of the 
practical uses to which that information 
can be applied include more accurate 
long -range weather forecasting and the 
ability to predict ocean ice conditions 
for shipping and resource developme-t. 

"We aren't concerned about being 
able to predict where a given piece of 
ice will be six months from now," 
Martin explained, "but we are interest- 
ed in being able to predict where fie 
pack will be a week from now. People 

TAKING THE 
MEASURE OF 

ICE 
With the help of 
electronics, scientists 
keep tabs 
on the comings 
and goings of Alaska s 
pack ice. 

by David Long 

An automatic data buoy is implanted in 
Arctic ice for ode i i àn experiment 
intendedto yield better understanding 
of the dynamic behavior of rack ice. 
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already are talking about drilling for oil 
off Alaska, and when they do, it will be 
extremely important for them to know 
whether or not the ice will be coming 
in. And I don't mean just an iceberg or 
two -I mean the ice field, the pack." 

Atter Five Years. The AIDJEX 
main experiment, which will run until 
May 1976, is the culmination of five 
years of theoretical and experimental 
investigation, pilot studies, technical de- 
velopment, and organizational planning. 
It calls for the emplacement of four 
manned camps and 20 automatic data 
buoys within a ringed area some 500 
miles in diameter. Both the manned 
camps and the data buoys will function 
as drifting stations from which scien- 
tists will be able to track the movement 
of the ice and monitor its interactions 
with the sea and air. 

The most intensive investigations will 
take place in the manned camps, locat- 
ed in a triangular area about 40 miles 
apart in the center of the ring. The data 
buoys will be deployed in pairs at ten 
locations in a 200 -mile radius from the 

The Vibrasense pressure -sensing device 
atop this data buoy is used in calculating 
wind stresses and other climatic conditions. 

Thanks to Bee -Hive, the magazine of United 
Technologies, for permission to reprint this 
article from their Spring 1975 issue. 

manned camps. Changes in the position 
of each drifting station, along with 
measurements of surface temperatures 
and atmospheric pressure, will be made 
several times each day and transmitted 
automatically to a central data acqui- 
sition unit in the main camp. 

Data buoys are used primarily be- 
cause they offer a relatively inexpensive 
way of measuring a few crucial param- 
eters, such as position and atmos- 
pheric temperature and pressure, from 
a number of locations. Using manned 
camps to collect the data would be pro- 
hibitively expensive. 

Vibrasense. Atmospheric pressure 
measurements, used in calculating wind 
stresses and other climatic conditions, 
will be obtained from each of the data 
buoys through a highly accurate pres- 
sure- sensing device called Vibrasense®, 
developed by United Technologies' 
Hamilton Standard division. At the 
heart of Vibrasense is a vibrating cyl- 
inder that reacts to changes in pressure 
by increasing or decreasing the natural 
frequency of the cylinder. These fre- 
quency changes are interpreted by built - 
in electronics which provide a digital 
measurement of the change in pressure. 

In addition to accuracy, Vibrasense 
also was selected for use in the drifting 
data buoys because it maintains its sta- 
bility for extended periods in even the 
most severe environments. 

The device has demonstrated its re- 
liability in a wide range of applications 
where precise pressure measurements 
are required. For example, it is used in 
the air inlet control of the Air Force's 
McDonnell Douglas F -15 fighter, in an 
advanced encoding altimeter for busi- 
ness aircraft, in an instrument for de- 
tecting leaks in nuclear reactor contain- 
ment vessels, and in production testing 
of automobile carburetors. 

Satellites, Too. In the AIDJEX 
project, pressure and temperature meas- 
urements are meaningful to investiga- 
tors only when the position of the drift- 
ing buoy is known at the time the in- 
formation is collected. In this experi- 
ment, polar orbiting satellites will be 
used to determine buoy positions. Sev- 
eral times each day, ten of the data 
buoys, one at each site, will have their 
positions fixed by an orbiting U.S. Navy 
navigation satellite. After receiving its 
position signal from the satellite, the 
buoy will transmit the data, along with 
the temperature and pressure readings 
it has collected, to a central processor 
in the main camp. 

The other ten buoys will provide 
similar information, but in a somewhat 
different way. This set of buoys will 
operate through an orbiting Nimbus -F 
weather satellite. The buoys will trans- 
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mit position signals and temperature 
and pressure information to the satel- 
lite as it passes overhead. The satellite, 
in turn, will relay the data to the Na- 
tional Aeronautics and Space Adminis- 
tration's Goddard Space Center in 
Greenbelt, Maryland, where it will be 
analyzed and the results reported to 
AIDJEX in Seattle. 

Global Weather. Learning more 
about the behavior of the pack ice and 
its complex interactions with the sea 
and air will help scientists better un- 
derstand the large -scale impact the Arc- 
tic region has on global weather sys- 
tems and possibly some of the deeper, 
theoretical questions about the nature 
of the pack itself. 

Scientists, for example, are not cer- 
tain if the Arctic Ocean has always 
been frozen. Evidence indicates that 
there probably was a time when it 
wasn't, but no one knows when that 
might have been. 

"We are aware that there are delicate 
balances between such things as the 
runoff of fresh waters from the con- 
tinents and the extent of the ice," Mar- 
tin said. "But what would happen if we 
were to cut off the flow of water from 
the Mackenzie River and some of the 

(Contini,ed from page 90) 

Pat Martin, bearded and bushy- haired, is 

technical coordinator for the project, 
which involves nearly a dozen agencies of 
the U.S. and Canadian governments and 
several major universities. 
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7400N TTL 44111r 

SN74009 .16 SN7451131 27 SP/74151N 1.25 
S13740101 .16 S9745314 .27 S9741539 1.35 

SN7402N .21 S9715111 41 SN74154¡I 1.25 

S914039 .16 SN7459A 25 59711555 1.21 

S974049 21 .S9746011 .22 S9741569 130 
SN7405N 24 S1747018 45 SN74157N( 130 
SN74064 .45 SN74728 19 SN74160N 1.75 

S974079 .45 SN7473N 45 05741615 I.45 
S974089 .25 SN74745 45 SN74163N 1.65 

SN7409N .15 SN7175N 60 051741615 1.65 
5574105 .20 5N7476N 11 SN74165N 1.65 
S974119 .30 S974809 60 3671166N 1.70 
SN7412N 42 SN74829 175 56741679 5.50 
SN747381 .85 0974839 1.15 06741705 3.00 
SN7414N .70 5574859 1.12 06741725 18.00 
SN74169 43 01974869 .15 S137417319 1.70 

5574115 .43 SN7488N 3.50 9/7417/9 115 
5574189 .25 09748951 3.00 59741758 1.95 
SN7420N .21 5574909 .59 59741768 90 
51814216 39 0974919 120 99741774 90 
01474239 .37 SN74929 .82 SN7/1808 105 
SN71258 .43 0974939 . .82 S8741898 3.55 
9974169 .31 5971948 .91 S9741829 95 
SN7427N .37 0974958 .91 09741848 2.30 
S91742919 42 9974969 .91 58741858 2.20 
SN743011 26 051741009 1.25 09)41879 6.00 
SN74329 21 5974107N 49 09741909 150 
01674378 47 09741218 55 08741919 1.50 
55174389 40 SN74122N 49 SN741929 150 
0974394 25 99741239 1.05 ßN741938 140 
5874408 .21 08741258 60 S9741949 145 
097441111 1.10 09741269 81 S97419511 1.00 
01574418 I.08 09741328 3.00 99741969 125 
5974439 1.05 S9741419 1.15 09741979 160 
SN74449 I10 SN 74142/4 6.50 SN 74198N 2.25 
0974459 110 59741138 700 097419901 2.25 
SN74469 1.15 5517414461 700 SN74200N 7.00 
9874479 .89 99741458 I 15 9117/2519 2.50 
91674489 .99 09741489 2.50 09742849 6.00 
0974509 26 S9141509 1.10 59712858 6.00 

20% Discount fan 100 Cgmhined 7400's 

C01000 25 

CD4001 os 

C04001 75 
CD4006 2.50 
C04007 2ra 

CD4009 55 
C04010 59 
C04011 25 
CD4D12 25 
C04013 47 
C04016 56 
C04017 1.35 

C04019 .55 

C04020 I 49 

C04022 1.25 

C54023 25 

C04024 1.50 

C04025 25 

CD4027 69 

C04028 1.65 

C04029 790 

CMOS 
CD4030 65 

CD4035 
C04010 
C04042 
C04044 
C04046 
C04047 
C04049 
C04050 
C04051 
C04053 
C 0406 
C04066 
C04069 
C04071 
C04081 
74CDON 

74CO28 
74C048 

74C ION 

74C258 
74C30N 

1.85 74C428 
2.45 11C73N 
1.90 74C74 
1.50 74C90N 
251 74C95N 
2.75 74C1079 
.79 74C151 
.79 74C154 

298 74C151 
298 74C160 
325 740161 
1.75 74CI63 

.45 74C164 

.45 74C173 

.45 74C193 
39 740195 

.55 80C97 
75 

65 

65 

65 

215 
50 

115 
300 
200 
1 25 

2.90 
300 
215 
3.25 
3.25 
300 
3.25 
260 
2.15 
2.75 
1 50 

1M100H 15.00 
LM106H 2.50 
191714 3.75 
19212H 7.00 
1M300H .80 
1930114 3iI.00 
LM301CN 3/1.00 
LM302H .75 
193044 160 
L9305H 95 
1930709 .35 

1M308H 10D 
LM308CN 1.00 
1.930911 1.10 

19309K 1.25 

1.M310CN 115 
1931113 90 
1931191 90 
LM318CN 1.50 

193199 1.30 

193190 900 
1932005 I 35 

19320K-52 1.35 

1103200 12 1.35 

19320K 15 1.35 

LM323K-5 10.50 

LM324N 1.80 
193399 1.70 
1M340K 295 
1M340K-12 1,95 

LM340K15 165 
LM340K24 1,95 
1934070 5 1.75 
193401e8 1.75 
1M34000 121.75 
LM340To 151./5 
LM340To 24 1.75 
1935061 1.00 
1M351CN 65 
193709 1.15 

LM370H I 15 

LINEAR 0 19135111 ?55 
1.93739 3.25 1.9141414 1.75 
LM377N 4.00 LM1458C .65 
LM3809 1.39 191496N .95 
L9380C9 1.05 1911556V 115 
LM381N 1.79 1921119 1.95 
1.93829 1.79 LM2901N 2.95 
NE501K 8.00 LM3065N 69 
NL510A 6.00 L939008 55 
01E5311-1 3.00 L939055 60 
9E5367 6.00 LM5556N 1.85 
8E5401. 6.00 MC5558V 1.00 
8E5509 .79 1975258 .90 
NE553 250 197528N 2.20 
NE555V .49 1975349 2.20 
9E56511 .99 LM75358 1.25 
9E5659 1.25 80388 4.95 
8E566C9 1.95 L975450 49 
NE5614 1.25 75451C9 39 
NE567V 160 7545203 39 
LM703CN .45 75453CN 39 
19709H 29 7545401 39 
LM709N .29 75491CN 79 
LM7ION .19 75192CN .89 
1M711N 39 
LM723N 55 

1972311 55 

1M73381 1.00 
1.1117399 1.29 

LM741CM 3/1.00 
LM741CN 3/1.00 
LM711 HN 39 
1974711 19 

1.617479 79 

19748/1 39 
11(17489 39 

LM1303N .90 

1.913114N 1.19 
191130519 I 40 
0413075 85 

75491CN 19 
RCA LINEAR 
CA3013 1.70 
CA3023 2.15 
CA3035 2.25 
CA3039 1.35 
CA3046 115 
CA3059 1.46 
CA3060 2.80 
CA3080 85 

CA3083 1.60 

CA3086 .59 
CA3089 3.25 
CA3091 815 
CA3123 1.85 

CA3600 I 15 

JAMES MONTHLY SPECIALS 
DIODES TEL/LINEAR CLOCK & CALC. CHIPS 

194001 50V el Amp 1515100 7400 Gate 7/5100 IMAM N 601gn 82.95 
154001 100V @ 1 Amp 15151.00 7441 Decoder 79 095312N 4.01011 295 
194003 200V @ I Amp 15/51.00 7490 Counter 49 PA/45313N 6 Digit 2.95 
194004 400V 5+ I Amp 15/51.00 74100 8 81 Larch 99 5151539414 6010n 2.95 
194148 Swlrhing 10/51.00 74154 Decoder 99 MM5316N 6 01g11 Alarm 395 

74197 Counter 75 141457255 8 01911.4 Funl. 1.95 
TRANSISTORS 1.M301H- LM741H 4/51.00 141457365 6 01914 Funt. 195 

1747907Á PNP Swnchmq 6 /51.00 1.7432471 -Ned 741- 1.19 149513874 8 01915 Font. 295 

2571224 NPN Sw14On9 601 .00 193094 5V 9N T0.5 .79 26Awg RIBBON CABLE 
293904 NPN Amp 8 /51.00 19309K 5V RN 103 .99 

1 ft.81inimom 19 h. 10 h. 
253906 PNP Amp 
25918 NPN RF 

6/5100 
6 /51.00 MM5262 DYNAMIC 

/ Cond. .29 h. .25 It 
8 Cond. ft. h. 

2995951 NJ Fet 

010851 3 SAme SCR 

6/51.00 

1/51. DO 
2K RAM $2.95 

.59 .19 
16 Cond_ :89 h. .79 ft. 
32 Cond. 989 it. 1.fi9 h. 

DIGITARIULTGIETEFI 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The JE801 is a three and one hall digit, auto 
Polarity digital voltmeter, in a kit form. It 
features several options not available in any 
commercial digital voltmeter. Its low cost is 
perhaps the most important feature, which is 
achieved by offering it in a kit form. A kit 
allows the unit to be used by small OEM's 
where costeffectivenessis an important factor, 

.jE8 
DVm 

El 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS\ 
8008 - $19.95 2102 - $2.95 

CPU'S RAM'S 
8008 861 CPU 51995 1101 256.1 S141.0 51.25 
8080 8 bit Super 8008 11995 1103 15.1 Oynam t 1.95 
4040 4 018080 39.95 1101 16.1 51.10 2.95 

DARTS 2107 4K.1 Dyne,,,' 1995 
AY - 5- 101] 6.95 7010 16.1 Mnmak 2995 

P909'5 1189 16.4 541,1 149 
8113 32.8 Prom 300 8101 114.1 5410 7.95 
I102Á 2K E Prom ISIS 8111 IK.1 510111 795 
52030 2K E Pram 11.95 8599 169 Trim@ 149 
715287 16.1 Prom 7.95 91102 IK.1 Law Power 3.95 

198 74200 256.1 541. 6.95 
2401 1K 058 9 95 7110670 4.1 8e50lw 195 
1533 1K 554 795 93410 256.1 21.1.1 2.95 

$39.99 Per Kit 
SINGLE UNIT 

and by the hobbyist who has to be concerned 
with cost. The unit also features on card 
regulators, allowing it to be operated off a 
single plus and minus fifteen volt, unregulated 
power supply. The unit has a small size of 
three Inches width, three and three quarters 
of an inch length, and one and a quarter inch 
height. 

1K &olio RAM Direct Replacement lar 2102 -1 
91 Eoz enth 40 °% Lees Corran Drawn 2.49 

Vector General Purpose Logic CARO Board 14.95 
'Vary High Noise Immunity Molds 12 ea. 14 pin DIPS 
'44 pin Edge Connection 

THE KILOBYTE RAM CARO Per Nit $4925 
'Compl.I 1008 Memory High Noise Immunny Components 
'Single 5v supply 50085 Access Time AKit includes sockets, ICS S 

Board 

4 PDT SWITCHES, 
HIGH QUALITY 
P B. TYPES .69 

KITS EXAFF Ics 
XR2206KA SPECIAL $17.95 
Includes monolilhlc function generator IC. PC board. and assembly 
inItrUCIiOn manual. 

X8.220608 SPECIAL $27.95 
Same as X R -2206KA above and Includes external components 
for PC hoard. 

TIMERS 
XR -555CP SPECIAL S .69 
%11-3201 1.55 

X11.556CP 1.85 

XR.2556CP 3.20 
XR- 2240CP SPECIAL 3.25 

PHASE LOCKED LOOPS 
XR -210 5.20 
XR -215 6.60 
XRd67CP 1.95 

XR- 2567CP SPECIAL 2.99 

STEREO DECODERS 
DR-1310P $3.20 
XR-1310EP 3.20 
XR -1800P 3.20 

WAVEFORM GENERATORS 
X13-205 8.40 
XR- 2206CP SPECIAL 4.49 
XR.2207CP 3.85 

MISCELLANEOUS 
XR -2211CP 6.70 
X8.2261 3.79 

*Special Requested Items* 
RC4194 Dual Pecs V RN 55.95 58797 93.00 
RC4195 115V Track Reg 135 4014P 2 25 
F9368 0e0e3n 395 2513 11.00 
L01111/111 OVM Ch,S.I 29.00 2518 710 
CÁ3130 Super CMOS Op Amp 149 2520 3.50 
9C140819 A/0 9.95 7525 6.00 
F3341 FIFO 8.95 7501 500 

2533 S195 
8263 595 
8267 2.75 
8288 115 
8876 100' 
6880 1 35 
7497 5.00 

FN070 
MAN 1 

MAN 2 

MAN 3 

MAN 4 

MAN 7 

DL33 
51747 

DISPLAY LEDS 
Com. Cath. .250 .59 

$1.95 
3.95 

39 

1.95 
1.50 
1.95 

Corn. Ano. 
587 Matrix 
Com. Cath. 
Com. Cath. 
Corn. Ano. 
Corn. Cath. 
Corn. Ano. 

.270 
.300 
.125 
.187 
.30 
.125 

.625 1.95 

DISCRETE LEDS 
MV 10 Red 

MV 50 Red 
MV 5024 Red 
90 5024 Green 
MV 5014 Yellow 
MV 5024 Orange 
Mu 50 Red Ilk' Leads 

5SI00 
6/SI 00 
5/51 00 
4/01.00 
4/S100 
4/S1 00 

5/S1.00 

IC SOLOERTAIL - LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 
124 2549 50100 

8 pin S.I7 .I6 .15 24 pin 
14 pin .20 .19 18 18 Pm 
16 pm 22 .21 .as 36 pro 
18 pm .29 28 27 40 pin 63 
71 Din 36 .37 .36 

SOLDERTAIL STANDARD (GOLO) 
8 pm 27 21 24 pin S 70 

14 pin 32 29 28 mn 110 
16 prit 35 32 3 pmts 1.55 

18 pin 47 43 40 pin 1.75 

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS (GOLD) LEVEL .3 
10 pm 6.45 41 31 24 pm 51.05 
14 or 39 .38 .31 2 pmts 140 
16 mn .43 42 AI 3 pm 159 
18 pm 75 68 62 4 pin 175 

1 -24 2549 50.100 

5 38 
45 
60 

S 30 
35 

38 

52 

37 

.44 

.59 

.62 

63 
I 00 
140 
1 59 

95 
1 25 
145 
155 

36 
43 
.58 

.61 

57 

90 

1.26 

1.45 

85 
I 10 

130 
140 

TYPE 

N746 
N751A 
N752 
9753 
N754 
N9658 
N5232 
95234 
85235 
N5236 
N456 
N458 
N485A 
94001 
N4002 

ZENERS- DIODES -RECTIFIERS 
VOLTS W 

3.3 400m 
5.1 400m 
5.6 4068 
62 400m 
6.8 400m 
15 400m 
5.6 500m 
6.2 5068 
6.8 50001 
7.5 500m 
25 40m 

150 7m 
180 10m 

50 PIV I AMP 
100 PIV I AMP 

PRICE 

4/I 00 
4/7.00 
4/1.00 
4/1.00 
4/1.00 
4/1.00 

28 

28 
28 
28 

6/1.00 
6 /1.00 
5/1.00 

09 
10 

TYPE 

94003 
94004 
93600 
84148 
94154 
94734 
N4735 
84736 
94738 
N4742 
94744 
91183 
N1184 
NI186 
191188 

VOLTS W 

200 PIV I AMP 
400PIV I AMP 

50 200m 
75 10m 

35 10m 
5.6 Iw 
6.2 Iw 
6.8 Iw 
82 Iw 
12 Iw 
15 1w 

50 Ply 35 AMP 
100 PIV 35 AMP 
200 PIV 35 AMP 
400 PIV 35 AMP 

PRICE 

IO 

10 

61 00 
1,100 
12,1 00 

18 
28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

1.60 
270 
1.80 
3.00 

DATA HANDBOOKS 
7400 Pin -out & Description of 5400/7400 ICS $2.95 
CMOS Pin -out & Oescription of 4000 Series ICS $2.95 
LINEAR Pin- out & Functional Description of 

Linear Circuits $2.95 

6' POWER SUPPLY CORDS .... ,_ 2CONDUCTORS SPECIAL 
3/$1.00 

50 PCS. RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS $1.75 pr assort. 
Each aaonmeni contains SO pos. of % wan, 5 %resinon 

ASST. 1 5 x: 10 OHM. 12 OHM. 15 OHM. 18 OHM- 22 099 
27 OHM. 33 OHM 39 OHM- 47 OHM. 56 OHM 

Á557e2 5 r' 68 OHM 82 OHM100 OMM -120- OHM150 OMM 
180 5119329 049 -270 OM8-330 OH/6390 OHM 

470 049 560 049100 009920 OHM 1K 
ASST.] 5e.: 1.2K 16K 1.8K 2.26 27K 

3.30 31K 4.7K 68K 6.8K 
ASST. 4 5ea: 8.2K 10K 12K 15K 18K 

22K 27K 03K 39K 47K 
ASST. 5 5 ea: 56K 886 820 IOOK 120K 

150K IMK 220K 270K 330K 
MOST 6 5es: 390K 470K 560K 680K 820K 

IM 126 759 18M 229 
ASST 7 5 ea. 2.7M 319 19M 4.7M 5.65 

14 PCS. POTENTIOMETER 
ASSORTMENTS $9.95 
Euh essonorem contains 14 pcs of 10 turn pots. 

ASST. A 2 x'. 10 09920 OHM-50 0M11160 OHM 
200 OHM250 O9M500 OHM 

ASST.I 2 se: IK, 2K, 2.5K, IOK, 20K, 25K. 50K 

ASST. C tae: 50K, 10011,200K, 250K, 500K. 1M, 
2M 

All pots ere 1y.í1.411 in single unit quantities. 5.99 44. 

MPS -405 5100 TRANSISTORS 191149 4/51.00 
MPS -006 5/S1.00 PN3567 301.00 190250 1151.00 
2521194 301 DO 113568 45100 254100 1 01 00 
252221 40100 P53569 4/S1.00 251101 0,102 
2922220 54100 153704 5/SI.00 254402 4/5900 
182369 5/51.00 253705 5/5100 254403 1/51 00 
2573690 451.00 253700 5/S1 00 254409 5/91.01) 
F82415 5/5100 253107 5/51.00 295086 4/91 00 
291484 4/SI 00 293711 5/S1 00 255081 1 /51 00 
2529064 451.00 2113714 5.65 2X5086 4/51.00 
2529074 5/51.00 253725 SI 00 255089 45100 
257925 5/SI.0e 153903 5/S100 255129 5 /51.00 
153053 2 /SI.00 253904 4:51.00 755138 55100 
253055 S89 193905 1/S1 00 255139 5/5100 
5!53055 5.89 253906 1/51 00 295709 5/51.00 

793392 515100 754013 35100 255951 55100 
183398 5/5100 254011 3/5100 L10681 SCR 251.00 

OPST C & K ROCKER SWITCH 
They era rated et 125 Vac e 5A. 
They are excellent in application 
such as Microcomputer 
Panel Switches $0.69 

Dim: 1"x1"04" 

THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES 

.23 

a.1err.. Xmire ._wra 

Taw , ... f.Tü^frlNaaLI 
rada 

a>wr.fa.a . 
;op_ 

alt+strmv ` ....w401... r.... mm em 
XJ1.4.ab-L. 

6147100 7401 

PRIME ART 8 
ca. 657110 1130 

INTEGRATED cssr t.. 
CIRCUIT 
ASSORTMENTS ASST 

IO 

iss* 11 

ter 

1 r. 

557117 7490 
1570145 74175 

101001 4002 
004016 4017 

10,0" 5 
111 

3016 

í 

7 02 
1 18 

7191 

71180 

4 11 

4 19 

3 IT 
5677 

7403 
7440 

74100 
11191 

4012 
0011 

áii 

7101 
1412 

11121 
71193 

4013 
4010 

3099 
) N 

5S1/TTL 

M51/iTL 

CMOS 

LIXEAR 

55.95 ASST 

SS. 99 ASST 

SI 95 ASS, 

SII 95 ASSI 

Satisfaction Guaranteed. $5.00 Min. Order. U.S. Funds. 
California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tax 
Write for FREE 1976 Catalog - Data Sheets .25e each 

riNE 
P.O. BOX 822, BELMONT, CA. 94002 

PHONE ORDERS - (415) 592 -8097 

CIRCLE 20 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 

1111 

: CAPACITOR CORNER 
-"---1114 SO VOLT CERAMIC DISC CAPACITORS 

1 9 1044 50 100 19 1049 50.100 
loll 05 04 03 .001 05 04 035 
22 pl 05 04 03 0047 05 04 035 

47 p1 05 04 03 01 05 .04 .035 
100 in 05 ' 04 03 .012 06 .05 04 
220 01 .05 04 03 047 06 05 D4 

470 pl 05 04 035 I 12 09 .075 

100 VOL T MYL AR 111.9 CAPACITORS 
.001m1 12 .10 .07 .022m1 .13 .11 .08 

.0022 .12 .10 07 047mí 21 17 .13 

.0047mí .11 10 07 Imf .27 .23 .17 

.Olml 12 10 07 72mí 33 .27 .12 

20% DIPPER TANTALUMS 1058101 CAPACITORS 
1 35V 28 13 17 15 35V 30 26 21 
15 35V 28 .23 .11 2.2 25V 31 27 22 
22 35V 28 23 17 3.3 25V 31 27 22 
13 35V .28 23 17 4.7 25V 32 28 23 
47 35V 28 23 17 68 25V 36 31 25 
68 35V 28 23 17 10 25V 40 35 29 

I 0 35V 28 23 17 15 25V 63 50 40 

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
0x41 lead Rader Leed 

47 50 15 13 10 47 25 15 13 10 

I 50 16 14 11 17 50 16 .14 II 
3 3 50 15 13 10 I 16 15 13 10 

4.7 25 IS 14 11 I 25 16 14 11 

10 25 15 13 IC 1 50 16 14 11 

10 50 16 14 12 4.2 16 15 13 10 

21 25 17 15 12 4.7 25 15 13 10 
22 50 24 20 18 4 7 50 16 14 II 
41 25 19 17 15 10 16 14 12 09 
47 50 25 21 19 10 25 15 13 10 

100 25 24 10 18 10 50 16 14 11 
100 50 35 30 28 47 50 -- 14 21 19 

220 75 32 28 25 100 16 19 15 14 

220 50 45 41 38 100 25 24 20 18 

470 25 33 19 17 100 50 35 30 18 
1000 16 55 50 45 220 16 23 I7 16 

2200 16 70 62 55 470 25 31 I." 
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This series Is based on BASIC ELECTRICITY /ELECTRONICS, Vol. 2, published by HOWARD W. SAMS S CO., INC. 

What You Will Learn. Practically every 
circuit in electronics contains the 
property of capacitance. This property 

is one of the most important concepts you 
will learn in your study of electricity and 
electronics. Many electronic devices, such 
as time delay relays, photoflash units and 
even complicated computer circuits depend 
upon the property of capacitance for their 
operation. 

You will learn how capacitance can be 
used to block direct current (DC) and to 
pass alternating current (AC) signals. You 
will also learn how capacitance causes ap- 
plied AC voltage to lag behind the current 
in a given circuit, and how capacitance dis- 
torts the voltage waveform of pulses. When 
you have finished you will be familiar with 
the units we use to measure capacitance and 
the factors influencing the size of a capac- 
itor. 

WHAT IS CAPACITANCE? 
Capacitance is the property of an 

electrical circuit that opposes a change 
in voltage. Capacitance has the same 
reaction to voltage that inductance has 
to current. This means that if the volt- 
age applied across a circuit is increased, 
the capacitance will resist that change. 
If the voltage applied across a circuit 
is decreased, the capacitance will op- 
pose the decrease and try to maintain 
the original voltage. 

DIELECTRIC LAYER 

Basic Capacitor Is 

In a DC circuit, capacitance has an 
effect only when voltage is first ap- 
plied, and then again when it is re- 
moved. Note that direct carrent can- 

PLATES&_ _ _ 

DIELECTRIC 

Plates of Capacitor Usually Are Stacked or Rollied To Save Space 

not flow through a capacitance. How- 
ever, alternating current apppears to 
flow through a capacitance -you will 
learn how later. Since voltage is con- 
stantly changing in AC circuits, capaci- 
tance acts at all times to retard these 
changes in voltage. 

A basic capacitor is shown in the first 
diagram. It consists of two conducting 
metal plates separated by a layer of air 
or other insulating material, such as 
paper, glass, mica, oil, etc. The insulat- 
ing layer is call the dielectric. 

All capacitors have these two plates 
and a separating layer. In practice, the 
plates and dielectric are often stacked 
or even rolled into a compact form. 
Sometimes the dielectric is a paste or a 
liquid instead of a solid. 

The circuit symbols for a capacitor 
are shown on this page. 

When a capacitor is first connected 
to a battery, electrons from the negative 
terminal of the battery flow to the near- 
est capacitor plate and remain there. 

They can go no farther, since the oppo- 
site plate is separated from the first by 
an insulating layer. Electrons are at- 
tracted from the opposite capacitor 
plate and flow into the positive terminal 
of the battery. After this initial move- 
ment of electrons, the negative -most 
plate of the capacitor is filled with all 
the electrons that the battery voltage 
can force into it. and the other capaci- 
tor plate loses the same number of elec- 
trons to the battery's positive terminal. 
This means that one plate has a nega- 
tive charge and the other plate has a 
positive charge -the charge being equal 
to the battery's potential. No further 
current flows; the capacitor is 
"charged." 

Positive and negative charges attract 
each other. so there will be a force be- 
tween the plates of the capacitor. There 
is also a voltage between them that is 

equal to, and which opposes the voltage 
of the battery. 

Because it takes a certain specific 

VARIABLE 

Various Symbols for Capaciors 

FIXED 
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arininint 
number of electrons to fill the negative 
plate, we say that the capacitor has a 

certain capacity, or capacitance. 

QUESTIONS 
Q1. Name two differences between 

capacitance and inductance. 
Q2. Draw a circuit diagram of a capaci- 

tor connected across the terminals 
of a battery. 

Q3. Explain what happens when you 
disconnect the battery terminals 
from a charged capacitor and place 
a wire across the leads of the capaci- 
tor. 

ANSWERS 
Al. Capacitance opposes a change in 

voltage while inductance opposes 
changes in current. Capacitance 
blocks DC while inductance does 
not. 

A2. Your circuit diagram should look 
like this. 

A3. The electrons from the capacitor's 
negative plate flow through the 
wire to the positive plate until both 
plates have the same number of 
electrons. The voltage across the 
plates is then zero. 

CAPACITANCE 
MEASUREMENTS 

The usual written symbol for capaci- 
tance is C. Capacitance is measured in 
farads. The amount of capacitance in 
a capacitor is the quantity of electrical 
charges (measured in coulombs) which 
must be moved from one plate to the 
other in order to create a potential dif- 
ference of 1 volt between plates. The 
number of coulombs transferred is 
called the charge. 

One farad is the capacitance in which 
a charge of 1 coulomb produces a dif- 
ference of 1 volt between the plates. 
The larger the area of a capacitor's 
plates, and the closer these plates are 
to each other, the more charge (current) 
the capacitor will hold with the same 
voltage applied across the plates. 

Capacitance values are usually speci- 
fied in microfarads (millionths of a 
farad, abbreviated mfd or µF) or in 
picofarads (millionths of a microfarad, 
abbreviated pF). 

HOW DOES CAPACITANCE 
AFFECT AC? 

Although current cannot flow through 
a capacitor, an AC current appears to 
do just that. The reason lies in the na- 
ture of capacitance. If the voltage 
across the plates is continuously varied, 

the number of electrons on the plates 
varies. 

Increasing the number of electrons 
on one plate of a capacitor repels elec- 
trons from the other plate. Decreasing 
the number of electrons on the first 
plate allows electrons to be attracted 
back to the other plate. 

An AC current can, in effect, get 
across the dielectric. Since the voltage 
is alternating, it causes a corresponding 
varying current to flow between one 
side of the capacitor to the other side. 
In other words, voltage changes appear 
to be transmitted across the dielectric 
gap. 

If a capacitor has the same voltage 
as the applied voltage, no current will 
flow to or from it. If the applied volt- 
age changes, the capacitor voltage will 
no longer equal the applied voltage. 

Current will flow, trying to equalize the 
two potential sources. 

In a circuit this means that if an AC 
sine -wave voltage is applied across a 

capacitor, an AC sine -wave current will 
appear on the opposite side, even 
though no electrons flow through the 
dielectric layer. 

QUESTIONS 
Q4. The capacitance of a capacitor is 

measured in 
Q5. A millionth of a farad is called a 

and is abbreviated 
as or 

Q6. A is a millionth of 
a microfarad and is abbreviated 

Q7. Current will flow from one plate 
of a capacitor to the other plate 
only when is changing. 

ANSWERS 
A4. The capacitance of a capacitor is 

measured in farads. 
A5. A millionth of farad is called a 

microfarad and is abbreviated as 
mfd or FF. 

A6. A picofarad is a millionth of a 
microfarad and is abbreviated pF. 

A7. Current will flow through a capaci- 
tor only when voltage is changing. 

FACTORS AFFECTING 
CAPACITANCE VALUE 

The amount of electrical charge that 
can be stored in a capacitor (the num- 
ber of electrons that can be placed on 
the plate) varies with the area of the 
plates. Consequently, capacitance varies 
directly with area - if the area is 
doubled, the capacitance is doubled. 
When the area is doubled, or twice as 
many plates are connected in parallel, 
there is twice as much area to store 
electrons. Therefore the capacitance is 
twice as great. 

Capacitance can also be increased by 
placing the plates closer together. When 
the plates are closer the attraction be- 
tween the negative charges on one side 

ELECTRONS ELECTRONS 

REPELLED ADDED 

ELECTRONS ELECTRONS 

RETURNED 

/ 1 

TAKEN AWAY 

AC Can Pass Through a Capa ir 

(Continued on page 87) 
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(Continued from page 84) 

INCREASING 
PLATE AREA 
INCREASES 
CAPACITANCE 

and the positive charges on the other 
side is greater. It is, of course, neces- 
sary to keep the plates sufficiently sepa- 
rated so that the charge does not jump 
through the dielectric, possibly damag- 
ing the capacitor. 

Higher values of capacitance can be 
obtained by using an insulating mate- 
rial (dielectric) other than air. In this 
way the plates can be placed closer to- 
gether. 

Dielectrics such as mica, glass, oil, 
and Mylar are a few of the materials 
that can withstand a high electric po- 
tential without breaking down. This 
property is called dielectric constant. 
The higher the dielectric constant, the 
better its ability to retain its insulating 
characteristics under unusual operating 
conditions. Air has a dielectric constant 
of 1, glass about 5, and mica 2.5 to 6.6. 

Besides allowing the plates to be 

r 
INCREASING 
DISTANCE 
BETWEEN PLATES 
DECREASES 
CAPACITANCE f 

ate Affects Capacity 

placed closer tog ether, a dielectric has 
another effect on capacitance. Dielectric 
material contains a large number of 
electrons and other carriers of electrical 
charge. Although electrons cannot flow 
as in a conductor, they are held rather 
loosely in the structure and can move 
slightly. The distortion of the structure 
of the dielectric, which is caused by 

charging the capacitor, has a large 
effect on the forces of attraction and 
repulsion that aid or oppose the flow 
of the electrons. This factor has a sub- 
stantial effect on capacitance. 

When materials such as mica or glass 
are used as the dielectric, the capacitors 
have a much higher value than the 
same size units with an air dielectric. 

AIR 

CHANGING 
MATERIAL 
BETWEEN PLATES 
CHANGES 
CAPACITANCE 

Dielectric Material Affects Capacity 

MICA 

QUESTIONS 
Q8. How does a mica capacitor differ 

from an air capacitor of the same 
physical size? 

Q9. What are three factors that affect 
the capacitance of a capacitor? 

Q10. A screw -type variable capacitor is 
made with an adjusting screw that 
is used to vary the distance be- 

tween the capacitor plates. How 
would you increase its capaci- 
tance? 

ANSWERS 
A8. A mica capacitor has a higher 

capacitance than an air capacitor 
of the same physical size. 

A9. The capacitance of a capacitor 
depends on these three factors: the 
area of the plates, the spacing be- 
tween the plates, and the nature 
of the dielectric material. 

A10. Tightening the screw moves the 
plates closer together and in- 
creases capacitance. Loosening the 
screw decreases the capacitance. 

POWER 
A perfect capacitor consumes no 

power. During the sine -wave cycle, the 
capacitor takes energy out of the circuit 
and stores it in the form of an electric 
field during a quarter cycle. The capaci- 
tor returns it to the circuit in the next 
quarter cycle. Energy is borrowed, but 
it is returned later. 

If the product of E times I is taken 
at every instant of the cycle, the power 
waveform will show that energy is taken 
out and returned in alternate quarter 
cycles. 

To find the amount of energy (in 
coulombs) stored in a capacitor, mul- 
tiply the capacity in farads by the ap- 
plied voltage. In a circuit containing 

only pure capacitance, it makes no dif- 
ference how long the voltage is applied 

-the same amount of energy will al- 
ways be stored at a given voltage. 

A Capacitor 
Consumes 
No Power 

VOLTAGE ACROSS CAPACITOR 

90° 180° 270° 360° 
POWER tEl) 

1 
0 

PO ER 
TAKEN 
OUT POWER 

RETURNED 

CURRENT 
THROUGH 
CAPACITOR 
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CAPACITIVE REACTANCE 
Like inductance, capacitance has a 

reactance -an opposition to the flow of 
AC. But capacitive reactance decreases 
as frequency increases. 

Suppose a capacitor is connected in 
series with an alternating voltage 
source. There is no resistance in the 
circuit. 
Because the circuit above contains no 
resistance, the voltage across the ca- 
pacitor will be the same value as the 
source voltage at every instant. 

When a capacitor is charged up to 
voltage E, it stores an amount of energy 
equal to the capacitance times the volt- 
age. If the peak voltage of the AC 

source is E, the capacitor will have 
stored a particular amount of energy 
every time the voltage sine wave reaches 
its peak, and again stores, that amount 
whenever the voltage reaches its nega- 
tive peak. The energy depends only on 
capacitance and peak voltage. 

QUESTION 

Q11. How much energy will be stored 
in a 100 -mfd capacitor in the first 
quarter cycle of an applied AC 
voltage of 1,000 volts maximum? 

ANSWER 
All. 1,000 volts X .0001 farad = 0.1 

coulomb 

E MAX 
1000V 

STORED 

0.1 COULOMB RELEASED 

0.1 COULOMB 
STORED 

\O.i COULOMB 
RELEASED 

Equal Amounts of Energy Must Flow in Each Cycle 

What happens when the frequency 
of the power source is doubled? If the 
peak voltage (E) is unchanged, the ca- 
pacitor will charge every half cycle to 
the same amount as before. But it will 
have to do this twice as fast because 
the energy is doubled. This means that 
the same amount of energy must flow 
into the capacitor in only half the time. 
And since the voltage is the same, we 
must have twice the current to supply 
this same amount of energy. 

What does this mean? The frequency 
was doubled, and this doubled the cur- 
rent flowing into the capacitor. Yet, the 
input voltage remained the same. A 
pure capacitance lets twice as much 
current flow if the frequency is doubled. 

Capacitive reactance is the opposition 
that Aire capacitance offers to the flow 
of current. It is expressed in ohms, and 
its symbol is Xc Capacitive reactance 
depends on frequency. As the frequency 
increases, the rate of change of applied 
voltage increases, and the current flow- 
ing also increases. As the frequency is 
reduced, the rate of change of voltage 
goes down, and less current flows. 

At this point you can more easily see 
why capacitor current leads the voltage 

FREQUENCY 

TWICE FREQUENCY 

A % í / / 

' -=1 I SECOND -- 

Doubling the Frequency Doubles the Capacitor Current 
across the capacitor. It is necessary for 
the capacitor to charge up to the given 
voltage, and this charging is done by 
the current. Hence, the charging cur- 
rent will reach its maximum value at 
the time the charging is going on at the 
greatest rate; that is, when the rate of 
change of voltage is the most rapid. 

As the capacitor approaches full 
charge, the voltage rate of change slows 
down, and the current decreases. When 
the capacitor is fully charged and its 
voltage has reached maximum, there is 
no charging current flowing at. all -the 
current has already dropped to zero 
at this time. A similar process occurs 
during' discharging. At all times, cur- 
rent leads the voltage by 90 °, or one 
quarter of the cycle. In a steady -state 
AC situation, when the applied voltage 
is a sine wave, both voltage and current 
will . be sine waves. 

Capacitive reactance depends on fre- 
quency. Since it lets more current flow 
as frequency increases, capacitive reac- 
tance must decrease as the frequency 
increases. 

Capacitive reactance also depends on 
the size of the capacitance. As capaci- 
tance increases, more current must flow 

into the capacitor to charge it to the 
same voltage (since the amount of 
energy stored equals C times E). As a 
result, capacitive reactance decreases 
when capacitance increases. 

The formula for capacitive reactance 
is: 

1 

X, = ohms 
2xfC 

where, 
f is the frequency in Hz, 
C is the capacitance in farads. 
Capacitive reactance can be used in 

calculating current in a purely capaci- 
tive circuit by Ohm's law. 

E 
I = 

Xe 

QUESTIONS 
Q12. What is X if f = 6,000 ' Hz and 

C = 200 mfd? 

Q13. What is the current in the circuit 
at the top right on page 89? 

Q14. What would the current in the 
above circuit be if the input signal 
were 0.01 volt at 120 kHz? 
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ANSWERS 

Al2. X, _ 1 

2,rfC 

1 

2 X 3.14 X 6,000 X 200 X 10-6 

A13. I = 

l - 0.133 ohm 
7.53 

E 

Xe 

0.2 = 1.5 amps 
0.133 

A14.I = 0.01 
1.52 amps 

0.0066 

STRAY CAPACITANCE 
Capacitive reactance decreases as fre- 

quency increases. In communications, 
pulse, and radar work, where very high 
frequencies are used, stray capacitance 
can present quite a problem. 

In a vacuum tube, an antenna, or a 
receiver chassis, there are always small 
capacitances between adjacent conduc- 
tors and between conductors and nearby 
objects which are meant to be isolated 
from each other. With audio and lower 
radio frequencies these capacitances are 
not important. But as the frequency 
increases, the capacitive reactances of 
these small capacitances decrease. 
Enough decrease in reactance can ac- 
tually cause leakage of the signal. 

Thus, at high frequencies, placement 
of wires and components is very im- 
portant in order to keep the effects of 
stray capacitance to a minimum. 

QUESTIONS 
Q15. How does capacitance affect 

pulses? 
Q16. Compare and contrast capacitive 

reactance and inductive reactance 
on these points: 
1. Effect of an increase in fre- 

quency on reactance. 
2. Effect of reactance on DC. 
3. Effect of phase relations in AC. 

Q17. What constant value appears in 
the formulas for both capacitive 
and inductive reactance? 

ANSWERS 
A15. Capacitance rounds off the voltage 

waveform and produces spikes in 
the current waveform. 

PULSE RESPONSE OF 
CAPACITANCE 

When a sharp pulse, such as a square 
wave, is applied to a circuit containing 
capacitance, the capacitance opposes the 
sudden change of voltage. This results 
in a rounding off of the sudden voltage 
rise. Similarly, when the pulse voltage 
is suddenly decreased, the voltage across 
the capacitor does not decrease sud- 
denly, but it trails off. Current is great- 

est when the change of voltage is great- 
est, so the current waveform will have a 
peak when the voltage rises suddenly, 
and another peak (but in the opposite 
direction) when it drops. 

There is always some resistance in a 

practical circuit. By choosing the right 
values of capacitance and resistance, a 
circuit can be designed in which the 
voltage takes a predetermined length 
of time to reach a certain value. This 
type of circuit can provide a time delay 

Current Is 

Greatest When 
Voltage Change 

is Greatest 

APPLIED VOLTAGE 0 

VOLTAGE ACROSS CAPACITOR 

CURRENT THROUGH CAPAC TOR 0 

r-! 

A16. 1.X, decreases as frequency in- 
increases, while XI,, increases. 
2. Xe blocks DC, while X I, 
passes DC. 
3. Capacitance causes current to 
lead the applied voltage, while 
inductance causes it to lag. 

A17. 2ir appears as a constant in both 
formulas. 

WHAT YOU HAVE 
LEARNED 

1. Capacitance offers opposition. to any 
change in voltage. 

2. A basic capacitor consists of metal 
plates separated by a dielectric. 

3. A capacitor stores electrical energy 
in the form of an electric field as 
the capacitor charges, and releases 
this energy when it discharges. 

4. Capacitance is a measure of the 
energy storage capacity of a capac- 
itor. This capacity is measured in 

farads. 
5. A capacitor blocks DC but allows 

AC to flow. 
6. Pure capacitance in a circuit causes 

current to lead the applied voltage 
by 90 °. 

7. The amount of capacitance is de- 
termined by the area of the plates, 
the distance between them, and the 
dielectric material. 

8. A capacitor stores energy and re- 
turns it to the circuit. 

9. The opposition of capacitance to 
the flow of AC is called capacitive 
reactance. 

10. The formula for capacitive reac- 
tance is: 

1 

X° 2+rfC 

11. Capacitance rounds off the voltage 
waveform of a pulse. 

12. Stray capacitance can cause signal 
leakage at high frequencies. 

This series is based on material appearing 
ELECTRICITY /ELECTRONICS, published by 
For information on the complete set, write 
Indianapolis, Ind. 46268. 

in Vol. 2 of the 5-volume set, BASIC 
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. @ $22.50. 
the publisher at 4300 West 62nd St., 
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Sandbagging 
(Continued from page 44) 

Someone will eventually request a radio 
check, giving you the opportunity to 
answer them. Many times we have con- 
versed with another driver and, when 
finished, found we had driven 40 or 50 
miles while doing it. Relaxed, inter- 
esting conversation takes the monotony 
out of driving. It is far better than a 
coffee break, and you will probably 
arrive at your destination more alert and 
relaxed than ever. 

Sandbagging on channel 11 as you 
pass towns on your journey will let you 
in on some of the townspeople's secrets. 
And getting near the ocean or big lakes 
be sure to tune to channel 13 and sand- 
bag the fishermen. They too, find CB a 
must when following schools of fish far 
out from shore. They report to each 
other where the fish are, where they are, 
what kind, number, and size of fish they 
catch and of course in case of an 
emergency, help is not far away. No one 
should venture far from shore without 
a CB radio, and it is part of the CBer's 
code to sandbag channel 13 in case of 
an emergency. 

Lending a hand. Camper and Recre- 

ational Vehicle owners have gone CB. 
They get good use out of their sets, al- 
ways sandbagging a pre -determined 
channel, which enables them to run in 
convoy without getting lost or separated. 
They relay information about camp 
sites, road conditions, gas outlets, re- 
pairs, restaurants, weather, construction, 
detours, and answers to many other 
questions as they trá.vel. And if they 
need assistance, CB will get it for them 
in short order. 

If you see a long, straight pole on a 
tower or on the roof of your neighbor's 
house, you can bet they are CBers. Visit 
with them some day or evening and ask 
them to tune in on CB. You can spend 
an enjoyable evening with them, sharing 
your sandbagging. 

Skip reception is another attraction 
for CBers who sandbag. Sometimes 
ionospheric conditions cause the CB 
waves to skip up and over, coming 
down many hundreds of miles away. 
Don't be surprised to hear someone in 
New York talking to someone in Geor- 
gia, or Michigan talking to South Caro- 
lina. You can't count on it, because it's 
freak reception. But it does happen! 

Sandbagging is the coming, cost free 
fad, reserved for no one and always 
there for you to enjoy. 

10 -4, Catch ya later, we gone. 

Arctic Ice 
(Continued from page 81) 

principal Russian rivers into the Arctic 
Ocean, forcing it to become more salty? 
What effect would that have on the ice 
covering ?" 

Another question scientists ask focus- 
es on what would happen if the ice cap 
suddenly melted. Would it reform? 

"That is one of the classic questions," 
says Martin. "It comes about because 
the ocean is much darker than the ice 
and tends to absorb heat, whereas the 
ice tends to reflect it. If the ice did 
melt, there is no question that there 
would be major changes in the climate 
of the northern hemisphere where most 
of the world's population lives. 

On the Ice. The fact that the Arc- 
tic remains one of earth's least under- 
stood regions is not difficult to com- 
prehend. It is not an easy place in 
which to live, even with today's modern 
survival techniques. Contend with the 
perennial cold and the mind -numbing 
emptiness of the place, and there is still 
the shifting, ever -moving ice to worry 
about. 

"The ice is in constant motion out 
there, and there's no way of predicting 
where or when a crack will occur," said 
Martin. "It can move relatively fast at 
times, covering hundreds of yards in 
hours. Usually, though, it is ponderous- 
ly slow, because the floes are so mas- 
sive. 

But working on the ice pack isn't 
nearly so ominous as it may seem, he 
added. "Generally, it is a very benign 
environment. Standing out there in the 
winter is actually like being on a huge, 
frozen Sahara Desert. That is, until the 
ice cracks and you look down and real- 
ize there are two miles of ocean under- 
neath you." 

CB Mobile Antennas 
(Continued from page 56) 

around the trunk lip with the U- bracket; 
it doesn't get damaged because it 
squeezes between the lid and the rubber 
rain channel gasket. The gasket is pli- 
able and gives so the coax isn't damaged. 
Just about every manufacturer makes 
a similar trunk lip mount, though the 
Newtronics XBLT -4 is slightly different. 
Instead of the coax being connected di- 
rectly to the antenna, the coax from the 

Newscan 
(Continued from page 24) 

contact with the atmosphere, for exam- 
ple. It is only at higher temperatures 
that energy is lost in appreciable 
amounts through infrared emission. Be- 
cause the paths of infrared emission of 
the new tungsten material are restrict- 
ed to a cone -shaped volume, the mate- 
rial has a distinct advantage over hemi- 
spherically emitting blackbody absorb- 
ers at high temperature. So look to a 
tunsten dendrite surface on solar cells 
'n the future. 

Phones /Antiques 
(Continued from page 79) 

match a personality, plus the assurance 
that it has built -in quality. 

It's your move! 
Changing your address? Let us know 3 -4 
weeks in advance so that you will not miss 
a single issue of ELEMENTARY ELEC- 
TRONICS. Attach the old label where in- 
dicated below and print new address in 
space provided. 
Send coupon to: ELEMENTARY ELEC- 
TRONICS, Subscription Dept. 229 Park 
Avenue South, New York, NY 10003. 

Whenever you write to us about your sub- 
scription service, please include an ad- 
dress label from the cover of your copy 
of ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS! 

AFFIX LABEL 

N 
E 
ó ó 

i ñ 

E 
ó 

d 
ä 

front of the car terminates in a plug. 
A short length of cable with a jack at 
one end connects to the antenna. If 
you want to remove the mount, or need 
to get the cable out of the way to utilize 
the entire trunk you simply pull the 
connector apart with your hands. On 
other types of trunk lip mounts pliers 

(Continued on page 92) 
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Science Fair P -Box" Kits 
have helped launch 1000's 
of careers in electronics! 

Great for youngsters .. . 

Build and learn like an engineer by 
"breadboarding" on a unique molded 
and coded Perfboard chassis. Fun, 

safe, educational! 

FREE New 1976 
Radio Shack Catalog 

OVER 2000 PRODUCTS 
EXCLUSIVES ON EVERY PAGE 

BEAUTIFUL FULL COLOR 

Stereo Citizens Band Phonos 
Antennas Radios Security Systems 

Kits Recorders Tape Tools 
Auto Tune -Up Electronic Parts 

Test Instruments More! 

164 pages of the finest in 

home and hobby electronics. 
Respected brand names like 
Realistic, Micronta, Archer, 
Science Fair - and they're 
available only at Radio Shack 
stores and dealers nation- 
wide! See what's really new in 

electronics by getting this 
catalog now. 

SEND FOR YOURS TODAY! 
FILL OUT COUPON BELOW 

1976 Mail to Radio Shack, P.O. Box 1052, 
Catalog Ft. Worth. Texas 7610 (Please print) 

688 

Name Apt. No 

Street 

City 

State 

L 
ZIP 

-J 

Build an Indoor /Outdoor 
Electronic Thermometer 

Monitor indoor or outdoor temperatures, or temperatures at any 
two locations, on an easy -to -see scale calibrated from -20 to. 

+ 120° Fahrenheit. A switch selects either of the two sensing 
probes. You not only build a practical item you'll use every day, 
but you learn how an electronic thermometer really works. Like 
all P -Box kits, it includes schematics and pictorial diagrams for 
easy step -by -step assembly. Requires just one 9V battery. 
28 -135. Sold only where you see the Radio Shack sign! 

There's a P -Box for every interest 
Electronic Organ Shoitwave Radio 
Electronic Metronome Transistor AM Radio 

Telephone Amplifier One -Tube AM Radio 
IC AM Radio 2- Transistor FM Radio 

Voice Controlled Relay Solar- Powered AM Radio 

Electronic Thermometer 3 -Way Code Oscillator 
Metal Locator OTL Audio Amplifier 
"Rise -Fall "Siren "Goofy -Lite" Flasher 

Photo Night Light Light Operated Alarm 
Wireless AM Mike 3" Extension Speaker 

ftaduo IhaeK 
A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 

OVER 4300 STORES 50 STATES 8 COUNTRIES 
Retail prices may vai y at individual stores and dealers. Prices and products may vary in Canada 
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or wrenches are needed to disconnect 
the cable at the mount; but then, how 
often will you have to disconnect the 
mobile mount? 

Though the trunk lip mount is per- 
haps the most convenient to use in 
terms of ease -of- installation and no 
holes to drill in the car's body, it does 
have one disadvantage -the antenna will 
move with the trunk lid. You have to 
be certain the mount is positioned in 
such a manner that the antenna does 
not slam into the rear window when the 
trunk is opened. Generally, you can find 
a mounting position that keeps the an- 
tenna clear of the window, but not al- 
ways. If there's no way to mount the 
trunk lid antenna so it doesn't strike 
the window your best bet is to use a 
different type of mount: either a rain 
channel mount (as previously describ- 
ed) or a permanent body- mounting an- 
tenna. 

The permanent body- mounting an- 
tennas no longer require a hole almost 
as big as your fist, with reinforcing 
rings and at least three mounting screws. 
The new body mount loaded antennas 
such as the Radio Shack 21 -925 snap 
right into a 3/s -inch hole that is easily 
plugged when you go to trade in your 
car. Or, you can simply enlarge the 
hole and install a rear car radio an- 
tenna. 

Disguise antennas. Speaking of 
radio antennas, several outfits manu- 
facture "disguise" antennas such as the 
Antenna Specialists M -264. A disguise 
antenna looks just like (or almost like) 
an ordinary car radio antenna and in 
fact can be installed in place of the 
regular radio antenna. The disguise an- 
tenna is actually a loaded CB whip, 
and feeds into a coupler that connects 
to both the CB transceiver and an AM, 
or AM /FM car radio. 

For those who need an almost per- 
fect omnidirectional radiation /reception 
antenna pattern a small antenna mount- 
ed in the center of the car roof is your 
best bet. Fortunately, you no longer 
have to hack away at the roof. Using 
an antenna such as the Turner SK101 
Roof Mount CB Antenna you can snap 
the whole assembly onto the roof from 
the outside. 

Mobile beams. If you do most of 
your driving on the interstates there is 
a special mobile beam called a Co- 
Phased Antenna Array that will con- 
centrate your signal straight ahead and 
behind the car. With this system you 
put the signal on the road where it's 
needed. The Shakespeare Model 464 
Co- Phased Array consists of two top 
loaded whips connected by a pre -cut 
phasing transmission line. The antennas 
mount in the rain channel on both sides 

11, 
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ALARM CLOCK CHIP 
MA4537544 4-6 digit, 12 hour, 60Hr 
snow.. alarm, brightness control capa- 
biliry ?alarm lone output 24 pin DIP 
54.55 

8038 FUNCTION 0ENERATOR 
Voltage controlled oscillator - sine, 
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of the car trunk. If you want more 
signal on the ground there's an elec- 
trical 1/2 -wave length version from 
Shakespeare that mounts on the bump- 
er; it's the Model 4038. 

Special models of the co- phased ar- 
ray are made for trucks. They're de- 
signed to mount directly to the West 
Coast or Hollywood mirror you see 
on those 18- wheelers. Typical mirror - 
mount co- phased arrays are the Turner 
SK802 and Newtronics "Hustler" HTM- 
1. A special miniature co- phased ar- 
ray, the Newtronics DTG "Mini Hus- 
tler," mounts on any car's rain gutter. 

1/2 Wave whips. Most of you are 
familiar with the 1 -wave length base 
station antennas that provide about 3 
dB gain over a standard base station 
groundplane. Well, 1/2-wave length an- 
tennas are also available for mobiles. 
Naturally, they are kept short by using 
electrical loading, but they do provide 
up to 3 dB gain over a 1A-wave length 
whip. We've mentioned the 1/2 -wave 
length co- phased array. If you want a 
single whip with gain you can use the 
Antenna Specialists M -306, a 1/2 -wave 
length fiberglass antenna specifically de- 
signed for use without a ground plane - 
meaning it can be used easily on fiber - 
g!ass boats, cars, campers, and other 
vehicles. 

Speaking of campers, there are sev- 

CB ANTENNA MANUFACTURERS 
Allied Electronics 
P.O. Box 1544 
Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

Anixter -Mark 
5439 West Fargo 
Skokie, Illinois 60076 

Antenna Specialists Co. 
12435 Euclid Avenue 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106 

Avanti 
340 Stewart Avenue 
Addison, Illinois 60101 

Breaker Corporation 
1101 Great Southwest Parkway 
Arlington, Texas 76011 

Hy -Gain Electronics Corp. 
8601 Northeast Highway Six 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68505 
New -Tronics Corporation 
15800 Commerce Park Drive 
Brook Park, Ohio 44142 
Radio Shack 
P.O. Box 1052 
Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

Shakespeare 
P.O. Drawer 246 
Columbia, S.C. 29202 

Surveyor Manufacturing Corp. 
Madison Heights, Michigan 48071 
Turner 
909 17th Street 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402 
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eral antennas and mounts especially de- 
signed for ease of installation on RVs 
(recreational vehicles). Generally, these 
have a flat -base mounting surface and 
some form of swivel so the antenna can 
be made vertical regardless of the angle 
of the mounting surface. Typical exam- 
ples of the RV antennas are the An- 
tenna Specialists M -247 and Shake- 
speare "Little Giant" models. 

And speaking of Little Giants, Shake- 
speare has made a breakthrough in 
miniature CB antennas; both their "Lit - 
tle Giant" at 36- inches, and their 
"Mighty Mite" at 24- inches, are a good 
deal less than the 48- inches or so that's 
typical of "short" CB antennas. 

Do it yourself. For those who like 
to "roll their own," Lafayette Elec- 
tronics, Radio Shack, Calectro and Ul- 

tratec (Workman Electronic Products) 
have special display racks of individu- 
ally packaged antenna mounting com- 
ponents. You can find everything from 
just the cover for a trunk lip mount 
to a heavy duty spring for a full length 
whip to a "gutter clip" for holding the 
antenna down against the car. 

Summing up. Whether you're look- 
ing for a standard ordinary whip an- 
tenna to mount on a standard Detroit 
Iron, or some special mobile beam for 
a custom -chassis street rod, you'll find 
exactly the mount and antenna you 
need in today's marketplace. CB has 
become so big, with so many antenna 
manufacturers offering so much hard- 
ware, there's no reason you must ever 
settle for second best when it comes to 
a mobile CB antenna. 

Lite -Com 
(Continued from page 63) 

fiber. The signal output of the photo- 
transistor is then amplified by an ex- 
ternal amplifier to drive a loudspeaker. 

Although we used a handy pocket - 
size amplifier with built -in speaker (see 
the Parts List), there's no reason you 

can't design and build your own small 
amplifier. You can also use the Tape or 
Aux input on your hi -fi receiver or 
amplifier. Try bending the light fibers, 
and you can show how light goes 
around corners. 

Simple Circuits. Lite -Com's two cir- 
cuits are quite simple and straight- 
forward. Resistor R1 and the DC re- 
sistance of Ti's secondary winding 
determine the quiescent current through 
the LED (5 -10 mA). Cl bypasses R1 

CB ON YOUR FINGER 
INTRODUCING THE 
EXCLUSIVE CB RING 
NEW! Now wear the universal CB 

symbol and show off your hobby. 
REGAL LAPIDARIES, INC. is the manu- 

facturer of this beautifully sculp- 
tured masterpiece. Neil Neilson, the 
famous international designer, has 

depicted in exquisite :raftsmanship 
the handclasp, mike and antenna, 
symbolizing friendship and instan- 
taneous recognition of CB'ers every- 

where. The ring is available to all 

CB'ers and is priced at $9.95. The 

company invites and encourages 
clubs to write for special club in- 

formation. The address is REGAL 

LAPIDARIES, INC., 420 Madison Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10017. 

(CAT. NO. RCB 303) 

IN ANTIQUED 14 KT. YELLOW 

GOLD FINISH FOR MEN & WOMEN 

REPRESENTATIVES AND DEALER 

INQUIRIES ARE WANTED. 

INQUIRE ON LETTERHEAD. 

THE UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT 

r 
ORDER FORM 

REGAL LAPIDARIES, INC. 
420 MADISON AVE. 
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017 

Yes, enclosed is a $5.00 deposit for each ring. Send me 
the following rings, C.O.D. 
RCB 303 , 

(Quantity) (Sizes) 
At $9.95 each plus postage and C.G.D. charges. 
(Postage and insurance Free if full payment accompanies 
order) 
Gift Boxed -add $1.00 for each ring ordered. 
Send special club ring information 
Send representatives information. 

1 
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lectronics 
thusiasts 
Eiilist! 

There's an army of people, young and 

old, who get a kick out of old -time radio. 

You too can re -live those exciting days. 

Our books give you many fascinating 

time -trips, and we introduce you to the re- 

wards of collecting classic radio sets. 

- -i 
RADIO COLLECTOR'S 
GUIDE, 1921-32: Data 
book, 50,000 facts, 9,000 
models, 264 pages. Only 
$4.95. 

VINTAGE RADIO, 1887- 
1929. Pioneer days. 1,000 
photos, 263 pages. $7.95 
hard-cover, $5.95 soft. 

A FLICK OF THE SWITCH, 
1930 -50: Ham, home, mili- 
tary, professional radio -TV. 
312 pages, 1,000 photos, 
$9.95 hard-cover, $6.95 soft. 

1926 -38 RADIO DIA- 
GRAMS book covers 600 
most -often -needed sets in 
240 pages. 13eitman's classic. 
$7.00. 

RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA: 
Beautiful re- creation of 
Gernsback's 1927 classic, 
175 pages. $12.95 hard- 
cover, $9.95 soft. 

SPECIAL! ALL five books $39.50 deluxe, 
$32.50 standard. 
NEW! Set of four "Progress in Electron- 
ics" STAMP PRINTS for framing, $7.50; 
plaques $18.50. 
SCHEMATIC: Any pre -1951 radio $3.50. 

SEND TODAY to Vintage Radio, Dep't. E, 

Box 2045, Palos Verdes, CA, 90274. 
We pay postage. Calif. residents add 6 %. 

Total $ 

Name 

Street 
City St. Zip 

15,000 Copies 
Already Sold! 
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FROM KIT TO CAR 
IN 80 MINUTES! 

Electronic ignition is "in ". Update your car 
with the TOPS in power, efficiency and re- 
liability - the TIGER SST capacitive dis- 
charge ignition (CD). 
The TIGER delivers everything other CD's 
promise - and more: quicker starting, more 
power, more gas mileage, tune -ups elim- 
inated, lifetime plugs and points, reduced 
repairs and pollution. 
The TIGER can be built and installed in 
your car in 80 minutes. The TIGER is 
unique! 
The TIGER comes with a switch for TIGER 
or standard ignition for 12V negative ground 
only. 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
or Money Back. 

Simpli -Kit $31.95 
POST PAID U.S.A. 

WE ACCEPT: 
Mestercharge or BankAmericard. 

Send check or money order with order to: 

TH Star Corporation 
DEPT. AA, P.O. Box 1727 

Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 
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the original 
"wedge- type" screwdriver 

11111g 

WEDGE, 
SCREW -HOLDING 
SCREWDRIVER 
Does all the job! 

HOLDS, 
STARTS, 
DRIVES, 
AND SETS 
the screw 
normal tightness! 

GET A SET TODAY! 
At your dealer's 
or write 

17 
KEDMAN 

SIZES ` 
COMPANY 
Box 267 

o 1975 by Salt Lake City, 
Kedman Company ` 

Utah 84110 
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to increase the AC gain of the circuit. 
Transformer T1 matches the low im- 
pedance of the radio output circuit to 
the relatively high impedance of the 
LED circuit thus providing voltage 
amplification. An alternate circuit shown 
in the same diagram does away with T1 
at the expense of a few decibels of gain. 

The receiving photo- transistor is con- 
nected in the common -emitter configu- 
ration with RC coupling. Capacitor C2 
leads to the amplifier- speaker. You can 
increase R2 and C2 from the values 
shown and observe the effect of changes 
on sound quality. To simplify the cir- 
cuit we use separate power supplies for 
the transmitter and receiver. This avoids 
the problems of coupling through the 
battery. 

Construction. Wiring and length of 
the connections are not critical. You 
can build the whole unit (receiver 
and transmitter) on a single perf board 
as shown in the illustrations or you 
can use separate boards. After check- 
ing your wiring, connect the out- 
put of the receiver to whatever ampli- 
fier- speaker combination you've decided 
on. Turn the volume of the amplifier 

Lite -Com demonstration using 
single optical glass fiber to feed 
infra -red light from transmitter 
to receiver. Music signals fed 
from portable radio travel over 
glass fiber and are heard through 
small amp /speaker. Optional 
digital voltmeter at left shows 
interesting amplitude variations 
at receiver output. 

up to full, and place the light receiver 
under an AC light source. Best is a 
fluorescent or neon light, but even a 
normal incandescent light bulb will do. 
You should hear a loud hum or buzz. 
Covering up the photo- transistor with 
your finger will kill the hum or buzzing. 

Now connect the output of a radio, 
tape machine, ceramic phono pickup 
(most hi -fi systems use magnetic pick- 
ups, which must be amplified before 
they're strong enough to drive the trans- 
mitter) or amplified microphone output 
to the input of your LED transmitter. 
You will not see any light coming from 
the LED if you are using the infrared 
LED. If you are using the visible -light 
LED you should see red. 

Now you can connect the light 
(visible or infrared) from the LED to 
the photo- transistor by placing one 
end of a glass fiber atop each so as to 
connect them. You will find that the 
glass fiber transmits the light waves per- 
fectly from the LED transmitter to the 
photo- transistor receiver, and you will 
hear the sounds coming from your am- 
plifier- speaker (or hi -fi system) with 
perfect fidelity. 

Radio Repair 
(Continued frone page 54) 

kHz end of the range. Set the pointer 
at this figure and clip it to the cord. 
Now turn the shaft and see if the 
pointer slides in the right direction. If it 
goes in the wrong direction you came 
off the drum going the wrong way. In 
most sets you can move the drum with 
your fingers before you start to restring 
it, and tell which way the pointer will 
go. It often helps to turn the radio 
around and see which end of the dial is 
550. Turn it back and mark this figure 
on the back of the frame with a pencil. 
it'll help you "keep it straight" while 
you're restringing. 

Your Hand Tools. You won't need a 
lot of tools to work on these little 
radios. However, the ones you use are 
important. The right tool speeds up the 
work in all cases; in some cases you 
can't even do the job at all without the 
right tool. Fig. 12 shows a typical set. 

You'll need small screwdrivers, both 
Phillips (cross -point) and standard 
blade type, and perhaps a few small 
special socket wrenches. In many sets 
you will find tiny hex -head screws down 
inside of a hole in the chassis; the only 
tool that will even touch these is a 
socket wrench. A small pair of long - 
nosed pliers, and a pair of "diagonal 
cutters" (if you want them to think 
you're a pro, say "dikes ") and a low - 
wattage electric soldering iron. Get one 
of about 30 -watts rating -with a very 
sharp tip -for getting into tight places 
on the PC boards. Keep the tip clean 
for best results. 

The No -Nos. As in any kind of repair 
work, there are things you ought to do, 
and there are things that you should 
never do. Knowing what not to do is as 
important as knowing what to do. Here 
are a few of the most important. 

You must never turn any of the 
alignment adjustments. These are of two 
kinds: little square cans with a "screw" 
visible through a hole in the top, and 

(Continued on page 96) 
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INFORMATION 
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ELECTRONICS 

At no cost to you the 
Editor will have 
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literature about products 
and services advertised 
in this issue sent to you 
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AND 
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TODAY! 

YOU SIMPLY 
Tear out the coupon. 
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under the ad that 
interests you. 

Circle the number 
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mentioned in col- 
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the expiration date. 
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your answer is Yes, please check appropriate boxes below if you have one or 
more of the types indicated. 78 Base Station 79 Mobile Unit 80 Port- 
able Do you use CB in your work? 81 Yes 82 No 84 Please enter 
my subscription for 9 issues at $4.97. Check or money order enclosed. Add 785 

in US Poss. & Can. Add $1.53 for all other countries. 

Name (print clearly) 

Address 

City State Zip Code 
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(Continued. from page 94) 
little screws on the tuning capacitor 
assembly. If you do, you will invariably 
wind up with a much worse problem in 
addition to the one you already had. 
You'll have to take it to a shop for 
realignment with precision equipment. 
Also, if a radio is playing and suddenly 
stops, this is never due to one of the 
alignment adjustments being off. They 
don't "drift" by themselves. Fig. 12 
shows a typical radio chassis; the ones 
marked "T3," "T4," "L1," and "C2B/ 

C2D" are the alignment adjustments. 
Second: Never poke around in a 

transistor radio chassis with a metal 
screwdriver or similar tool while it is 
turned on. You can cause a short cir- 
cuit which will blow transistors out, or 
do other damage. This precaution also 
applies to the metal tips of your test 
prods. When you're taking a reading of 
voltage, be sure that your test prod 
doesn't short to a nearby conductor or 
part. Same results. If you must move 
parts or wires while checking, use an 

insulated tool. An old toothbrush can 
be made into a very good one. Shape it 
like a screwdriver tip. 

So there you are. Use these tests 
properly, and you can save a good deal 
of money and learn something about a 
very interesting profession. Of course, 
the chances are you will never become 
a radio -TV repairman, but with solid 
basics and determination you can save 
dollars for yourself and friends on 
minor repair jobs that would otherwise 
have cost 10 and 20 dollars a throw. o 

Rig -Kwik 
(Continued from page 43) 

the power supply printed circuit board 
if you hold off soldering the power 
transformer and output connection wires 
until later. The best bet is to provide 
tie points for the input and output con- 
nections. Use Radio Shack #270 -1392 
terminals and enlarge the connecting 
holes with a 3/64 -in. drill bit. Don't try 
to jam the terminals into the holes - 
they just won't go without damage. 
Solder the terminals to the foil and then 
cut off any remaining terminal material 
on the foil side of the board. The 
printed circuit board has no mounting 
holes -Bullet Electronics lets you do it 
your way. Use a three point mounting. 
Drill holes for #6 screws (but use #4 
screws to mount the board) at two 
corners away from the ground foil run- 
ning around the perimeter of the board. 
Drill the third mounting hole on the 

opposite edge approximately midway 
between the two sides -anyplace you 
can get clear of the foil. 

To avoid shorting the foil to the 
cabinet the board must be mounted on 
standoffs at each mounting hole. A 
1 /4 -in. standoff spacer is sufficient. (Do 
not use a stack of metal washers unless 
you are certain no washer comes in con- 
tact with the foil on the board.) 

Protection. In the unit shown we 
have provided three fuseblocks on top 
of the cabinet. These fuseblocks are 
made for the 1/4 x 11/4 inch fuse (3AG) 
type, and will accommodate both the 
8AG and 3AG sizes. In this way you 
can use either size fuse without using 
two sets of fuseblocks. Note, however, 
that two different types of fuseholders 
have been used. When working with ex- 
perimental circuits requiring two or 
more power supply voltages it is pos- 
sible to get the wiring crossed when the 
power wires come from the same gen- 
eral location -and a crossed power wire 
can wipe out a handful of components. 

GOLDFINGER ENTERPRISES 
ATTENTION MONITOR SCANNER OWNERS 

ORDER BY MAIL! 
Goldfinger has in stock and available for immediate delivery, 
crystals for both Regency and Bearcat Scanners. HIGHEST 
QUALITY PRECISION CRYSTALS -Order from Goldfinger, one 
of the nation's largest specialists in scanner crystals. Send us the 
frequencies you want, the make and model of your scanner, and 
only $4.95 per crystal. That's all there is to it! For immediate 
delivery send postal money order or certified check, NO COD's. 
Order now and receive FREE our special Goldfinger crystal pack- 
age. 

GOLDFINGER ENTERPRISES 

9406 N.W. 74th St. 
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33319 

CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE COUPON 
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So a different fuseholder was used for 
the 5 -volt power supply. If you can 
only get hold of one kind of fuseholder 
paint the 5 -volt one a distinctive color 
that cannot he confused with the fuse - 
blocks used for the two 15 -volt supplies. 
The fuses must be fast -acting (8AG) 
because solid -state components will 
blow out long before a standard fuse 
(such as the 3AG) blows. 

Though the power supply kit is not 
supplied with a fuse for the power 
transformer's primary (AC power -line 
side), the instructions included with the 
kit suggest the use of a fuse, and a 
fuseholder should be installed in the 
base of the cabinet, as shown. 

To avoid confusing the power output 
connections the use of different -colored 
5 -way binding posts is suggested. The 
standard colors for a bipolar power 
supply are Black for negative (ground) 
and, red for positive and blue or green 
for negative voltage. The 5 -volt power 
output should be any other color (don't 
use red again). If you cannot locate 
binding posts in assorted colors paint 
them with Testor's model paints, which 
come in very small bottles for about 25 
cents each. Model paints are available 
in hobby stores which stock model 
trains, planes, rockets, etc. 

Using Rig -Kwick. The QT socket 
terminals can handle wire sizes #22 
(solid) and #24. You can insert a #20 
wire but it takes a strong push with 
long -nose pliers. The QT sockets provide 
a firm grip on the wire and can be 
re -used indefinitely after the breadboard 
is cleared -this is not a one -shot project 
board. Most transistor, resistor, capaci- 
tor and connecting wires will fit the QT 
terminals. The wires on high power 
SCRs and transistors, 1 watt resistors, 
and high -voltage (250 V and higher) 
capacitors are just a shade too large for 
the QT terminals, and if you try to 
force them in you'll either break the 
component or damage the socket. If, for 
some reason, you must use oversize 
components solder a short piece of 
#22 wire to their leads so they can 

(Continued on page 100) 
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LITERATURE 
= LIBRARY 

101. Get acquainted with the new E/CO products, 
designed for the professional technician and elec- 
tronics hobbyist. Included in brochure are 7 IC 

project kits, EICO's "Foneaids," security products 
and many varied kits. 

102. International Crystal has a free catalog for 
experimenters (crystals, PC boards, transistor RF 

mixers & amps, and other comm. products). 

103. See brochures on Regency's 1976 line -up of 
CB transceivers & scanner receivers (for police, 
fire, weather, & other public service emergency 
boadcasts). 

104. Dynascan's new B & K catalog features test 
equipment for industrial labs, schools, and TV 
servicing. 

105. Before you build from scratch, check the Fair 
Radio Sales latest catalog for surplus gear. 

106. Get Antenna Specialists' catalog of latest mo- 
bile antennas, test equipment, wattmeters, acces- 
sories. 

107. Want a deluxe CB base station? Then get the 
specs on Tram's super CB rigs. 

108. Compact is the word for Xcelite's 9 different 
sets of midget screwdrivers and nutdrivers with 
"piggyback" handle to increase length and torque. 
A handy show case serves as a bench stand also. 

110. Turner has two booklets on their Signal Kicker 
antennas. They give specifications and prices on 
their variety of CB base and mobile line. Construc- 
tion details help in your choice. 

111. Midland Communications' line of base, mobile 
and hand -held CB equipment, marine transceivers, 
scanning monitors, plus a sampling of accessories 
are covered in a colorful 18 -page brochure. 

112. The EDI (Electronic Distributors, Inc.) catalog 
is updated 5 times a year. It has an index of manu- 
facturers literally from A to X (ADC to Xcelite). 
Whether you want to spend 29 cents for a pilot - 
light socket or $699.95 for a stereo AM/FM receiver, 
you'll find it here. 

113. Get all the facts on Progressive Edu -Kits Home 
Radio Course. Build 20 radios and electronic cir- 
cuits; parts, tools, and instructions included. 

115. Trigger Electronics has a complete catalog of 
equipment for those in electronics. Included are 
kits, parts, ham gear, CB, hi fi and recording equip- 
ment. 

116. Get the Hustler brochure illustrating their com- 
plete line of CB and monitor radio antennas. 

117. Teaberry's new 6 -page folder presents their 
6 models of CB transceivers (base and mobile): 
1 transceiver for marine -use, and 2 scanner models 
(the innovative "Crime Fighter" receiver and a 

pocket -size scanner). 

118. CBers, GC Electronic's 8 -page catalog offers 
the latest in CB accessories. There are base and 
mobile mikes; phone plugs; adaptors and connec- 
tors; antenna switchers and matchers; TV1 filters; 
automotive noise suppressor kits; SWT1 Power and 
FS meters, etc. 

119. Browning's mobiles and its famous Golden 
Eagle base station, are illustrated in detail in the 
new 1976 catalog. It has full -color photos and 
specification data on Golden Eagle, LTD and SST 
models, and on "Brownie," a dramatic new mini - 
mobile. 

120. Edmund Scientific's new catalog contains over 
4500 products that embrace many sciences and 
fields. 

121. Cornell Electronics' "Imperial Thrift Tag Sale" 
Catalog features TV and radio tubes. You can also 
find almost anything in electronics. 

122. Radio Shack's 1976 catalog colorfully illus- 
trates their complete range of kit and wired prod- 
ucts for electronics enthusiasts -CB, ham, SWL, 
hi -fi, experimenter kits, batteries, tools, tubes, wire, 
cable, etc. 

123. Get Lafayette Radio's "new look" 1976 catalog 
with 260 pages of complete electronics equipment. 
It has larger pictures and easy -to -read type. Over 
18,000 items cover hi -fi, CB, ham rigs, accessories, 
test equipment and tools. 

127. There are Avanti antennas (mobile & base) for 
CB and scanner receivers, fully described and illus- 
trated in a new 16 -page full -color catalog. 

128. A new free catalog is available from McGee 
Radio. It contains electronic product bargains. 

129. Semiconductor Supermart is a new 1976 cata- 
log listing project builders' parts, popular CB gear, 
and test equipment. It features semiconductors - 
all from Circuit Specialists. 

130. There are over 350 kits described in Heath's 
new catalog. Virtually every do- it- yourself interest 
is included -TV, radios, stereo & 4- channel, hi -fi, 
etc. 

131. E. F. Johnson offers their CB 2 -way radio cata- 
log to help you when you make the American vaca- 
tion scene. A selection guide to the features of the 
various messenger models will aid you as you go 
through the book. 

132. If you want courses in assembling your own 
TV kits, National Schools has 10 from which to 
choose. There is a plan for GIs. 

133. Get the new free catalog from Howard W. 
Sams. It describes 100's of books for hobbyists 
and technicians -books on projects, basic elec- 
tronics and related subjects. 

134. Sprague Products has L.E.D. readouts for those 
who want to build electronic clocks, calculators, 
etc. Parts lists and helpful schematics are included. 

135. The latest edition of Tab Books' catalog has 
an extensive listing of TV, radio and general serv- 
icing manuals. 

137. Pace communications equipment covers 2 -way 
radios for business, industrial and CB operations. 
Marine radiotelephones and scanning receivers are 
also in this 18 -p. book. 

138. Shakespeare's new pocket -size catalog lists 
and describes their full line of fiberglass CB an- 
tennas, mounts and accessories offered in 1976. 

142. Royce Electronics' new full -color catalog up- 
dates information on their CB transceivers (base, 
mobile, handheld). It also describes new product 
lines -CB antennas and a VHF marine radiotele- 
phone. 

144. For a packetful of material, send for SBE's 
material on UHF and VHF scanners, CB mobile 
transceivers, walkie- talkies, slow -scan TV systems, 
marine -radios, two-way radios, and accessories. 

145. For CBers :rom Hy -Gain Electronics Corp. there 
is a 50 -page, 4 -color catalog (base, mobile and 
marine transceivers, antennas, and accessories). 
Colorful literature illustrating two models of moni- 
tor- scanners is also available. 

150. Send for the free NRI /McGraw Hill 100 -page 
color catalog detailing over 15 electronics courses. 
Courses cover TV -audio servicing, industrial and 
digital computer electronics, CB communications 
servicing, among others. G.I. Bill approved, courses 
are sold by maul. 

152. Send for the new, free descriptive bulletin 
from Finney Co- It features the Finco line of VOM 
multi -testers (and accessories) for electronics hob- 
byists and servüce technicians. 

153. MFJ offers a free catalog of amateur radio 
equipment -CW and SSB audio filters, electronic 
components, etc. Other lit. is free. 

154. A government FCC License can help you 
qualify for a career in electronics. Send for infor- 
mation from Cleveland Institute of Electronics. 

155. New for CBers from Anixter -Merk is a colorful 
4 -page brochure detailing their line of base station 
and mobile antennas, including 6 models of the 
famous Mark Haliwhip. 

156. Send for Continental Specialties new bread- 
boarding prototest devices. They vary in prices 
from a mini -budget kit at $19.95. Featured is the 
new logic monitor, giving information on what it 
does, how it works, and how to use it. 

ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS 
Box 1849, G.P.O. 
New York, NY 10001 

Please arrange to have the literature whose numbers 1 have circled below sent to me as 
soon as possible. I am enclosing 500 to cover handling. (No stamps, please.) Allow 4 -6 
weeks for delivery. 

March /April 1976 
Void after August 12,1976 

Are you a subscriber? Yes CI No 

200 Enter my subscription for 9 issues at $4.97. Bill me. 

201 Enter my subscription for 9 issues at $4.97. Check enclosed. 
Add 78¢ for U.S. possessions and Canada; $1.53 al, other countries. 

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 110 111 112 113 

115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 127 128 129 

130 131 132 133 134 135 137 138 142 144 145 150 

152 153 154 155 156 
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1p11111111111M MIN III 10M111111M1111111: 

Classified 

MARKET ......... ummo . ............ommo.............mm 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS -is published Bi- monthly. The rate per word for CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS is $1.25 

payable in advance -minimum ad $15.00. Capitalized words 400 per word additional. 

ADDITIONAL INCOME 

SPARE TIME SECURITY - FULL TIME FOR- 
TUNES. DETAILS 25e. Bob's Enterprises. Box 436, 
Kettle Falls, WA 99141. 

ALARM EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES 

BURGLAR Alarm dialing unit automatically calls 
police. $29.95. Free Literature. S&S Systems, 5619 -K 
St. John, Kansas City, MO 64123. 

AUTHOR'S SERVICE 

PUBLISH your own book! Join our successful au- 
thors: publicity advertising promotion, beautiful 
books. All subjects invited. Send for free manuscript 
report and detailed booklet. Carlton Press, SMC, 84 Fifth Avenue. NY 10011. 

AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES 

CB Clubs, your name, designs, etc., custom printed 
on steel license plates. Free details. Allen, P.O. Box 
374, Sumter, SC 29150. 

BIG MAIL 

RECEIVE mail galore! National listing $1.00. Sullins. Box 1313 -EE, Brunswick, GA 31520. 

BLUEPRINTS, PATTERNS & PLANS 

"PLUG -In Coils to 80MHz." Convertor diagram 
50e plus SAE. 5085 Sashabaw, Clarkson, MI 48016. 

PLANS! Useful, inexpensive- Telephone Burglar 
Alarm; Telephone Answering Device; Automatic Re- corder; Continuous Caller; "Unlisted" Caller; Tele- 
phone Intercom. Plans $2.25 each. Complete List Furnished with order. Emergency Alarms, P.O. Box 
944, Hartselle, AL 35640. 

NEW CRAFT PRINT CATALOG -Choose from 
over 100 great easy -to -build plans. Send $1.25 (com- pletely refunded with your first order). BOAT 
BUILDER, (CP Div.) -229 Park Avenue South, New 
York, NY 10003. 

BOOKS & PERIODICALS 

CONFIDENCE and Power in Business and Social Life. Make people say "Yes." Our 164 Page book reveals how. Send $2.00 for book #101. Tudor House. Dept. 3760, 2 Detroit Street, Calumet City, IL 
60409. 

WHAT'S going on in housing? Get advice on how 
to economize in modernizing or improving or adding space from idea to completion. Working blueprints 
available. Send $1.35 for 110 Better Building Ideas to: Davis Publications, Inc., 229 Park Avenue So., 
NY 10003. 

HIGHER INCOME. Security. Prestige. 256 page 
book a must for all success minded people. Chart your future now. #WB123, $2.00. Jodies, 184 Living- ston Avenue, New Brunswick, NJ 08902. 

INFORMATIVE HANDBOOK -For people with an interest In electronics and desire to know more. Covers basic electricity, resistors, capacitors. micro- waves, facts on frequency, about fuses, circuit break- ers, crystals and much more. Send $1.50 for your copy (includes postage) to: Electronics Theory Handbook, 
229 Park Avenue South, N.Y.. N.Y. 10003. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

MAKE Magnetic Signs. Big Profits. Details. Universal, Lenora. KS 67645. 

HOW To Make Money Addressing, Mailing En- velopes. Offer Details 15e. Lindbloom Services, 3636 Peterson, Chicago 60659. 

FREE Secret Book "2042 Unique. Proven Enter- prises." Fabulous "Little Knowns" Work Homel HAYLINGS -E14, Carlsbad. CA 92008. 

BECOME our Mall Order Distributor with $150 investment. Free brochure. Audit Controls, 35 Brookside Ave., Fair Lawn, NJ 07410. 

MAILORDER Millionaire helps beginners make $500 weekly. Free Report reveals secret plan! Executive 103, 333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

OWN Your Own Business! Correspondence Club Magazine, Information. Details 25e. Destiny, Box 5637 - BC, Reno, Nevada 98503. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES- Con$'d BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES- Cont'd 

ASK For Money (never repay) International, 2148 BUILD Portable Lighted Signs! Complete Con - Lawrence Drive, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. struction Manual. Colonial Press, P.O. Box 13791, 
Savannah, GA 31406. 

BORROW ANY AMOUNT. Enjoy A -1 credit. Keep 
money in bank, get 80% more. Send Stamp. Vernon, 
Box 75010 -HH, Oklahoma City 73107. 

$30.00 HUNDRED Stuffing Our Circulars Into 
Stamped Addressed Envelopes. Immediate Earnings, 
Beginners Kit $2.00 COLOSSI, 1433 -61 Street, DC -2, 
Brooklyn, NY 11219. 

$150 WEEKLY stuffing our sales letter into stamped 
addressed envelopes. Immediate income! Details 25#. 
Lily, Box 4967 -F61, NYC 10017. 

How To Write a 

Classified 
Adw`y 

$ 4 

That Pulls .. 
What to Soy and 

How. it" SeV 11 

Wortft Its 

Weight In Gold 
MAKE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD PAY. Get "How to 

Write A Classified Ad That Pulls." Includes Certifi- 
cate worth $2.00 towards a classified ad in this publi- 
cation. Send $1.25 (includes postage) to R. S. Wagner, 
Davis Publications, Inc., Dept. CL, 229 Park Avenue 
South, New York, NY 10003. 

PLEASE Be sure to include your zip code when 
ordering merchandise from classified advel'tisements. You'll receive faster delivery. 

NEW Copyrighted home Business Addressing En- velopes. Fantastic Profits. Send Self Addressed Stamped Envelope. Mentor House, Dept. 8SM. Minos., N.Y. 13116. 

GET RICH with Secret Law that smashes debts and brings you $500 to $2 million cash. Free report! Credit 4G4, 333 North Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

OVER $16.50 an hour. Spare time at home! Rubber Stamp industry needs small manufacturers. We fur- nish all equipment and know -howl Particulars free! Write: Roberts, Room RC- 107 -FD, 1512 Jarvis, Chi- cago, IL 60626. 

SELL BOOKS by Mail 400% Profit. Free Details. Write: Tate's Enterprises, 9333 S. Merrill, Chicago, IL 60617. 

immediaMteOly!!D tailsj1100t(Refñndable)D Elamco, Waldo, AR 71770. 

"NEW!! Valuable Informative Manual on Mail - order" Learn "How to Setup . . Run" your busi- ness. Facts free. Frontierico, 154 (D12) Sprenger, Buffalo, NY 14211. 

IMPATIENT? Produce Oil Portraits instantly! De- tails 25e, refundable. Jtffyportraits, 2830BC- Gaffey, San Pedro, CA 90731. 

1000% PROFIT Bronzing Baby Shoes. Free Litera- ture. NBC -DG, Gower, MO 64454. 

$300.00 WEEKLY possible stuffing envelopes. Free supplies. Details, stamped envelope. ISCO, 3835 42nd, San Diego, CA 92105. 

$500 WEEKLY at home -New "Guaranteed Daily Income" plans -Free Proof. Box 90133DP, Atlanta, 
GA 30344. 

SELL Information By Mail! 2,400% Profit!!! Ex- citing Details Free! Sax, Dept. X-2903, Milan, OH 

$178.00 WEEKLY. Work one hour daily. Guaran- teed. PAS. Box 13703 -E, Sea Antonio, TX 78213. 

FABULOUS MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY!! 300% 
Profit Possible, Sample 25r. Write: Radco, Box 
101 -Al, Depew, NY 14043. 

AMAZINGLY PROFITABLE! Mall Baby Catalogs 
to New Mothers. Literature Free, PAT -MAR. Box 
5358, Fort Wayne, IN 46805. 

$250- $500 /THOUSAND STUFFING ENVELOPES, 
COMPLETE ASSISTANCE, Send Stamped, Addressed 
Envelope. Railco, 3648 Edenhurst Avenue -C2, Los 
Angeles, CA 90039. 

UNIQUE Mail Order Business. Expect the Un- 
usual. Gordon, 749 Paradiso, Coral Gables. FL 
33146. 

MAKE 3 Times Your Cost. Fast Selling Products. 
Details. Catalogue $2.00. Bridger Associates, Dept. 2, 
2750 Lakeside, Lexington, OH 44904. 

BUY IT WHOLESALE 

WHY PAY RETAIL? Save $300.00 -$500.00 yearly on 
over 1,000 household and personal Stems. Wholesale - to -you! Free details!! Marketing, 1338 Bennett, Dept. 
434 -D, North Madison, OH 44057. 

SENSATIONAL OFFER! SAVE MONEY!! 5 Whole- 
sale catalogs on low cost unusual items. Send $2.00. Winchester Enterprises, 2808 SS Hargrave Street, Phila., PA 19136. 

WATCHES, Toy's, carded merchandise below whole- sale. Details $1.00. Oppy Products, Box 356, So. 
Webster, OH 45682. 

COINS, CURRENCY & TOKENS 

FIVE Different U.S. Mint Error Coins $2.00. Coin Lists Free. Sayers, 1000 Unaka, Johnson City, TN 
37601. 

DETECTIVES 

CRIMEFIGHTERS! Investigators - Detectives -Police, 
Catalog $1.00 Refundable. Don -Q, Box 548, Seattle, Washington 98111. 

DO IT YOURSELF 

"BASIC TELEPHONE WIRING." Unique report gives complete details. $3.50 postpaid. Queens Village Telephone Supply, Box 29002 -K, Queens Village, 
NY 11429. 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 

USED Courses! Books! List 10e. Smith's 124 Marl- borough, Salem, MA 01970. 

FREE Details about highly effective and thorough course in Digital Electronics. Cost of course- $10.00. Your success guaranteed or $11.00 refunded! Dyne - sign, POB NEE, Wayland, MA 01778. 

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Masters. Ph.D.s. Free revealing details. Counseling. Box 1425 -EE -3, Tustin, CA 92680. 

UNLOCK Your Future. Become professional Lock- smith by spare time homestudy. $13 in an hour possible. AL tools, equipment included. Facts free. Send name. Locksmithing Institute (homestudy), Dept. 1372 -116, Little Falls, NJ 07224. 

LEARN PROFESSIONAL WRITING. 10 Lesson Course $5.95. Simple, Concise Language. Prairie Shopper, Box 602, Devils Lake. ND 58301. 

GET INTO BROADCASTING: Pass FCC Examina- tions, get jobs, start own station. Free literature. Broadcasting, Box 5516 -GB, Walnut Creek, CA 94596. 

BECOME a professional writer! Magazines will pay You big money for fillers. Ten Lessons. You get writing assignments, Critique list of magazines and the rates they pay. Profits before you complete lesson 3, $5.95. The Banyan Tree, 403 Marys Drive, Dept. EE, Louisiana, MO 63353. 

COLLEGE DEGREES AT HOME! Complete Di- rectory Accredited Universities offering Correspond- ence Courses $3.00. RESEARCH, BOX 4640DC, Palm Springs, CA 92262. 

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR THE ZIP CODE -PLEASE USE IT IN YOUR CLASSIFIED AD 
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Classified i 

MOM PLACE 
s ...ii...........ii..i..sisssisisisssssisasisss.sssmsdi 

To be included in the next issue, please send order and remittance to R. S. Wayner, 
ELEMENTARY ELECTRONICS, 229 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003 

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES 

FREE 36 -page catalog, updated 5 times a year. 
Everything for the electronics hobbyist -from TV an- 
tenna wire to the latest stereo music equipment. 
ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC. 4900 N. Elston 
Ave., Chicago, IL 60630 EE -8. 

FREE CATALOG: Electronic supplies -kits for the 
hobbyist. Low prices. Anklam Electronics, 4709 nth. 
6th St.. Wausau, WI 54401. 

BUILD YOUR OWN TV CAMERA. Great for home 
and business. Free illustrated catalog. Phone or 
write: 402- 987 -3771. ATV Research, 13 -E Broadway, 
Dakota City, NB 68731. 

FASCINATING PROJECTS! Motors! Generators! 
Batteries! Supplies! Equipment Planst "Electroqulp," 
Box 7266. Kansas City, MO 64113. 

NEED PARTS? No rejects or grao bags. Quality 
military and industrial surplus electronic materials. 
You'll like our quality discounts. BRAND X, Box 
444, Baker, OR 97814. 

OVERSTOCKED Electronic parts; 20 assorted 1 /2w 
resistors $1.00, 50 assorted capacitors $1.00, PC 
boards 3 by 5!2 in. 50e. 5 assorted potentiometers 
$1.00. Send order to: Sokolowski, 97 -20 221st Street, 
Queens Village, NY 11429. 

ELEt-1'RONIC BARGAINS! New and surplus 
parts. Catalog 25c, refundable with order. ATLAN- 
TIS, Box 12654E, Tucson, Arizona 05711. 

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION 

MAGNETS 

MAGNETS. All types. Specials -20 disc, or 10 bar, 
or 2 stick, or 8 assorted magnets, $1.00. Magnets, 
Box 192 -E, Randallstown, MD 21133. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

UNIQUE COLLECTION TECHNIQUE! For Business 
with Pastdue Accounts. Rush $1.00 for sending Free 
Guide. Raymond Fry, 1702 So. Palm, Ontario, CA 
91761. 

FREE CATALOG, SHOP BY MAIL. ARVO ENTER- 
PRISES, 120 JULES AVE., San Francisco, CA 94112, 

PROTECT YOURSELF!! Family!! "Rescue" Chem- 
ical Spray leaves muggers Blind, Coughing, Quarter 
Hour!! 5x1s Inch tube, ten foot spray! Legal. Send 
$2.49. Guaranteed! Trenk's Gifts, 468 East Ninth 
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11218. 

MONEY SAVING NEWS 

ABSOLUTELY BEAUTIFUL! Genuine quality jewel- 
ry creations, YOU now may own the INEXPENSIVE 
WAY. FREE details: DAVID WANT ENTERPRISES, 
STUDIO 100, 308 WEST ARION, WEST ST. PAUL, 
MN 55118. 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES 

STUFF MAIL ENVELOPES!! $250 00 profit per 
thousand poeaible. Offer details: Stamped self -ad- 
dressed envelope. Kings, B- 21487K -EE36, Ft. Lauder- 
dale, FL 33316. 

AUSTRALIA -WANTS YOU!! 50.030 Jobs:! Paid HOW to Make Money Writing Short Paragraphs. transportation- Latest Information and Forms $1.00. Infmmat!on Free. Barrett. Dept. C- 308 -K, 6216 N. 
H & M, Box 780-J, Ft. Huachuca, AZ 85613. Clark, Chicago 60660. 

FOR THE HOME 

FOR anyone who wants the satisfaction and 
economy of repairing, furnishing and maintaining 
the furniture in his home. Send $:.25 to FURNI- 
TURE. 229 Park Avenue South, New jock, NY 10003. 

GIFTS THAT PLEASE 

FREE Gift Catalog. Write: Brandy House, P.O. 
Box 304A, Greenville, AL 36037. 

FREE Catalog of Wonderful Gifts +o Please Those 
Special People. LLESSURT's of Greensboro, A10, 
5107 Amberhill Drive Greensboro, NC 27405. 

HI -FI EQUIPMENT 

CANADIANS -Free Hi -Fi discount catalog. Name 
brands, immediate delivery from our huge stock. Etco, 
Dept. AA, Box 741, Montreal "A ". 

HOBBIES & COLLECTICNS 

GLASSBLOWING KITS and supplies, Free litera- 
ture. Willis Glass, Box 3460 D, Anaheim, CA 92803. 

HOME WORKSHOP SUPPLIES 

NUTS, Bolts, Screws, Assortment, Washers. Catalog 
75e. Nutty Co., 1576SMS, Fairfield, CT 06430. 

25 WEEKEND BUILD -IT PROJECTS -Practical de- 
signs for home /shop buffs who enjoy working with 
wood, tools, materials and techniques. Send $1.50 
for your copy (includes postage) to Davis Publica- 
tions, Inc , 229 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 
10003. 

HYPNOTISM 

AMAZING self - hypnosis record releases fantastic 
mental power. Instant results! Free trial! Write: 
Forum (AF3). 333 No. Michigan, Chicago 60601. 

FREE Fascinating Hypnosis Information! Startling! 
DLMH, Box 487, Anaheim, California 92805. 

$1,000 MONTHLY!! Stuffing Envelopes And Clipping 
Newspaper: Send Stamped Addressed Envelope. jOY. 
Box 936 -A, Hyattsville. MD 20783. 

NEW Copyrighted home Business Addressing En- 
velopes. Fantastic Profits. Send Self Addressed 
Stamped Envelope. Mentor House, Dept. 8SM, Minos. 
N.Y. 13116. 

MARE YOUR CLASSIFIED AD PAY. Get "How to 
Write A Classified Ad That Pulls." Includes eerttfteete 
worth $2.00 towards a classified ad, Send $1.25 (In- 
cludes postage) to R. S. Wayner, Davis Publications, 
Inc., 229 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003. 

STUFF Envelopes. $25.00 Hundred, Free Supplies. 
Send Stamped envelope. taco, 3835A 42nd, San Diego, 
CA 92105. 

MONEY ADDRESSING AND MAILING CIRCU- 
LARS $250.00 PER 1000. A REAL MONEY MAKER. 
SEND 50c AND SELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO: 
POST OFFICE BOX 2532, ZANESVILLE, OH 43701. 

$300 DAILY in your mailbox -Free report reveals 
fortune building secrets. Saffar, Box 90133DP, 
Atlanta, GA 30344. 

$800.00 MONTHLY possible stuffing envelopes. Free 
supplies. Rush stamped envelope. United, 38381 s Van 
Dyke, San Diego, CA 92105. 

MAKE MONEY In your spare time. Copyrighted 
report shows you how. Reveals unusual hobby which 
could bring you a Free trip around the world or up 
to $50,000.00 in cash. $1.50. Walker Gifts, 34440 
South Gratlot, Mount Clemens, MI 48043. 

EARN EXTRA INCOME. 1001 Gifts, novelties, toys. 
Giant wholesale catalog $2.00 -refundable. Roekle, 
Box 16033F, Irvine, CA 92714. 

HOMEWORKERS. Mailers needed. 50 firms listed. 
Send 25r, Stamped addressed envelope. Bram, 2038 -4 
South Beretanla, Honolulu, HI 98814, 

COLLECT STAMPS for Profit! How to Start, 
Where to Sell. Complete guide to America's most 
Popular Hobby. Send $1.50. Delmar Studios, Dept. 
EE 17, 210 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10010. 

MONEYMAKING OPPORTUNITIES-- Cont'd 

THOUSANDS of Dollars Will Flood your Mailbox! 
No obligation. For Details send Stamped Addressed 
Envelope. Fort, Box 367, East Rochester, NY 14445. 

$1,000 MONTHLY, addressing envelopes. Details, 
send self addressed, stamped envelope. DSH, Box 
18066, Dallas, TX. 75218. 

TYPICAL OFFICE DUTIES IN YOUR OWN HOME. 
17 TO 20 HOURS per WEEK EARNING POTENTIAL 
$95.00. Send 506 and self addressed stamped en- 
velope to: Post Office Box 2532, Zanesville, OH 
43701. 

$100's WEEKLY. Establish Inflation- Recession -Un- 
employment proof business. Send $3 (refundable). 
Unlimited, 1013 South Kansas, Dept. -EE, El Paso, TX 
79901. 

EXCEPTIONAL $1,000 CASH PROFIT; Dollar (re- 
fundable! plus Success 'Information! Selbell, Stan- 
hope, NJ 07874. 

NEW Quick Fortune Building Overseas Product 
Sources. Ccmple:e Foreign Supplier List. $2.95. Her- 
nandez Imports, 500 Springdale, Enterprise, AL 36330. 

MAKE EXTRA MONEY. New booklet shows how 
to make money in your spare time without working. 
Send $1.50. McGregor's Gift Gallery, 226 Edgewood 
Street, Hartford. CT 06112, 

$250-$500/THOUSAND, STUFFING ENVELOPES 
COMPLETE ASSISTANCE, Send stamped addressed 
envelope. PS ENTERPRISES, Dept. C3, 36 Woodbine 
Avenue, Northampton, MA 01060. 

MUSIC & MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

FREE RECORD COLLECTION- Reviewers wanted. 
Each month we shit) you new record releases to rate. 
Anyone can qualify. All you pay is postage. You pay 
nothing for the records. Applicants accepted on first 
come basis. Write: Music Research, 8182 Washington 
Circle, Milwaukee, WI 53213. 

OF INTEREST TO WOMEN 

MAKE big money fast. Limited time offer. Box 45 
W, Macon, IL 62544, 

SAVE ON GROCERY BILLS! Bargain Finder 
shopping calculator compares complicated prices, 
quantities, can '.ii +es. without multiplying, dividing, 
adding, $1.50 postpaid with instructions. S. Edwards, 
Batesville, MS 39606. 

PERSONAL 

JAPANESE introductions! Girls' photographs, de- 
scriptions. brochure, details, $1.00. INTER- PACIFIC 
Box 304 -SC. Birmingham, MI 48012. 

SINGLE? Widowed? Divorced? Nationwide introduc- 
tions! Identity, Box 315 DC, Royal Oak, MI 48068. 

JAPANESE Girls Make Wonderful Wives. We have 
large number of listings. Many interested In mar- 
riage. Only $1.00 brings application, photos, names, 
descriptions.. questionnaire. Etc. Japan International, 
Box 1181 -AA, Newport Beach, CA 92663. 

"DATE WITH DIGNITY" Professional Matching. 
Drawer 6765. Fort Worth, 76115 (617) 921 -0281 Anytime, 

BEAUTIFUL MEXICAN GIRLS Wanting American 
Boy-Friends. Details. Photos "Free." World, Box 
3876 -DC, San Diego, CA 92103. 

1000 LADIES Photos matrimonial catalog- $3.00. In- 
tercontact, Box 127, Lauderdale, FL 33302. 

COLLEGE DECREES by mail. Free Details. Write: 
Rhodes, 8317D S. King Dr., $2C, Chicago, IL 60619. 

MORI agir 

For Greater Classified 
Savings ...Results ...and Profits... 

Place you ad in mie of our SPECIAL COMBINATIONS: Business Group, Science & Mechanics, or Davis Combination, 
Each Combination 's designed to give your ad the largest audience available. For further information write to 
R. S. Wayner, Classified Advertising Manager, Davis Publications, Inc, 229 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10003. 
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Classified 
Continued 

PERSONAL - Cont'd 

60 GUARANTEED Vitamins for Smokers, $6.47. Cloud 
Chasers, Box 16568, Dept. I30, Fort Worth, TX 76133 

DATES GALORE! Meet singles- anywhere. Call 
DATELINE, toll -free (800) 451 -3245. 

"X- RATED" Films, Magazines, Cards, Specialties) 
Fabulous Catalog! Explicit Photos! Rush 61.00 RE- 
FUNDABLE!! M. B. Imports, Box 237LL, Bronx, NY 
10463. 

A serious informative, entertaining magazine cov- 
ering just about every topic of interest to hikers. 
Includes a "Buyers' Guide to Equipment" and a 
"Beginner's Section" for those who want to learn 
about hiking and backpacking. Send $1.60 (includes 
25e for postage /handling) to : Backpacking Journal, 
229 Park Avenue South, New York. NY 10003. 

PHOTOGRAPHY -PHOTO FINISHING 
& SUPPLIES 

BAVE HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!!! Make your own 
S & M Densitometer. Send $3.00 for detailed drawings 
and instructions. A must for successful photography 
in your darkroom. Order direct: S & M Instruments, 
Dept. EE3, 229 Park Avenue South, N.Y., NY 10003. 

RADIO & TELEVISION SCIENCE & CHEMISTRY 

TV TUBES 36e each. Send for Free 48 page color FIREWORKS. Spectacular novelties. Simplified catalog. Cornell, 4217 -W University, San Diego, Cal- manufacturers textbook. $5.00. Guaranteed. Tropic, ifornla 92105. Box 95M4. Palm Bay, FL 32905. 

A NEW CANADIAN MAGAZINE, "Electronics 
Workshop." 65.00 yearly, sample $1.00. ETWCO, Box 
741 "A" Montreal, Canada. 

"CRYSTAL Experimenter's Handbook " -506. "20 
Crystal Set Plans" Handbook -500. Catalog 250, re- 
fundable. Laboratories, 1477 -G, Garden Grove. 
CA 92642. 

CITIZENS BAND Radios, Accessories, Monitor 
Radios. Discount Prices. Evergreen Electronics, 9420 
Trumbull, Chicago 60642. 

ANTIQUE Radio Collectors. Circuit diagrams for 
most U.S. radios 1915 to 1940, $2.50 each. JKMS, 
P.O. Box 2213A Olympia, WA 98507. 

DISCOVER how to avoid calling the serviceman. 
Save by servicing home equipment yourself. Send 
$1.50 (includes postage) for magazine. RADIO -TV 
REPAIR -229 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 
10003. 

SALESMEN -DISTRIBUTORS 

AUTOMATIC Fishhooks, Profitable samples. $2.00 (refundable), Arons, 61 Mastic Beach, NY 11951. 

SALESPERSON NEEDED. We are looking for a 
growth minded. Sales oriented individual willing to 
learn our business. Familiar with the CB Market. 
Must be willing to travel. Send resume. Anixter- 
Mark, Mrs. Mary Erhardt, 5349 W. Fargo Avenue, 
Skokie. IL 60076 (312) 675 -1500. 

SONGWRITERS 

EXCITING offer! Send poems, songs. Crown Music, 
49 -RX West 32, New York 10001. 

SURPLUS EQUIPMENT 

GIANT Bargain Packed Canadian Surplus Catalogs 
$1.00 Etco Electronics -DG, Box 741, Montreal "A ". 

TAPE RECORDERS, SOUND EQUIPMENT 

HEAD Cleaner 750. Two for $1.25 plus Free Gift 
Catalog. Gale, P.O. Box 683, OJus, FL 33163. 

TIPS FOR THE HOME. ETC. 

PRACTICAL tips for home, garden and workshop 
are in "1001 How -To Ideas." Send $1.50 for your 
copy (includes postage) to 1001 How -To Ideas, 229 
Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10003. 

WATCHES. WATCHMAKING & REPAIRING 

WATCH and clock repairing books, tools, materials. 
Free catalog. North American, Box 77. SM -201, Fox 
River Grove, IL 60021. 

PLEASE BE sure to include your zip code when 
ordering merchandise from classified advertisements. 
You'll receive faster delivery. 

YOU'LL MAKE 
MONEY 

SAVE MONEY TOO - 
BY READING and ANSWERING 

THESE CLASSIFIED ADS 

(Continued from page 96) 
be easily connected to the sockets. 

Choosing Fuses. Fuses should never 
be rated higher than the maximum rated 
current of the associated power supply. 
For example, if you are using an ex- 
ternal 5- ampere /5 -volt supply the fuse 
should be no larger than 5- amperes. 
If you are using the internal 1.5- 
ampere /5 -volt supply the fuse should be 
no larger than 1.5 amperes. But fusing 
for the supply's maximum rating pro- 
tects only the power supply, not the cir- 
cuit you're building. Such fusing in the 
presence of a wiring error could lead 
to an undamaged power supply -with 
crispy -fried experimental components! 
It is better to fuse so that the experi- 
mental circuit gets full protection, or as 
much protection as you can give it. For 
example, assume you are building a 
TTL project whose maximum current 
including the readout display is 150 
mA. Using the next higher fuse value, 
in this instance 3/16 or 2/10 ampere, 
will protect both the project and the 
power supply. Thus, whenever you use 
the Rig -Kwik for breadboarding a proj- 
ect you can protect the project, as well 
as the power supply, by choosing a fuse 
just large enough for the project itself 
(each time). You now have a fast, con- 
venient, and inexpensive laboratory 
breadboard. Enjoy! 

LED /Chip Photo -Helper 
(Continued from page 72) 

LED /Chip Photo -Helper, connect the 
batteries and turn the power switch On. 
One LED should immediately come On. 
Rotate the control from one extreme to 

B+I 
9V 

the other, and note that at some point 
each LED will come On in succession, 
but only one LED will be On at any 
given time. If more than one LED 
lights at a time, check whether you are 
working under fluorescent lighting. If 
so, move to a room lit with an incan- 
descent lamp and repeat the test. If 
there is no fluorescent light near, the 

CALIBRATION 
ADJUSTMENT 

POWER 
ON /OFF 

CADMIUM SULFIDE 
LIGHT SENSOR 

Assembled LED /chip Photo -Helper has light sensor on board, at right. Five LEDs are 
mounted under the transparent window at left. Only one LED lights at a time. 
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fault is in the circuit itself. Check the 
PC board for solder bridges, loose pig- 
tails or wires, or defective foil traces. 
If none of these can be found, the fault 
is in one of the integrated circuits, and 
it should be replaced with another of 
the same type. If one of the LEDs 
fails to light, but otherwise the circuit 
operates normally, exchange the LED 
for another one known to be good. 
When the LED /chip meter is operating 
properly, proceed with calibration. 

The Photo -Helper was designed to be 
used with a photographic enlarger, to 
ensure making black- and -white and 
color prints with repeatable success. If 
a good -quality enlarger is available, 
and you have access to a transparent 
step -tablet (gray scale), calibrate the 
LED /chip as follows. 

Calibration. With the step- tablet in 
the enlarger's negative slide, measure 
each segment, using the LED /chip by 
noting the setting of the control that 
causes the center LED (LED3) to come 
On. Next, make a series of test prints, 
using different exposures and develop- 
ment times, to produce a succession of 
prints of the step -tablet of differing 
contrasts. Note on the print the expo- 
sure and development used, and beside 
each segment of the step -tablet note 
down the setting of the LED /chip 
control. 

When ready to print a negative, 
measure the lightest and darkest areas 
of the negative with the LED /chip. 
Select the test print (made earlier) with 
the most desirable contrast range within 
the measured values, and use the ex- 
posure and development information 
recorded on the test print to determine 
the exposure to be used. 

When setting the LED /Chip con- 
trol with light from the enlarger, you 
can use a diffusion lens in conjunction 
with the enlarger lens to average out 
the illumination from the various parts 
of the negative. This ensures that the 
light being measured is a fair sampling 
from the entire area of the negative, 
and avoids measuring a too -dark, or 
too -light part of the picture. Of course 
the diffusion lens is swung out of the 
way after the, LED /Chip Photo- Helper 
is calibrated, so that the negative may 
be properly exposed. 

Transparent step -tablets can be pur- 
chased at any photo -supply shop or 
graphic -arts store for a few dollars. 
They come in a number of types, from 
some with 25 or more segments to 
those that include a color analyzing 
section containing color spots. Most 
low -cost step -tablets are not calibrated 
for their photographic densities but 
nave instead an arbitrarily- numbered 

scale on one side. Calibrated step- tablets 
are available, of course, but their high 
cost makes them unreasonable for use 
with the LED /Chip. An inexpensive 
step -tablet can be calibrated by placing 
each segment under a transmission den - 
sitometer and recording each reading. 
Most newspaper and many color print- 
ing shops usesuch a desitometer. 

Another useful function the photom- 
eter has is to ensure that a constant 
amount of light will reach the enlarger 
easel, regardless of the lens used or the 
magnification (enlargement). Make a 

mark.on the LED /Chip control scale 
at the setting that corresponds to the 
desired light intensity, reading the LEDs 
as before. In most cases, this may be a 

particular segment in a step -tablet. 
When making a print or, in the author's 
case, a process color separation, include 
the step- tablet with the negative. With 
the desired lens in place and the en- 
larger set to the correct enlargement, 
locate the photocell under the same 
segment in the step -tablet that was 
used earlier. Adjust control R2 to the 
mark made earlier, and then set the 
lens aperture until the center LED 
comes on. This feature is especially 
useful in the graphic arts, where a 

common set of exposures is desired for 
any type of halftone or color- separa- 
tion work done on a particular enlarger. 

Using the components in our parts 
list, the LEDs will automatically re- 
spond at increments of one f /stop (f/ 
stop is the term used to describe the 
setting of the lens aperture, one f /stop 
higher or lower means that either half 
or double the amount of light is trans- 
mitted by the enlarger lens.) If another 
type of CdS cell is used in place of 
the photocell listed in the Parts List, the 
values of resistors R3 through 7 may 
have to be changed to allow for the 
different response characteristics of the 
new photocell. All the components are 
easy to come by, and the total cost of 
the LED /Chip Photo -Helper should 
not be more than $10.00- considerably 
less if parts are scrounged from your 
junk box. 

NOIh'iFOR McGEE'S 
BIG SPEAKER CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN 
SPEAKERS - PARTS -TUBES - HIGH FIDELITY 

COMPONENTS- RECORD CHANGERS 

Tape Recorders- Kits -- Everything in Electronics 

1901 McGee Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64108 
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ISN'T IT TIME WE DEFENDED OURSELVES AGAINST 
MUGGERS, RAPISTS ':.. -,, 

AND ATTACKERS? 
Will you be a victim of a criminal attack? Don't be afraid of going o it 

anytime. anyplace. Defend yourself, your loved ones and your 
home against attackers with this high quality, dependable 8 -shot 
non -lethal 22 caliber tear gas revolver. Fires 8 shots, in seconds, 
to stop one or even a gang of attackers instantly. Solid metal con- 
struction by skilled European craftsmen. Don't buy a cheap metal or 
plastic imitation that might misfire or jam when needed 

ONLY s24.98 INSURED DELIVERY. O NO C O.D'S 
AND 

PLEA E,D 
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JNE M ILLION MORE 

BY 1985. 
America still needs men who are willing to work 

with their hands. Men trained for growing service 
careers like Auto Mechanics, Electrician, TV Repair, 
Air Conditioning, Electronics and Engineering. 

According to a publication of the U.S. Office of 
Education, "You no longer need four years of college 
to start out on a scientific or technical career. 

"You can break into any field -from medicine to 
computers to engineering to the space program - 
with only a year or two of education. Just become a 
technician."" 

Tens of thousands of jobs are opening up every 
year for skilledmen, according the U.S. Department of 
Labor. (See chart.) 

But the key word is skilled. And that's where we 
come in. We're ICS, International Correspondence 
Schools. While we can't guarantee you a job, for over 
80 years we've taken men and turned them into skilled 
men. And we can do the same for you. 

AN IDEAL WAY TO LEARN 

As an ICS student, you study at home, on your 
own schedule You waste no time traveling to and 
from class. And you never have to miss a paycheck. 

But you're never alone. If you ever want to talk 
to an instructor, you can call ICS from anywhere in 
the continental United States, using our toll -free 
Dial -a- Question® service. 

Since 1890, millions of men and women around 
the world have turned to ICS for career training. 

More than 70 of America's largest 100 corpora- 
tions (including Gulf Oil, Bethlehem Steel, 3M, 
Westinghouse, and International Paper) use ICS train- 
ing for their own employees. 

And the ICS Center for Degree Studies is au- 
thorized by the Pennsylvania Department of Educa- 

Careers 

Average 
annual job 
openings, 
1972 -85t 

% increase 
new job 
openings, 
1972 -85t 

Auto Mechanics 22.300 18.4% 

Air Conditioning 
Refrigeration and 
Heating Mechanics 13.100 96.3% 

TV and Radio 
Service 
Technicians 4,400 18.1% 

Electricians 
(Construction and 
Maintenance) 20,900 30.0% 

Engineering 
and Science 
Technicians 39,600 48.9% 

'Source, U.S. Office of Education publication. 
"25 technical careers you can learn in 2 years or less." 

tSource, 1974 U.S. Dept. of Labor 
Occupational Manpower and Training Needs 

tion to grant the Associate in Specialized Business 
degree in Accounting and Business Management, 
and the Associate in Specialized Technology degree 
in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical, and Chemical En- 
gineering Technologies. 

These degree programs are not mere stepping- 
stones to higher education nor are they primarily in- 
tended for transfer toward more advanced degrees. 
They are practical, career -oriented programs designed 
to help you reach your objectives without further 
academic training. 

If you already have some college education, you 
may be able to receive advanced standing toward 
your degree. With a degree from ICS, you'll be able to 
apply with pride for jobs that call for career training. 

FREE DEMONSTRATION LESSON 

No one can promise success, but if you want 
more -more money, more security, more day -to-day 
satisfaction and more future -our free Career Book- 
let and free Demonstration Lesson can help you get 
started in the right direction. 

Remember, it's your life. You might as well make 
the most of it. ©1975 Intcxt, Inc. I 

FOR A FREE CAREER BOOKLET & DEMO LESSON, 
CHECK BELOW. 

Electrician 
Engineering 
Accounting 
Drafting 
Electronics Technician 
TV Service & Repair 
Surveying & Mapping 
Diesel Mechanic 
Air Conditioning & 
Refrigeration 

Automotive Mechanics 
Business Management 
Civil Engineering 
Interior Decorating 
Construction Electrician 
Appliance Service & Repair 
Income Tax 
Motel/Restaurant Mgt. 
Mechanical Engineering 
High School 

EARN A DEGREE WITHOUT GOING TO COLLEGE 

The ICS Center for Degree Studies is authorized by the Pennsylvania 
DepartmentofEducation to offer career programs at home leading to 
Associate in Specialized Business and Associate in Specialized Technol- 
ogy degrees. For information, check the field of your choice below. 

Business Programs: Engineering Technologies: 
Accounting Civil Electrical 
Business Management Mechanical Chemical 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

Phone 

Age 

Zip 

'es 
XA906P 

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS 

L SCRANTON, PA. 18515 

VETERANS: TAKEN FOR CAREER PURPOSE!;, ICS PROGRAMS QUALIFY FOR VA. BENEFITS. 
CANADIAN RESIDENTS USE SCRANTON PA. ADDRESS FOR SERVICE FROM ICS CANADIAN, LTD. 
IN HAWAII. 931 UNIVERSITY AVE. , HONOLULU, HAWAII 96814. 
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Realistic gives you more 
than Brands J and L... 

and charges about 
$l0 to $20 less* 

Let's talk features! Delta tune. Dual conversion receiver. Noise blanker. S /RF meter. 
Brand J's comparable set gives you none of those things and Brand L's gives you just 
one. One more fact: Realistic has Auto -Modulation for full RF power whether you talk 
loud or soft. Radio Shack's new look in mobile CB -the 23- channel Realistic TRC -56. 
With its telephone -type handset you get two big advantages: you can listen privately; 
you can talk and listen with greatly reduced background noise. Of course you can 
switch to the regular built -in speaker anytime. FCC type accepted. Usable with plus or 
minus ground. Universal dash /floor /cab roof mount included. The money you may 
save will just about pay for your (Archer) antenna! 17995* 

F REE' CATA OG 
ACK 

164 PAGES OVER 2000 ITEMS 
AT OUR OVER 4300 STORES OR 
MAIL THIS COUPON TO 

Radio Shack 
P.O. Box 1052 
Fort Worth, Texas 76101 

(Please Print) 

Name 

Street 

city 

State 

Apt. # 

Zip 

ftad ieIhaek 
A TANDY CORPORATION COMPANY 

OVER 4300 STORES 50 STATES 8 COUNTRIES - Just Say Charge It 

At Participating Stores 

*Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers. 

Prices and products may vary in Canada 
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